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Organization of this Compliance Report
This Compliance Report builds upon the Compliance Evaluation submitted to
Metro in August 1998. It describes Portland's "compliance" with requirements
and recommendations made in Metro's Urban Growth Management Functional
Plan. Where the City has not yet completed work to establish compliance, this
report describes the outline and schedule of planned compliance work.
The Functional Plan, and therefore, this Compliance Report, is organized by
"Title," each of which addresses an aspect of growth management in the region.
7he langllOge af the FunctionalPlan IS containedin boxesandpresentedin this typeface.
To find out what the FunctionalPlan IS asking for- look in the boxes.
Portland's responses are presented in this typeface.
Status or Compliance summarizes the main points about Portland's current
state of compliance.
Discussion provides more detail about work planned to achieve compliance
and supporting information explaining Portland's compliance status.
References list the attachments and appendices that give further information
or provide the legal framework for the issue or requirement under discussion.
Attachments are documents bound with the Compliance Evaluation. The
attachments add details and provide information important for explaining the
City's Evaluation.
Appendices are public documents that are available to interested parties from
other sources. The appendices are not included with the Compliance Report.
Although they contain important information, they also contain much that is




A goal of the City of Portland's Comprehensive Plan is to "Enhance Portland as a
livable city, attractive in its setting and dynamic in its urban character by
preserving its history and building a substantial legacy ofquality private
developments and public improvements for future generations.» All City bureaus
and divisions are working toward that goal through their programs and
projects.
Projected growth of the region poses many challenges to this goal, but the City
of Portland believes that growth can be managed to achieve more jobs, more
services, a rich cultural life, and a continued urban vitality if new growth is
properly integrated into the existing community. Regional planning and
cooperation will help the entire region enhance its livability.
This Compliance Report describes how Portland is complying with the
requirements of the region's Urban Growth Management Functional Plan.
While Portland has made substantial compliance progress, the City is
requesting extensions to complete some of the necessary amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan and implementing ordinances. This report also identifies
other important programs being undertaken by various City bureaus to plan
and build for Portland's future.
Portland is now focusing on "place-making" to increase jobs and housing
opportunities in Town Centers, Corridors, and Main Streets. The Bureau of
Planning has already completed several community plans and intends to
continue to work with neighborhoods to make main streets and corridors places
where people want to live, work, and play. This work, to be carried out over the
next several years, also will support the Urban Growth Management Functional
Plan.
Following is a Title-by-Title summary of the City responses to the Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan's requirements.
Title 1 - Housing and Employment Accommodation
Portland has achieved substantial compliance with its housing and employment
target capacities for the year 2017. The City's housing capacity is
approximately 66,994 housing units based on current zoning and 75,078 units
based on current Comprehensive Plan designations, compared to the City's
target capacity of 70,704 housing units. The City calculates that it has capacity
for 33,759 dwelling units in mixed-use areas based on zoning and 39,529 based
on Comprehensive Plan designations, as compared to the target capacity of
26,970 units in mixed-use areas.
The City has calculated a range of employment capacities using different
defensible modeling assumptions. Portland's capacity ranges from 191, 913 to
224,318 jobs based on zoning and from 199,482 to 243,133 jobs based on
Comprehensive Plan designations. Portland also calculates an employment
v
capacity of at least 10 1,763 jobs in mixed-use areas based on zoning and at
least 106,947 based on Comprehensive Plan designations. The Table I target
capacity is 100,087 jobs in mixed-use areas for Portland.
As required by the Functional Plan, Portland allows accessory dwelling units
and does not prohibit subdivision or partitioning within the urban growth
boundary. A rewrite of the City's Land Division Code containing minimum
density requirements that conform to the Urban Growth Management
Functional Plan is currently before the Planning Commission.
Title 2 - Regional Parking Policy
The City is preparing amendments to its Zoning Code to establish parking
minimums and maximums. These amendments are scheduled for hearings by
the Planning Commission in April 1999. The City already provides an
administrative adjustment procedure that applies to parking, as required by the
Functional Plan.
Title 3 - Water Quality, Flood Management, and Fish and Wildlife
Conservation
The compliance deadline for Title 3 is December, 1999. The City will deliver an
evaluation of Title 3 compliance to Metro in June 1999.
Title 4 - Retail in Employment and Industrial Areas
The City Council will hear proposed amendments to the Zoning Code and a re-
zoning of part of the Hayden Meadow area in March 1999. The amendments
will comply with Title 4, and are expected to be enacted by May 1999..
Title 5 - Neighbor Cities and Rural Reserves
The City has Comprehensive Plan policies that achieve the goal of this title,
which is to protect rural reserves and green corridors.
Title 6 - Regional Accessibility
The City is preparing Comprehensive Plan amendments to meet the Regional
Street Design Guidelines and the Design Standards for Street Connectivity, the
portions of Title 6 which are in force in February 1999. Planning Commission
hearings are expected to take place in Spring 1999, leading to adoption in
Summer 1999. Portland will satisfy the remaining requirements one year after
Metro adopts the Regional Transportation Plan.
Title 7 - Affordable Housing
Title 7 recommends a number of affordable housing strategies that Portland
either already employs or is working to establish.
Title 8 - Compliance Procedures
The City is carrying out projects to adopt amendments to the Comprehensive
Plan and implementing ordinances to comply with Functional Plan
requirements. Portland is requesting time extensions to complete several of
these projects. The work is expected to be completed at various times, but the
City proposes to submit two additional compliance packages to coincide with
VI
reporting on Title 3. This will make more efficient use of time and resources
than submitting compliance packages piecemeal.
The City of Portland supports and believes in regional planning and









State law andMetro Code require that the Metro urbangrowth boundary (UGB)
have sufficient capacity to accommodate the expectedgrowth for 20years. It IS
Metro policy to minimize the amount ofurbangrowth boundary expansion required
for the expectedpopulation andemploymentgrowth by the year 2017consIstent
with all StatewIde Goals. To further thatpolicy, it IS beneficialanddesirable for
Metro to require actions intended to increase the capacity for development ofland
within the UGB. Increasing the capacity oflandwithin the UGB wdlinclude
requiring changes for appropriate locations in both the rate ofdevelopment
permittedper acre (zoned density) and the rate at which housing andemployment
are actllOlly blllit within the UGB. Development consIstent with the design types of
the Metro 2040 Growth Concept WIll focus these efforts. As a matter ofregional
policy, each city andcounty must contrIbute its fair share to increasing the
development capacity oflandwithin the UGB.
Metro wdl work with localjurIsdictions to develop a set ofregion-WIde community
development code provisions, standards andother regulations which local
jUrisdictions may adopt that wdlhelp implement the 2040 Growth Concept and thIS
FunctionalPlan. Included in thISproject wdlbe a review ofdevelopment standards
in support ofsmaller lots andmore flexIble use ofland- strategies to encourage
landassembly, more flexIble zoning andimprovements in thepre-applicationprocess
to ensure timely and thorough review and to prOVIde for early involvement by the
public to address neighborhoodconcerns andassure communityacceptance ofthese
changes.
Status:
The City of Portland supports Metro's policy to minimize Urban Growth
Boundary expansions and to make the 2040 Growth Concept a success.
Portland will continue to work with Metro on such region-wide efforts.
TITLE 1 - REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT
ACCOMMODATION
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section 2. Methods to Increase Calculated Capacity Re?Uired for All Cities and
Counties
Allctfies andcounties wtfhin Metro are required to include wtfhin their
comprehensiveplans ondimplementIng ordinances the following provisions:
A. CIties ondcounties shallopply a mimmum density standard to allzones allOWIng
resIdentialuse as follows:
la. ProvIde that no development applicatIon. including a subdivisIon, may be
approvedunless the development WIllresult in the but/ding of80percent or
more of the mwomum number ofdwelling umtsper net acre permtftedby
the zoning designation for the stfe; or
b. Adopt mInImum density standards that apply to each development
applicatIon that vary from the requirements ofsubsection la., above.
However, for the purpose ofcompliance wtfh Table 1, only those dwelling
units that are allowedat these mimmum density standards shallbe counted
for compliance with the calculatedcapacitIes of Table 1
2. The mInImum denstfy standardmay be achievedby use ofa small lot
district where an average lot size of5000 to 6200 square feet allows
flexlbiltfy withIn that range on development applications, so long as the
district remaIns In compliance with the minimum density standardused to
calculate capacitIes for compliance wIth Table 1 capacities.
3. No comprehensiveplan provision, Implementing ordinance or localprocess
(such as site or design review) may be appkedandno condition ofapproval
may be Imposed that wouldhave the effect ofreducing the mInImum
densIty standard.
4. For high density zones with maxImum zoneddensity higher than 37dwelling
untfsper net acre, the mInImum resIdentIaldenstfy may be 30 dwelling
unitsper net acre.
5. This mimmum density requirement does not apply (1) outSIde the urban
growth boundary, (2) insIde areas designatedas open space on the attached
Open Spaces Map, and (3) InsIde areas designatedas unbut/dable on the
attached Open Spaces Map. The maxImum zoneddenstfy does not include
the denstfy bonus for zones that allow them.
Status:
The City of Portland is not yet in compliance with this requirement, but is
working toward it. Minimum density standards that comply with the
Functional Plan are being proposed for single-dwelling zones as part of the
Land Division Code Rewrite Project. The proposed rewrite of the Land Division
Code (Title 34) is currently being considered by the Portland Planning
Commission, and a decision is expected by March, 1999. City Council hearings
TITLE 1 - REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT
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and adoption of the proposals are expected in late Spring, 1999. The new
minimum density standards are expected to take effect in Summer, 1999.
The Zoning Code currently has minimum density requirements for some multi-
dwelling zones. These existing standards comply with the requirements of the
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. New standards have been
proposed for the zones that do not currently have minimum density
requirements. The new standards will meet the requirements of this section of
the Functional Plan.
The City seeks a time extension until December, 1999 to complete and report
on this work. Although it is expected that the necessary measures will be
adopted and implemented well before that time, Portland is proposing - for
reasons of efficiency and cost-effectiveness - to deliver compliance
documentation in two packages (in June and December, 1999).
Discussion:
Minimum density requirements for single-dwelling zones will appear in the
Land Division Code. The rules described in the table below ensure that land
divisions achieve minimum densities in single-dwelling zones without affecting
environmentally-constrained lands. Until the newly rewritten Land Division
Code takes effect, the existing Title 34 specifies that minimum density in single
dwelling zones shall be 90 percent of the maximum allowed density.
Table 1-1: Minimum density requirements proposed for incorporation in the
Land Division Code.
Category Staff Proposed Minimum Density Requirements
Single Dwelling Zones
Basic rule When the maximum density allows three or more units,
minimum density is 80 percent of the maximum. If
maximum and minimum density are the same number
of units, the minimum is one unit less than the
maximum. When maximum density allows either one
or two units, the minimum density is one unit.
Exception for Minimum density does not apply to environmentally-
constrained constrained parts of a site (e.g., environmentally zoned
lands land, landslide-prone areas, flood hazard areas).
Division of vacant If a vacant lot, based on its maximum density, has a
land required capacity of three or more units, a land division will be
required before development of the lot is approved.
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Minimum density requirements for multi-dwelling zones are implemented as
development standards in the Zoning Code. Minimum densities are already
established in the Zoning Code for most multi-dwelling zones. In these zones,
the Land Division Code requires that lot sizes be large enough to support the
high number of units and high densities desired. New Zoning Code minimum
density standards in the R2 and R3 zones are proposed as part of the Land
Division Code rewrite.
All the existing and proposed minimum density standards meet or exceed the
requirements of Title 1, section 2.A, except for the small-site standard in the
R1 zone. This standard allows the minimum density to be 50 percent of the
maximum for small sites to provide enough design flexibility to ensure
successful development. Because the number of R1 sites that meet the size
limitation represents a very small percentage of acreage zoned R1, Portland
still substantially complies with this section of the Functional Plan.
Table 1-2. Development standards in the Zoning Code establishing minimum
density requirements for multi-dwelling zones.
Zone Staff Proposed Minimum Density Requirements
Multi-Dwelling Zones
R3 and R2 Zones When maximum density allows three or more units,
(new standard) minimum density equals 80 percent of the maximum. If
maximum and minimum density equal the same
number, the minimum is reduced by one unit.
Exceptions:
When maximum density allows two units, minimum
density equals two units.
When maximum density allows one unit, minimum
density equals one unit.
R1 (new standard When the site is less than 10,000 square feet in area,
added and minimum density is 50 percent of the maximum
modification to density (minimum is one unit per 2,000 square feet,
the existing or 21 dwelling units per acre [duja]). This standard
standard) formerly applied to all sites in the R1 zone.
When the site is 10,000 square feet or greater in area,
minimum density is 80 percent of maximum density
(minimum is one unit per 1,200 square feet, or 35
duja). This is a new standard.
RH (existing Minimum density equals one unit per 1,000 square feet
standard) of site area (43 duj a).
RX (existing Minimum density equals one unit per 500 square feet of
standard) site area (87 duj a).
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References:
Land Division Code Rewrite Project, Second Proposed Draft: Bureau of
Planning; September 1998 (Appendix A).
2.D. Cities andcounties shallnotprohlbtfpartitioning or subdividing InsIde the
Metro urbangrowth boundary where existing lot sizes are two or more times
that of the mInimum lot size In the development code.
Compliance:
The City is in substantial compliance with the requirements of Title 1, Section
2.8.
With one minor exception, Portland does not prohibit partitioning or
subdivision inside the Metro urban growth boundary.
Discussion:
Except for one instance, the Portland Zoning Code (Title 33) and the Land
Division Code (Title 34) do not prohibit land partitions or divisions from
occurring on land that can be divided under the applicable zone's standards.
This instance, discussed below, applies only to an area of southeast Portland
subject to flood damage.
As discussed under Section 5.C.4 of this Title, the Johnson Creek Plan District
amendments prohibit land divisions and the creation of Planned Unit
Developments (PUDs) within the Flood Risk Area. The purpose of this
provision is to minimize future flood damage to properties in the area. The
Flood Risk Area includes the floodway and the 5-year floodplain. This land has
already been removed from the buildable lands inventory, so this provision will
not affect calculated capacities.
Lost development potential within the Flood Risk Area is mitigated by a
provision for transferable development rights (TDRs) in the Johnson Creek Plan
District. These TDRs allow all of the density on affected flood risk lands to be
transferred if certain conditions are met (see Attachment 1).
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References:
Flood Management Amendments to the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District,
Final Report: Bureau of Planning, April 30, 1998 (Attachment 1).
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.535.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
2. C. CIties andcaunties shallnotprohIbit the construction ofat least one accessory
unit wIthin any detachedsingle family dwelling that ispermitted to be built in
any zone inside the urbangrowth boundary. Reasonable regulations of
accessory units may include, but are not limlfed to, size, lighting, entrances and
owner occupancy of the primary unit; but shollnotprohIbit rentaloccupancy,
separate access, and full klfchens in the accessory units.
Compliance:
The City complies with Title I, Section 2.C.
On December 10, 1997, Portland's City Council adopted Ordinance No.
171879, which amended provisions of the Portland Zoning Code to broaden
opportunities for creation of accessory dwelling units. The code amendments
became effective on February 2, 1998.
Discussion:
The new code provisions exceed the minimum requirements for Accessory
Dwelling Units in Title 1.
An accessory dwelling unit may now be added to a house, attached house or
manufactured home in any residential (or "R") zone, except for attached houses
in the R5 through R20 zones that were built using Title 33, Chapter 240,
"Duplexes and Attached Houses on Comers".
See also the related Accessory Dwelling Unit discussion under Title 7 of this
report.
References:
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.205 and related provisions.
Portland City Council, Ordinance No. 171879: Accessory Dwelling Units.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
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section 3. Design Type Boundaries Requirement
For each ofthe followIng 2040 Growth Concept design types, city andcounty
comprehensive plans shallbe amended to Include the boundaries ofeach area,
determInedby the cJfyor county consistent wJfh thegeneral locations shown
on the 2040 Growth Concept Map:
Central City--Downtown Portlandis the CentralCity which serves as the major
regional center, an employment andculturalcenter for the metropolitan area.
RegionalCenters--Nine regionalcenters willbecome the focus ofcompact
development, redevelopment andhigh-quality transJf service andmultimodal
street networks.
Station Commumtles--Nodes ofdevelopment centeredapproximately one-halfmile
arounda light raJ!or high capacity tronsJf station that feature a high-quality
pedestrian environment.
Town Centers--Localretailandservices wJ!1be provIdedIn town centers wJfh
compact development and transit service.
MaIn Streets--Neighborhoods willbe servedby mOln streets with retailandservice
developments servedby transit.
Corridors--Alonggoodquality transJf nnes, corridors feature a high-quality
pedestrian environment, convenient access to transit, andsomewhat higher
than current densities.
Employment Areas--Various types ofemployment andsome resIdentialdevelopment
are encouragedIn employment areas wJfh linl/tedcommercialuses.
Industrial Areas-Industrialarea are set aSIde primarily for IndustrialactivJfies
with limJfedsupportIng uses.
Inner Neighborhoods--Residentialareas accesSIble to jobs andneighborhood
bUSInesses wJfh smaller lot sizes are Inner neighborhoods.
Outer Neighborhoods--Resldentialneighborhoods farther away from large
employment centers with larger lot sizes and lower densities are outer
neighborhoods.
Status:
Portland has made substantial progress toward compliance with Title 1,
Section 3. The Comprehensive Plan Update Project (CPUPj will include design
type maps for Planning Commission and City Council review. When that
project is complete, the City's design type maps will fully comply with
Functional Plan requirements.
The City requests a time extension until December 1999 to complete and report
on this work. Although it is expected that appropriate Comprehensive Plan
amendments and design type maps will be adopted and implemented well
before that time, Portland is proposing - for reasons of efficiency and cost
TITLE 1 - REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT
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effectiveness - to deliver compliance documentation in two packages (in June
and December 1999).
Discussion:
Portland's planning strategies have included the concept of mixed-use centers
and higher-density, transit-served corridors surrounded by lower-density
residential areas for many years. The City's Livable City Project and other City
planning efforts predate the Region 2040 Growth Concept and have influenced
the Growth Concept formulation. City Comprehensive Plan policy language, as
well as other City documents and implementation tools, already contain some
of the same words used as Metro design type names (for example, corridors and
main streets). To avoid confusion, a distinction will be made in new
Comprehensive Plan policy language to clearly define design type concepts
relating to Functional Plan compliance.
The policy language and design type boundaries will both be considered as part
of the Comprehensive Plan Update Project (CPUPj, a large project which is
reviewing and updating many sections of the Comprehensive Plan. The CPUP-
proposed design type boundaries are generally consistent with the locations
shown on the Region 2040 Growth Concept Map.
Centers: Central City, Gateway Regional Center, and Town Centers
In order to incorporate the various degrees of area planning activities that have
been completed, are underway, and will be undertaken in the future, the
proposed design type boundaries for centers were developed using three
different methods.
Method I:
As part of Portland's planning program, three community plans have
been completed. Community plans consist of policy and vision
statements, refinement of zoning and future development patterns, and
implementation programs-reviewed and adopted through an extensive
public process. The City has completed community plans in the Central
City, Albina, and Outer Southeast. Through these legislative planning
processes, centers were established through a combination of policy,
zoning, and implementation strategies. These planning processes also
considered existing and future transit service and multi-modal
accessibility.
In these areas, the proposed centers are based on the Region 2040
Growth Concept Map boundaries with adjustments that incorporate the
decisions made as part of the planning effort to delineate the centers
their plans cover. Criteria listed below in Method II were also used in
modifying the proposed boundaries:
TITLE 1 - REQUIREMENTS FOR HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT
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Centers that have been identified and defined through legislative
planning processes include:
• Central City - the boundaries of the adopted Central City Plan
District are proposed to be the design type boundaries as well;
• Gateway Regional Center - the boundaries of the adopted Outer
Southeast Vision Plan Map are proposed to be modified; and
• Lents Town Center, where the Outer Southeast Vision Plan Map
boundaries are proposed to be modified.
For both the Gateway Regional Center and Lents Town Center, the vision
map boundaries are proposed to be modified to use zoning or rights of
way rather than an abstract line.
Centers drawn using Method I (i.e., those located in areas where recent
planning efforts have been completed) will be shown on the proposed
design type maps by boundaries with solid lines.
Method II
For areas without a community plan, or without a current planning
effort that considers existing or future transportation facilities, transit
service, and multi-modal accessibility as part of an overall land use
strategy, centers were mapped using the Region 2040 Growth Concept
Map as a starting point. Refinements were made based upon general
knowledge of the area, City Comprehensive Plan Map and policies, and
the following objective criteria:
1. Walking isochrons (distances within which a person could walk in
20 minutes in areas which already have appropriate zoning, and
10 minutes in other areas);
2. Existing zoning;
3. Rights-of-way;
4. Block and lot patterns;
5. Presence and extent of natural resource or other environmental
constraints;
6. Physical barriers impeding access (geographic features such as
bluffs and man-made barriers such as freeways); and
7. Infrastructure availability and capacity.
In these areas the design type boundaries are being developed for
compliance purposes only (i.e., for calculation of housing and jobs
capacity and for transportation analysis, based on zoning now in place
within the delineated boundary). These boundaries are not intended to
govern any future decision-making. Boundaries of this type have been
developed for:
• St. Johns Town Center.
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Method III
A third category of centers are those for which a planning effort is
currently in progress. For example, the Hollywood Town Center and
Sandy Boulevard Main Street Project, now underway, is working with the
community to define a town center boundary. The "working" boundary
may be modified as the project progresses through additional public
review and Planning Commission and City Council adoption.
Centers for which a planning effort is currently in progress include:
• Hillsdale Town Center;
• Hollywood Town Center;
• Raleigh Hills Town Center; and
• West Portland Town Center.
The West Portland Town Center and Portland's portion of Raleigh Hills
are part of the Southwest Community Plan (SWCP). The SWCP is now
suspended, and there is a lack of community consensus on what should
happen in these town center areas, or even whether the West Portland
Town Center should continue to be designated as a town center. The
boundary shown for the West Portland Town Center is therefore likely to
be modified (or deleted altogether) through upcoming public planning
processes and subsequent decisions. This boundary applies only to the
area used for capacity calculations and transportation analysis. and is
not intended to govern any future decision making.
Town centers drawn using Methods 1I and III will be drawn with a dotted
or hatched line and the following note:
"This boundary is likely to be modified through a current or
anticipated planning project."
Station Areas
In order to incorporate the various degrees of area planning activities that have
been completed, are underway, and that will be undertaken in the future, the
proposed design type boundaries for station communities were developed using
three methods parallel to those used for the centers.
Method!
The 1980 Comprehensive Plan and other planning processes considered
the existing and future transportation facilities and public transit service
that would influence a number of proposed light rail station areas in
Portland. Examples include the north portion of the 60th Avenue MAX
station, the Goose Hollow MAX station, and the possible South-North
Light Rail stations in the Albina Community Plan area.
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In these areas, station communities are based on the Region 2040
Growth Concept Map boundaries with adjustments that incorporate the
decisions made as part of the planning effort to delineate the station
communities the plans cover. Criteria listed below in Method II were
also used in modifying the proposed boundaries.
Local legislative planning projects that considered station communities
as part of the planning effort include:
• Central City Plan (Eastside MAX stations from Holladay Park to
the Rose Quarter and all downtown MAX stations);
• Goose Hollow Station Community Plan;
• Albina Community Plan (all possible stations north of the Rose
Quarter); and
• Outer Southeast Community Plan (Eastside MAX stations from
162nd Ave. to Gateway).
Centers located in areas where recent planning efforts have been
completed will be shown on the proposed design type maps by
boundaries with solid lines.
Method II
For areas without a community plan, or without a current planning
effort that considers an existing or future transportation facilities, transit
service, and multi-modal accessibility as part of an overall land use
strategy, station communities were mapped using the Region 2040
Growth Concept Map as a starting point. Refinements were made based
upon general knowledge of the area, Comprehensive Plan Map and
policies, and the following objective criteria:
1. Walking isochrons (distances within which a person could walk in
20 minutes in areas which already have appropriate zoning, and
10 minutes in other areas);
2. Existing zoning;
3. Rights-of-way;
4. Block and lot patterns;
5. Presence and extent of natural resource or other environmental
constraints;
6. Physical barriers impeding access: geographic features such as
bluffs and man-made barriers such as freeways; and
7. Infrastructure availability and capacity.
In these areas, the design type boundaries area being developed for
compliance purposes only (i.e., for calculation of housing and jobs
capacity and for transportation analysis, based on zoning now in place
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within the delineated boundary). These boundaries are not intended to
govern any future decision-making. Such boundaries have been
developed for:
• Possible South-North Light Rail station areas in southeast
Portland; and
• Allor portions of the Eastside MAX station areas at 82nd and 60th
Avenues.
Method ill
A third category of centers are those for which a planning effort is
currently in progress. A "working" boundary may be modified as the
project progresses through additional public review and Planning
Commission and City Council adoption. Such a planning effort is
currently in progress for the:
• Portland International Center (Airport) Station Community areas;
and
• Hollywood Town Center MAX station.
Station communities drawn using Methods II and III will be drawn with a
dotted or hatched line and the following note:
"This boundary is likely to be modified through a current or
anticipated planning project."
Linear Design Types: Main Streets and Corridors
A Citywide, generic approach was taken for the two "linear" design types: Main
Streets and Corridors. The boundaries for these two design types were
delineated for Functional Plan compliance, and are intended only for modeling.
The proposed map showing both main streets and corridors will be considered
in the Comprehensive Plan Update Project (CPUP) and adopted into the City's
Comprehensive Plan as required. This map will be a "snapshot in time" and
will fulfill a Functional Plan compliance obligation, but carries no meaning with
respect to zoning or implementation strategies. Through future legislative
planning projects - such as area-specific plans - main street and corridor
boundaries will be delineated through intensive public participation and their
meaning and implications will be defined.
For main streets, the width used by Metro for modeling purposes (240 feet) was
found in Portland to bisect many lots and produce a complex map boundary,
difficult to model. Portland expanded the main street width to 260 feet to
include the total width of the right-of-way and one full average block on either
side, which produced a much simpler map outline for main street areas in the
City. This width was used for modeling purposes only. For length, staff relied
upon existing commercial zoning. This results in segments of main streets that
mirror commercial zoning patterns along the street. Although some main
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streets were added, deleted, or modified from the Metro Growth Concept Map,
the total aggregate length of all main street segments in the City remains the
same.
For corridors, Metro's width of 360 feet was used for modeling purposes. This
width is not intended to govern any future decision making. City staff
determined the location and length of corridors throughout the City by using
the Regional Framework Plan's Public Transportation System Map, adopted by
Metro Council in 1997. This map is expected to be adopted as part of Metro's
Regional Transportation System Plan (RTP). Through the RTP process, the
City's Office of Transportation may recommend changes to the public
transportation system corridors shown on this map. If the adopted RTP map
includes changes to City corridors, the corridor design type map will be
amended to reflect these changes.
Employment and Industrial Areas
The City's employment areas include the General Employment zones that have
the Comprehensive Plan designation of Mixed Employment. The City's
industrial areas include the General Industrial and Heavy Industrial zones that
have the Comprehensive Plan designation of Industrial Sanctuary. In a few
areas, there are employment or industrial lands where zoning is inconsistent
with the Comprehensive Plan designation.
Inner Neighborhoods
Inner Neighborhoods make up the remaining portions of the City, i.e., those not
included in any of the above design types.
Design Type Maps
The City's Geographic Information System (GIS) staff have mapped and
archived all of the proposed design types and their boundaries. These maps
are expected to be adopted by Fall 1999 as part of the CPUP through an
upcoming set of proposed amendments to Goal 10 (Plan Review and
Administration). In addition, complementary policies and objectives are
proposed through amendments to Goal 2 (Urban Development).
The City's design types will be shown on four different maps, with the Central
City design type delineated on all maps, as follows:
• regional and town centers,
• station areas,
• main streets and corridors,
• employment and industrial areas.
The Central City is the heart of the urban City and is the center of the Portland
metropolitan region. It includes the most intensive urban development, and is
expected to continue to lead the region in job share and level of development
investment. Thus, it supercedes the City's other design types. This importance
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is reflected in the Central City being shown on all of the design type maps, and
it also clearly shows the Central City's relationship to other surrounding design
types.
Remaining residential portions of the City are proposed to be considered as the
Inner Neighborhood design type. In addition, an Open Space Map will show
the areas of the City that are designated as open space. Finally, the City's Title
4 Map will be completed and transmitted to Metro by December 1999.
West Hayden Island
The City and Multnomah County have agreed to transfer compliance
responsibility for West Hayden Island from the County to the City (see
Attachment 2). A request has been made to Metro to complete this transfer.
To meet Functional Plan requirements, West Hayden Island's two design type
designations will be shown on the City's Industrial and Employment Map and
the Open Space Map.
References:
Portland Bureau of Planning, The Livable City Project.
Oregon Revised Statutes, Chapter 660, Division 12, Transportation Planning.
Portland Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies. Adopted October 1980;
Revised October 1996.
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Sectit1n 4. Re'1"irements tt1 Increase Capacity If Recent Develt1pment At t.t1W
Density
A. Allcities andcOl/nties shalldetermine whether actllalbl//lt denstfies for
hal/sing dl/ring 1990-1995were less than 80percent ofmaximl/m zoned
denstfies. The 1990-1995actllalbl/llt densities within cities andcOl/nties
inside the l/rbangrowth bOl/ndaryshallbe comparedwtfh zoneddensities for
hOl/sing l/l1ItS dl/ring thatperiod
Res/dentialdevelopments to be analyzedshollbe those which werepermitted
bya land l/se action andconstrl/cteddl/ring the period from 1990 to 1995, and
residentialdensity shollbe measl/redin hOl/seholdsper net developedocre./
Compliance:
Calculations show that the City of Portland's actual built density from 1990
through 1995 was greater than 80 percent of the zoned maximum built
density. The City of Portland is in compliance with Title 1, Section 4.A.
Discussion:
The City conducted a study to determine the actual built density of residential
development permitted by a land use action and constructed from 1990
through 1995. The actual built density exceeds 80 percent of the maximum
number of dwelling units per net acre permitted by the Comprehensive Plan
designation for the site. The study was conducted as follows:
• The Tax Office for Multnomah County provided a listing of all the
subdivisions and partitions created by land use actions between the years
1990 and 1995. The listing contained the plat name, book of record, and
recording date.
• The Office of the Auditor of the City of Portland's Subdivision Atlas was
used to identify the tax number of record for each of the new parcels created
between 1990 and 1995. This data contained the addition name, legal
description, lot, and tax account number.
• The Assessment and Taxation database was queried for each of the created
tax parcels to determine if it had been developed between 1990 and 1995.
The tax number is associated within the database with the parcel size,
improvement characteristics, year built, and state identification number
(ID#). One thousand three hundred seventy four (1,374) parcels were
identified as having been created and built upon between 1990 and 1995.
I See Title lOoT the runctionalPlan for definitions.
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• City staff developed a database containing the tax number, the state ID#,
and the parcel size of each of the 1,374 parcels that were created and built
upon between 1990 and 1995.
• The Comprehensive Plan designation for each parcel was assigned using the
Bureau of Planning's Geographic Information System (GIS) database. This
database was linked with the created and built-upon parcels.
• The following table was used to determine the numbers of units allowed by





















• Using the linked database, staff calculated the number of units built per
acre and the number of units allowed for each created lot.
• The actual built density was calculated as the ratio of the actual number of
units built per net developed acre to the units per acre allowed by the
Comprehensive Plan designation.
The average built density for all land use actions within the City of Portland
exceeded 80 percent. It should be noted that development in the R5 zone had
an average built density of 83 percent for partitions and 82 percent for
subdivisions; and development in the R7 zone had 86 percent, and 89 percent,
respectively. Development in the R2.5 zone had an actual built density of 100
percent for subdivisions.
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4.8. If the comparison ofactllOlbUilt denslfies to maximum zoneddensities for the
period1990-1995indicates that actllOlbuilt densities were less than 80
percent ofmaximum zoneddensities, the city or county shallalso demonstrate
that If has consIderedandadoptedat least two of the following methods to
increase capacity:
a. Financial Incentives far higher density housing/
b. Provisionspermlftlng additionaldensity beyond thatgenerally allowedIn the
zaning district in exchange far amenlfies and features provIdedby the
developer/
c. Removalor easing ofopprovalstandards orprocedures.'
d Redevelopment andInltll strate9ies.· and
e. Authorization ofhousing typesnotpreViously allowedby the plan or
regulations.
Compliance:
Portland complies with the built density requirements of Title 1, Section 4.
Discussion:
As described in the previous section, the City's built density from 1990 to 1995
exceeds 80 percent of the wned capacity, so none of the above capacity-
increasing methods are required. Nevertheless, in its continuing efforts to
improve Portland's livability and affordability, the City already employs many of
the required methods.
Financial incentives for higher density housing
Since 1975, the City has had a limited property tax abatement for new multi-
family housing in the Central City area. To qualify, a project must have at least
ten units, the owner must provide one or more public benefits listed in the
code, and the development must be within the Central City Plan District or any
urban renewal or redevelopment area. The improvements are not taxed for ten
years. A total of 3,779 units have been built or are under construction taking
advantage of this program.
In late 1996, the City also adopted a limited property tax abatement to promote
residential and mixed use development in transit oriented areas outside of the
Central City. To qualify for this Transit Oriented Development (TOO) program,
a project must have at least eight units, the owner must provide one or more
benefits listed in the code, and it must be within Y4 mile of existing or planned
light rail lines and within \4 mile of a bus line within the Gateway Plan District
and the Lents Town Center areas. Four projects have been approved under
this program to date, for a total of 503 units.
Under both programs, application of the tax abatement must be approved by
the City Council.
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Provisions permitting additional density in exchange for amenities and features
provided by the developer
The City has several programs in place that permit additional density. One, the
Central City Housing Bonus, allows extra height and bulk in exchange for
development of housing in commercial and employment zones. These
incentives are being used extensively in the River District.
In 1981, Portland added a citywide bonus density provision to its zoning code
as part of the adoption and implementation of the City's Comprehensive Plan.
Within the Rl zone the City offered up to a 50 percent density bonus for
meeting specific clear and objective amenity requirements. Amenities that earn
bonus density include larger units, greater outdoor recreation areas for
tenants, more storage space, higher energy conservation standards, and crime
prevention design standards. In 1991 this bonus option was broadened to
apply in the R3 and R2 zones as well as the Rl. These methods significantly
increase the possibilities for achieving greater maximum densities in the
affected zones. For example, in the R3 zone, these provisions may increase
maximum density from 14 units per acre to 21 units per acre; in the R2 zone,
from 21 to 32 units per acre; and in the Rl zone, from 43 to 64 units per acre.
These increases are available 'by right' as a bonus; that is, the density bonuses
do not require a discretionary review or notification and are not subject to a
land use review.
A further density bonus was established in 1993 when the Alternative Design
Overlay 'a' zone was adopted. In the 'a' overlay, projects that go through
discretionary design review are awarded bonus density. Today the 'a' overlay
zone covers about 25 square miles of Portland.
Removal or easing of approval standards or procedures
The City established a "two-track system" in 1993, which applies to design and
environmental review of development proposals. Property owners and
developers are given the option of meeting clear and objective design standards
in the design overlay zone or environmentally sensitive development standards
in environmental overlay zones. If the clear and objective standards are not
met, the proposal undergoes a discretionary review against "published approval
criteria." Both "tracks" ensure that design objectives are reached, but
developers and property owners can save time and money by designing projects
to satisfy the clear and objective development standards.
Redevelopment and infill strategies
The City has devoted considerable effort to develop and implement innovative
strategies promoting redevelopment and infill that will enhance Portland's, and
the region's, livability. A few examples are:
• The Livable City Project (1993) explored ways that types of areas in the
City could develop in order to accommodate growth and enhance the
quality of life. In many ways, the Livable City Project was a predecessor
to the 2040 Growth Concept and helps to guide planning in the City.
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• The Essentials house design competition (1990) led to two well-designed
rowhouse projects being constructed in Portland's Albina Community.
The Portland Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, working
with Host Community Development Corporation, developed both
projects. This West Coast-wide design competition was aimed at
demonstrating innovative rowhouse design for infill development while
simultaneously incorporating Albina's voluntary design guidelines.
• The City Life Project (1995), a demonstration project of new attached
housing in the Brooklyn neighborhood, was unveiled as a show of
interesting inner-urban homes - similar to the suburban housing
event, the Street of Dreams. Most of the units sold before construction
was complete, demonstrating demand for this type of development. City
Life was a joint effort of the City, REACH Community Development
Corporation, the AlA, and Metropolitan Homebuilders.
Authorization ofhousing types not previously allowed by the plan or regulations
There are no housing types that the City of Portland does not allow.
References:
Portland City Code, Title 3.1103.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
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section 5. Determination of Calculated Capacity of Housing Units and JODS
The purpose of this section is to require each city andcounty wllhin the Metro
region to determine the housing andemployment capacIty ofIts existing
comprehensive plan andimplementing ordinances, determine calculatedcapacity for
dwelling unlls andjobs by the methodin this sectioll, andincrease calculated
capacity, Ifnecessary, to achieve the functionalplan capacllies in Table L Each city
andcounty wllhin the Metro region is herebyreqUired to complete the following
steps:
A. Determine the calcuhtedcapacity ofdwelling units andjobs by the year 2017
using the zonedcapacity' oflis current comprehensiveplan andimplementing
ordinances.
L Cities andcounties shalluse Metro estimates ofvacant land, andland Itkely
to redevelop, unless they have data that they believe is more accurate. In
this case, the city or county mayprovIde Metro the following:
a. The source of the data;
b. The reasons that the locally developed data is a more accurate estimate
than the Metro estimate of vacant andredevelopable land'
e. The database from which the above were derived'
d The database ofcommllteddevelopment lands.
Cities andcounties may use their data, SUbject to acceptance by the Metro
Councilor its designee, after the Executive Officer determines that the
city or county data may be more accurate than the Metro data. The
Executive Officer shallnotIfy the Metro CounCIlofeach instance in which
the data submlltedby a city or county is determinedby the Executive
Officer to be less accurate than Metro data.
2. In determining the calculatedcapacity ofexisting comprehensiveplans and
implementing ordinances. cities ondcounties shallnot use 0 calculated
capacity for dwelltng unlls ofmore than 80percent ofmaximum zoned
resIdentialdensity, unless:
a. Actualexpertence In the jurisdiction sInce 1990 hasshown that
development has occurredat densllygreater than 80percent ofzoned
residentIaldensity,· or
b. MInImum denslly standards are adoptedorproposed for adoption In the
zomng code that require residentIaldevelopment atgreater than 80
percent ofmaxImum zonedresIdentIaldensity.
2 See ntle 10of the FunctionalPlan Tor definitions of ''zoned density"and "calculatedcapacity. II
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Compliance:
Portland is in substantial compliance with the housing and job capacities of
Table 1 of the Functional Plan.
The City calculates that it has capacity for at least 66,994 housing units based
on current zoning and 75,078 units based on the current Comprehensive Plan.
These numbers represent 95 percent and 106 percent, respectively, of the
Table 1 target of 70,704.
The City also calculates that it has capacity for a range of 191,913 to 224,318
jobs based on current zoning and from 199,482 to 243,133 jobs based on the
current Comprehensive Plan. The lower numbers represent 121 percent and
126 percent of the Table 1 target for Portland of 158,503 jobs.
Discussion:
Comparison of Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Capacities
The City of Portland is reporting housing capacity calculated using both
Comprehensive Plan Map and current zoning map designations. Staff believe
both are informative. Because the Comprehensive Plan Map shows the desired
and expected development pattern that the City's long-range plan calls for, the
Comprehensive Plan capacity is the more important - and, in the long term,
more accurate - calculation to consider. There are several factors that indicate
that the Comprehensive Plan is what the City implements today:
• When development reviews are requested, they are typically approved at the
Comprehensive Plan level.
• The market supports development at the Comprehensive Plan level.
• The study of built density demonstrates that some patterns of development
are showing maximum-capacity buildout rates.
• Most of Portland has an established street system, which supports relatively
higher rates of development.
• Portland has a record of completing legislative projects that adjust zoning to
be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan (e.g., Central City, Albina,
Sellwood, Outer Southeast, Hillsdale, Lents).
The capacity based on the Comprehensive Plan is above the Table 1 allocation,
and the capacity based on current zoning is below. Based on Portland's
performance, the City asserts substantial compliance with housing capacity
requirements.
Housing Capacity
To determine the housing capacity, staff obtained Geographic Information
System (GIS) data from Metro on 1994 vacant areas and inflll numbers,
consistent with Table 1 of the Functional Plan. The City also obtained parcel-
level valuation data from Metro. Using the modified Metro model for
determining redevelopable land based on localized relative value and the City's
proposed design type boundaries, a data layer of redevelopable land was
created. This area information was overlaid with the current Comprehensive
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Plan and current zoning to detennine additional housing capacity at buildout
based on the determination of net buildable land.
Since land in Portland is highly parcelized, additional acreage was not taken
out for streets or for schools. If Portland had the relatively large tracts of
undeveloped land found in other parts of the region, it would be necessary to
calculate more land reserved for streets. And since Portland's school-age
population is not expected to increase significantly, no additional land for
schools was subtracted.
In accordance with the Functional Plan, calculated capacity was assumed to be
80 percent of the total capacity in most residential zones, except for
designations and zones where City data show a higher level of built density in
the past several years. For example, the R7 zone has recently built out at 89
percent of the total capacity, and this trend is expected to continue. For the
highest-density residential zones, the City's expected capacity was adjusted by
varying amounts based on a combination of Portland's experience and existing
Zoning Code provisions.
Portland also allows housing in most non-residential zones. To develop the
best estimate of actual housing production in these zones, staff detennined the
residential utilization rate based on five years of data for built units and two
years of pre-application information from Portland's development records. The
residential utilization rate is a percentage of the land zoned commercially that
will be developed in residential uses. It is expressed as a fraction (e.g., 0.10 for
the CG zone). The study also established a rate of units per acre for the
commercial zones, which is expressed as dwelling units per acre (duja). (Note
that the employment utilization rate is adjusted to prevent counting the same
land for both housing and employment capacity numbers). The housing
capacity in non-residential zones is approximately 19,700 units. See
Attachment 3 for more information on the assumptions used to establish
utilization rates and units per acre by zone and Comprehensive Plan
designation.
The City found that since Metro's redevelopment assumptions are based on
surrounding value, they do not always reflect existing and anticipated
redevelopment potential in the Central City district. Staff analysis of this area
yielded 174 additional redevelopable acres which added capacity for
approximately 6,500 housing units.
The City included approximately 2,800 accessory dwelling units in the housing
capacity calculation, using Metro's assumption of 1.8 percent of the existing
plus potential single family residential units.
The following table lists the City's housing capacity by zone and by
Comprehensive Plan designation.
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Table 1-4: Portland's Housing Capacity
By Comprehensive Plan Designation By Zone
Designation Capacity Zone Capacity
Open Space 0 OS 0
Farm and Forest 422 RF 451
Limited Single-Dwelling 126 R20 579
Low Density Single-Dwelling 9,220 RIO 8,462
Medium Density Single-Dwelling 4,813 R7 4,230
High Density Single-Dwelling 6,703 R5 6,659
Attached Residential 5,547 R2.5 4,320
Townhouse Multi-Dwelling 1,732 R3 1,858
Low Density Multi-Dwelling 9,041 R2 9,013
Medium Density Multi-Dwelling 10,537 Rl 9,690
High Density Multi-Dwelling 5,477 RH 4,818
Central Residential 6,233 RX 6,180
Institutional Residential 107 IR 94
Neighborhood Commercial 739 CNI 142
CN2 339
Office Commercial 131 COl 102
CO2 28
Urban Commercial 2,876 CM 818
CS 1,382
General Commercial 1,490 CG 1,433
Central Commercial 5,868 CX 5,791
Mixed Employment 0 EGI 0
EG2 0
Central Employment 12,976 EX 9,601
Industrial Sanctuary 0 IGI 0
IG2 0
IH 0
R9 zone* 3 R9 3
Subtotals 84,041 75,993
Adjustment for existing units** (11,817) (11,817)
Accessory Dwelling Units 2,854 2,818
TOTALSf 75,078 66,994
See notes on followmg page.
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* Land zoned R9 was annexed from Washington County in the past, but a small
amount was never re-zoned or re-designated according to Portland's system.
It thus remains categorized "R9," a residential zone.
**. The number of existing units on redevelopable land - which are lost during
redevelopment - is subtracted as a single figure because the Metro-supplied
data base did not readily allow a per-designation adjustment.
The calculations were carried out to the hundredths of a unit, but are
presented as rounded figures. Some rounding errors may appear on
individual lines in order to make the totals agree.
Note: Calculated capacities for zoning and Comprehensive Plan designations
differ because in some areas, zoning is inconsistent with the Comprehensive
Plan.
Metro's vacant and redevelopment models, as applied to City zoning and
Comprehensive Plan designations, significantly underestimate the amount of
land that is actually available for development. For example, when the Bureau
of Planning investigated this issue in the Central City, an additional 174 acres
were found to be "probable to develop" but were not designated as either vacant
or redevelopable in Metro's models. The Bureau of Planning is confident that
similar additional acreage would be found if a more in-depth study were
conducted on the regional center, town centers, and station community areas.
The City continues to question Metro's infill assumptions. Although Metro's
methodology for infill adds additional housing units only for lots greater than
three (3) times the minimum allowed size, the City is experiencing significant
infill on lots smaller than that.
The capacity analysis does not include additional units that can be developed
through the use of bonus densities. Examples of situations where bonus
densities apply are in allowing duplexes on corner lots and in increasing the
allowed FAR for providing certain amenities. Bonus densities are routinely
requested and approved in the Central City and areas that have the "a" zoning
overlay.
Employment Capacity
The City has determined that it has employment capacity between 191,913 and
224,318 jobs based on zoning and between 199,482 and 243,133 jobs based on
Comprehensive Plan designations. Portland is reporting a range of jobs
because of its concerns about modeling employment for industrial and
employment zones as explained below. In addition, as stated earlier in this
report, the City is reporting both zoning and Comprehensive Plan designation
numbers because it believes that the most realistic capacity number lies
between the two.
The City of Portland calculated its employment capacity based on the
propensity of industries to locate and grow in specific employment
Comprehensive Plan designations and zones. This methodology produces a
conservative estimate of potential employees based on past experience. It does
not capture any production-related efficiencies, emerging industries, or
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employment opportunities within areas designated solely for residential
purposes (e.g., home occupations and institutional jobs) or increases in the
utilization of existing structures. The capacity is intended to represent the
total amount of development activity that is possible, rather than what is
probable.
Determining the employment capacity involved compiling a buildable lands GIS
data set (see the Housing Capacity section). This was accomplished using the
1994 Metro data on vacant land combined with the City's own redevelopable
land data, which was developed following a variation of Metro's model. This
calculated the buildable lands acreage by zone and Comprehensive Plan
designation. A utilization factor was applied to this acreage that was the
opposite of the utilization rate used for the Housing Capacity analysis. For
example, residential land that had 100% utilization rate for housing had a 0%
utilization rate for employment while mixed-use zones (e.g., CX) with a 20%
utilization rate for housing left an 80% utilization rate for employment.
A survey of fIrms conducted by Inside Prospects for Metro in 1994 provided the
basis for the employer data. This information includes the Standard Industrial
ClassifIcation (SIC) codes of each employer, the average number of employees
per fIrm, and the location of the fIrm (the locations are mapped). The
Comprehensive Plan designations and zones were then determined for the
employers using the GIS. The most frequently occurring two-digit SIC codes
were obtained for each zone (three to seven per zone).
In 1990, Metro conducted an employment study that recommended values to
use for the number of employees per acre of land and the number of square
feet per employee, using a generalized set of SIC code designations. The Metro
study recommendations for employees per acre and square footage per
employee were applied on a percentage basis to determine weighted averages
for each Comprehensive Plan designation and zone. These values were
multiplied by the buildable lands acreage to determine an initial calculated
capacity for employment.
There are several limitations of the process up to this point, some of which
suggest additional steps to develop a more accurate estimate. This method
results in an estimate assuming a "low-rise" development. This approach is
inappropriate in the multi-story environment of the Central City, where
structures are regulated by Floor Area Ratios (FARs). To better estimate
Central City employment capacity, CX and EX designated areas were
recalculated by multiplying the buildable lands square footage by the FAR in
each zone. Then the appropriate weighted average of square footage per
employee was applied to the total acreage by zone. This adjustment to the base
data allows a more realistic job capacity to be calculated, one which reflects the
multi-story working environment typical of the Central City. Following the
same reasoning, the Institutional Residential (IR) zoning and Comprehensive
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Plan designation capacity calculation reflects a 2: 1 FAR. These adjustments
led to the high capacity estimates for employment capacity of 224,318 jobs
(zoning) and 243,133 jobs (Comprehensive Plan designations).
The City was able to validate the employees per acre recommended in the 1990
Metro study for all land types except industrial and employment lands, which
suggested that employment capacities for industrial and employment lands
may be overestimated using the above method.
A recent small area study conducted by Hobson Johnson and Associates (1998)
conducted a detailed (4-digit SIC code) analysis for industrial lands in the
Airport Way Urban Renewal area. This study produced a lower weighted
average of 17.1 employees per acre (that is, employment density). The study
reported its figures by Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ). Although it did not use
Comprehensive Plan or zoning information in their study, it did accurately
describe the nature of the actual industrial development patterns. The land in
the study area is almost totally zoned industrial or employment areas, although
this does not suggest that all City lands of this type would develop to the same
employee densities. By applying the 17. 1 employees per acre rate on buildable
land with those zones, the City derived the low capacity estimates of 191,913
jobs based on zoning and 199,482 jobs based on Comprehensive Plan
designations.
In addition, determination of redevelopable acres used for the study may be
notably conservative as many areas throughout the City are potential
candidates for redevelopment, given their age, condition, and under-utilization
of available FARs. Also, as stated earlier, no calculations were included to
account for home occupations, emerging industries, or increased utilization of
existing structures not needing full-scale redevelopment.
Independent of this analysis, responsibility for the West Hayden Island
unincorporated area has been transferred from Multnomah County's
Functional Plan Compliance Report to Portland's. Along with it comes a
transfer of 640 jobs from Multnomah County's target capacity to Portland's.
(Please note that these 640 jobs are not included in the following table as there
is no net change in the jobs capacity versus jobs target ratio.)
The following table lists Portland's employment capacity by Comprehensive
Plan designation and by zone.
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Table 1-5: Portland's Employment Capacity
By Comprehensive Plan Designation By Zone
Designation High Low Zone High Low
Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity
Institutional 3,113 6,226 IR 2,715 5,431
Campus (IR)
Neighborhood 3,452 3,452 CNI 96 96
Commercial (NC)
CN2 2,198 2,198
Office Commercial 3,152 3,152 COl 278 278
(OC)
CO2 2,304 2,304
Urban 6,894 6,894 CM 480 480
Commercial (UC)
CS 6,379 6,379
General 18,968 18,968 CG 17,555 17,555
Commercial (CG)
Central 48,966 48,966 CX 48,763 48,763
Commercial (CX)
Mixed 22,453 11,731 EGl 870 333
Employment (ME)
EG2 18,408 10,201
Central 31,856 31,856 EX 28,202 28,202
Employment (EX)




Subtotals 255,930 209,981 -- 236,124 202,014
5% loss for (12,797) (10,499) -- (11,806) (10,101)
redevelopment*
TOTALS 243,133 199,482 224,318 191,913
* This adjustment accounts for jobs lost when land is redeveloped. Additional jobs
capacity is created by the redevelopment, but if the pre-existing jobs are not
subtracted, it creates an overestimate of the resulting capacity.
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References:
Comprehensive Plan, Goals and Policies, City of Portland: Bureau of Planning;
Latest Revision, October 1996.
Capacity Calculations: Methods and Supporting Data: Bureau of Planning;
1998 (Attachment 3).
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
Analysis of the Airport Way Urban Renewal Area: Hobson Johnson &
Associates for the Portland Development Commission; May 1998.
Employment Density Study: Metro 1990.
5.A.3. CitIes andcountIes calculating capacity through the use ofdensity bonus
provisions may consIder transfers, including off-site transfers, only upon
demonstration thatprevious approvals ofalldensity transfers within the past
5 years have resultedin an average ofat least 80percent ofmaximum zoned
densitIes actually being bUIlt.
Compliance:
The City of Portland is not using density bonus provisions in its capacity
calculations.
5.A.4. The capaCIty calculation shall use only those development types that are
allowedin the development code. Any discretionary decision must not diminish
the zoneddensity If it is to be countedas a part ofcalculatedcapacity; and
Compliance:
The City's capacity calculation uses only those development types currently
allowed by the Zoning Code.
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5A.5 Cities andcounties, in coordination wtlh specialdistricts, shalldemonstrate
that they have reviewedtheir public faciltty capacities andplans to assure
thatplannedpublic faciltlies can beprovIded, to accommadate the calculated
capacity within the planperiod.
Compliance:
The City is in compliance with Title 1, Section 5.A.5. The City's existing Public
Facilities Plan is acknowledged by DLCD.
Portland reviews the adequacy of its public facilities and plans through its
capital improvements planning process, which is conducted annually. Each
infrastructure bureau conducts its own capital improvements planning using
criteria established by the Office of Financial Administration (OFA). As one of
these criteria, OFA requires each bureau to consider its facilities and plans in
the light of projected growth.
Discussion:
Current PFP/CIP Planning Process
Each City bureau is responsible for developing its own Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) using its own assessment of existing facilities and future needs.
The CIPs are currently coordinated across bureau lines in three ways: 1) each
CIP is related to the City's Public Facilities Plan; 2) OFA issues budget
instructions, with criteria, to all bureaus for use in developing their plans; and
3) all submittals are reviewed against citywide goals and strategy by a Capital
Review Committee which includes representatives of all affected bureaus.
OFA budget instructions promote regional considerations by directing bureaus
to incorporate neighborhood-identified needs, to coordinate capital
improvement efforts across bureaus, and to consider the need for additional
capital improvements by other bureaus resulting from a bureau's proposed
projects.
Prioritization Criteria
Recent community plans (Central City, Albina, and Outer Southeast) call for
significant capital investments over the envisioned 20-year planning periods.
Limited funding resources make prioritization and coordination of capital
projects crucial for completing the most important and cost-effective capital
projects.
Each bureau uses its own set of criteria for prioritizing capital projects, as well
as considering overarching OFA criteria. These criteria weigh various factors
differently, depending on the bureau's outlook, but all bureaus consider the
effects of plans to increase housing and employment density as Portland moves
to accommodate increasing population in accordance with the 2040 Growth
Concept. See Attachment 4 for further discussion.
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Process Improvement
During this fiscal year, the City has undertaken three efforts to improve its
public facilities planning and coordination. These efforts will culminate in a
well integrated public facilities planning process and enhanced inter-bureau
communication: the Office of Financial Administration's (OFA's) Growth
Analysis Project; response to a City Council-adopted "Budget Note" concerning
capital expenditures in support of regional growth plans; and an update of the
Public Facilities Plan.
OFA's Growth Analysis Project
The City was awarded a Transportation and Growth Management (TGM)
grant to conduct a coordinated study of the City's infrastructure and
public services costs related to growth. OFA is conducting the study with
the help of a consultant. The project analyzes current service and
infrastructure provision, and uses several growth scenarios to analyze
costs, efficiencies, revenues, and fiscal impacts.
OFA is also undertaking a related but separate project which will
illustrate the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) projects of each
participating bureau using a geographic information system (GIS) data
base. When complete and audited, this will allow capital improvements
to be more readily analyzed for spatial and temporal coordination with
each other, the City's Comprehensive Plan, and the region's Framework
Plan and Growth Concept.
Response to the "Budget Note"
As part of the City's FY 1998-99 budget, the City Council adopted a
budget note which states that "The bureaus of Planning, Transportation,
BES, Water, PDC, and OFA will work together to develop a process and
criteria for directing capital funds to Main Streets, Town Centers and
Regional Centers." OFA has since asked the Parks Bureau to participate
and has added Station Communities and the Central City to the list of
areas to be considered.
OFA and the bureaus are working together to develop the process and
criteria for directing capital funds to support Region 2040 Growth
Concept areas. In combination with the GIS data base of CIP projects,
these criteria will allow a rational and well-informed process for selecting
and coordinating public facilities to support growth as well as maintain
existing services.
Update ofPublic Facilities Plan
The Bureau of Planning has requested funds for FY 1999 for an update
of its Public Facilities Plan. The updated plan will benefit from the
capital improvements GIS data base developed by OFA, the results of the
Growth Analysis Project, and the criteria to direct capital funds to 2040
concept areas and the Central City which are developed as a result of
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work on the Budget Note. With these tools, the various bureaus will find
it much easier to compare and coordinate their capital improvements
with each other and with citywide and regional plans.
Current Capital Improvement Program Examples
As noted earlier, the City is undertaking projects to assist in producing an
updated PFP. Meanwhile, recent accomplishments and short-term capital
program plans of each bureau reflect the accommodation of regional plans and
projections for growth. Ongoing coordination by the Bureau of Planning with
these bureaus ensures that appropriate projections, zoning, and plans are used
in developing public facilities plans. Project examples from each bureau help
illustrate this.
Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT)
The City's transportation CIP includes projects that are designed to:
1. Preserve and enhance effectiveness of the existing system, including
street reconstruction for SW Naito Parkway and other streets,
rebuilding SE Tacoma (28th'32nd) as a full urban street with
sidewalks, and signal improvements for transit and emergency
vehicles.
2. Aid in the development of the centers and corridors, including the
Lovejoy ramp replacement for access to the River District, the
Hillsdale (Capitol Highway) and Woodstock pedestrian projects and
the King Boulevard project.
3. Protect existing residential neighborhoods from traffic infIltration
through various Traffic Calming Projects including Albina Avenue, NE
33rd Avenue, and Elementary School projects.
In addition, the City transportation CIP includes projects that support
development around the Westside LRT line and projects to provide
access to major industrial areas. A number of studies are included in
the CIP that will meet similar objectives in the future. Examples include
the Lents Transportation Plan (linked to an Urban Renewal Study of the
area), the McLoughlin Neighborhoods program, and Lower Albina
Overcrossing.
Bureau ofEnvironmental Services (BES)
The Inverness Force Main project will carry sewage from a large
developing area of outer Southeast and Northeast Portland to the
Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant. The Surface Water
Management program has recently completed major wetland and stream
enhancement work along Johnson Creek in Southeast Portland. This
program will now focus on flood management, water-quality
improvement, and habitat improvement and restoration projects in
Southwest Portland. Such projects provide stormwater runoff
management for both existing and future development.
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Portland Water Works (Water Bureau)
The Water Bureau is developing an Infrastructure Master Plan (IMP) as a
framework for future CIP planning. The Water Bureau is using the first
iteration to analyze and compare potential future supply system
improvement scenarios. This effort uses new water demand forecasts
which reflect the Region 2040 Growth Concept.
Among the near-term Water Bureau capital projects addressing growth
are Reservoir #2 at Powell Butte for increased storage and enhanced
distribution, the Capitol Highway pump station to improve delivery in
Southwest Portland, the Burlingame/Washington County Supply Line
and Westwood Intertie to improve delivery capacity to Southwest
Portland and Washington County, and the Parkrose and Northeast
supply mains to increase delivery capacity in those areas of the City.
References:
Comprehensive Plan, Goals and Policies, City of Portland: Bureau of Planning;
Latest Revision, October 1996.
Public Facilities and Capital Improvements Planning: Supplemental
Discussion: Bureau of Planning (Attachment 4).
Capital Improvement Program 1998-2008, Portland Water Works, January
1998.
Regional Water Supply Plan, Final Report, Water Providers of the Portland
Metropolitan Area, October 1996.
Adopted Transportation Capital Improvement Program, 1998-1999 to 2002-
2003, Office of Transportation, June 1998.
Environmental Services Proposed Capital Budget, FY 1999-2003, Bureau of
Environmental Services, undated.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
5.8. Calculate the increases in dwelling unit andjob capactfies by the year 2017
from anyproposedchanges to the current comprehensiveplans and
implementing ordinances that must be adopted to comply with Section 2 of this
Tille andadd the Increases to the calculation ofexpectedcapactfies.
Compliance:
Portland does not expect its housing and jobs capacity to increase by changing
its Comprehensive Plan or implementing ordinances to comply with Section 2
of Title 1.
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Portland does, though, expect its calculated housing and jobs capacities to
increase due to future changes to its Comprehensive Plan and implementing
ordinances that will result from planning for such areas as the Hollywood Town
Center/Sandy Main Street and St. Johns Town Center/Lombard Main Street
areas. Other planning projects now under way, such as Gateway, North
Macadam, and Lents, are implementation projects and are not expected to
result in any significant increase in housing and employment capacities.
Discussion:
The City does not expect its capacity to increase due to compliance with
Section 2 of Title 1. Section 2 requires:
• An 80 percent minimum density standard in residential zones. The City is
establishing such a standard, but its recent history shows that built density
already exceeds 80 percent of zoned capacity citywide. Recent built
densities are reflected in Portland's capacity calculation.
• No prohibition on partitioning or subdividing lots two or more times the
minimum lot size for the zone. Portland does not prohibit this except in a
flood hazard area in one part of the City. No increase in capacity will result.
• No prohibition on accessory dwelling units. Portland allows accessory
dwelling units, and includes their expected contribution to housing capacity
in the City's calculations. No additional increase in capacity is expected.
There will almost certainly be future Comprehensive Plan amendments
resulting from planning efforts in various parts of the City. These future
amendments are expected to increase Portland's housing and employment
capacities beyond the City's current calculations during the twenty-year period
of the Functional Plan. For example:
Hollywood Town Center/ Sandy Main Street
Work is underway to update the Comprehensive Plan and zoning in the
Hollywood Town Center/Sandy Main Street area. This planning work is
partially funded by a TGM grant and is expected to be complete by Fall 1999.
Though the plan focuses more on promoting a thriving area than on meeting
any numerical targets, it is anticipated that more capacity may result from this
plan. Residents and business owners in the study area have expressed
concern that the area's development potential is underutilized. They are
seeking more housing in and near the commercial core to ensure a more vital
business district. Such measures would increase calculated housing capacity
in the area, but the amount of change is unknown.
St. Johns Town Center/Lombard Main Street
The City has allocated funds to begin planning work on the St. Johns Town
Center/Lombard Main Street area. Like the Hollywood/Sandy plan, the focus
is on promoting area vitality. The expectation is that additional capacity may
be created.
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Southwest Community Plan
This Comprehensive Plan update process has been under way for more than
four years. In August 1998, the project was suspended by the Planning
Commission prior to fmalizing a recommendation to the City Council on any
changes to the Comprehensive Plan and implementing ordinances.
Resumption of the planning process may include some changes to the City's
housing and employment capacities, but the amount of change is unknown
and has not been factored into the capacity calculations included in this report.
5.c. Determine the effect ofeach of the following on calculatedcapacities, and
include any resulting increase or decrease in calculatedcapacities:
Compliance:
The City of Portland has considered the factors listed under Title 1, section 5,
and has determined that the result is no increase or decrease in calculated
capacities. Below are specific responses with determinations.
5.C.l Requireddedications for public streets, consistent with the Regional
AccessIbility Tille;
Compliance:
Required street dedications consistent with the Regional Accessibility Title
(Title 6) do not affect calculated housing or employment capacities.
Discussion:
Where a development is sufficiently large to require a street, street dedication
typically consumes approximately 10 percent of the land being developed. This
percentage is based on Portland's historic use of a 400 to 600-foot grid (other
than downtown, whose 200-foot blocks are atypical for the City).
Because capacities are calculated using 80 percent of the available land, there
is sufficient land already allowed in the calculations to supply the 10 percent
needed by Portland's typical development pattern. Moreover, the 530 feet
between street connectors required by Title 6 is approximately the same as
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Portland's existing average of 400 to 600 feet. Thus the requirement of Title 6
will result in approximately the same amount of land being required for street
dedications as already occurs in Portland. There is no need to adjust
Portland's calculated capacity because of street dedications required by Title 6.
5.C.Z Off-streetparking re'1l/irements- consistent wtfh this fl/nctionalplan;
Compliance:
Portland's off-street parking requirements do not affect housing and job
capacities. The City's off-street parking requirements are, considered on a
regional basis, very low.
Discussion:
Portland Bureau of Planning staff have evaluated Title 2's parking requirements
and current City regulations contained in the Portland Zoning Code (Title 33),
including off-street parking requirements. As a result, the City is in the
process of developing proposed amendments to Title 33, the Portland Zoning
Code, consistent with Title 2. The amendments are expected to be heard by the
Planning Commission in April 1999, and by the City Council in early Summer
1999. The amendments do not affect compliance with this section of the
Functional Plan, as described below.
Housing Capacity
The calculated housing capacity of each residential zone is related to its
maximum density, which already accounts for the effects of required off-street
parking. Under the Portland Zoning Code, lot size requirements assure that
development on lots within each zone will be able to comply with the applicable
development standards (such as off-street parking) and achieve maximum
zoned density.
For example, in the R5 zone, maximum allowable density is generally 8.7 units
per acre, which would be met at the minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet.
The maximum building coverage standard of 45 percent of the lot would allow
for a building footprint (including garage) of as much as 2,250 square feet. One
off-street parking space is required at a minimum size of 162 square feet,
consuming (with the maximum building coverage) 2,412 square feet. This
leaves 2,588 square feet - more than half the site - for setbacks, landscaping,
driveways, patios, landscaping, and all other features.
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When the rewritten Land Division Code takes effect in Summer 1999, the
minimum lot size requirements in each single-dwelling zone are expected to be
replaced by minimum and maximum density requirements. Room for parking,
setbacks, landscaping, and other development standards will be reserved by
requiring each lot to be sized and shaped to allow a square with set dimensions
to fit entirely within the lot. The square's dimensions allow for a building with
enough room around it to accommodate development standards - such as
setbacks or landscaping - appropriate to the zone.
In multi-dwelling zones, either maximum density standards or floor-area ratios,
both of which are calculated based on total lot size, control housing capacity.
Multiple-story buildings are allowed, which allows target densities to be
achieved in spite of site area devoted to off-street parking and other required
features (such as landscaping and setbacks). The net result is that off-street
parking requirements (generally one space per unit) do not affect the ability to
achieve housing capacities in multi-dwelling zones.
Employment Capacity
For all commercial, employment, and industrial zones in Portland, Floor Area
Ratios (FARs) regulate the amount of use (the intensity of use) allowed on a
site. The FAR is the ratio of building floor area to total site area. Although
above ground structured parking counts as floor area in the FAR calculation,
neither the FAR nor the total site area used to calculate the FAR are adjusted
for off-street parking requirements.
Employment capacity is calculated using the square footage of buildings
allowed in a zone. Because the FAR limits the building square footage allowed
and is not directly affected by parking requirements, employment capacity is
not directly affected by off-street parking requirements.
References:
Portland Zoning Code, Chapters 33.110.210, 33.120.210, 33.130.205,
33.140.205, and 33.266.
5.c.3. Landscaping, setback, andmaximlJm lot coverage reqlJirementoS-'
Compliance:
Requirements for landscaping, setbacks, and maximum lot coverage do not
reduce Portland's calculated jobs or housing capacities.
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Discussion:
Housing Capacity
The capacity of each residential zone is related to its maximum density. Lot
size requirements assure that development on lots within each zone will be
able to comply with the applicable development standards. The staff proposal
for a new Land Division Code will allow lot sizes to vary but will preserve room
for landscaping, setbacks, and building coverage.
Landscaping, setback, and maximum lot coverage requirements have no effect
on achieving maximum density in residential zones, because these
requirements are accounted for when development standards are established.
For example, in the R5 zone, maximum allowable density is 8.7 units per acre,
which would be met at the existing minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet. The
maximum building coverage standard of 45 percent of the lot would allow for a
building footprint (including garage) of as much as 2,250 square feet, ample
room for a dwelling even at the maximum density. Alternately, assuming lot
dimensions of 50 feet wide by 100 feet deep, the minimum front, back, and side
setbacks would allow an area of 3,250 square feet within which to position the
dwelling and garage - more area than allowed by the maximum building
coverage for that rone.
Requirements for multi-dwelling zones are more complex, making a typical
situation difficult to present. For example, side and rear setbacks in most
multi-dwelling zones depend upon the size of the plane of the building wall
facing the side or rear lot line. However, housing capacity in multi-dwelling
zones is controlled by maximum density standards or floor-area ratios, both of
which are calculated on total lot size and thus not directly affected by setbacks,
landscaping, or lot coverage. In summary, the lot size requirements for multi-
dwelling zones account for the effects of the various applicable development
standards in achieving a specified density.
Employment Capacity
For all commercial and employment zones in Portland, FARs regulate the
amount of use (the intensity) allowed on a site. FARs work in combination with
the height, setback, and building coverage standards to control the overall bulk
of the built structures on a site.
As mentioned, the FAR is the ratio of building floor area to total site area.
Employment capacity is calculated using the square footage of buildings
allowed in a zone. Because the FAR limits the maximum building square
footage allowed in the employment and commercial zones, employment
capacity is not directly affected by setback, lot coverage, and landscaping
requirements. Neither the FAR nor the total site area used to calculate the FAR
are adjusted for setbacks, landscaping, or maximum lot coverage requirements,
and so the FAR is unaffected by these requirements.
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For example, the FAR for the Neighborhood Commercial I and 2 zones and the
Office Commercial I zone is 0.75 to I, meaning that the building floor area
must be limited to 75 percent of the total site area. When calculating
employment capacities for areas within these three zones, the building floor
area should therefore be assumed to be no more than 75 percent of the total lot
size. Although the FAR will interact with other development standards to
determine building footprints, the building floor area, and therefore the
calculated employment density, is not directly affected by setback, landscaping,
and building coverage standards. In all other commercial, employment, and
residential zones, the FAR is greater than I, allowing the building floor area to
exceed the total site area.
In the industrial zones, there is no limit to the FAR or building height. Because
of this, the square footage of any building in an industrial zone is independent
of landscaping, setback, or maximum lot coverage requirements. Any
restrictions on the building footprint can be mitigated by making the structure
higher.
References:
Portland Zoning Code, Chapters 33.110.210, 33.120.210, 33.130.205, and
33.140.205.
5.c.4. The effects oftree preservation ordinances, environmentalprotection
ordinances, viewpreservation ordinances- solar access ordinances, or any
other regulations that may have the effect ofreducing the capacJfy of the
land to develop at the zoneddensJfy;
Compliance:
None of these ordinances or related regulations reduce Portland's calculated
jobs or housing capacities.
Discussion:
Ordinances considered under this section are:
• Proposed tree canopy preservation code amendments;
• Environmental overlay zoning;
• Willamette River Greenway overlay zoning;
• Scenic resource zoning; and
• Flood management provisions in the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District.
Brief summaries follow. Also, see Attachment 5 for additional discussion of
these ordinances.
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Proposed tree canopy preservation code amendments
Due to the flexibility built into the proposal, the proposed tree replacement and
planting code amendments will have no effect on calculated housing or job
capacities. Development will not be prevented or hindered by requirements to
preserve any particular specimens. Developers can choose which trees to
preserve, if any, and where to plant replacement trees. Tree planting may be
avoided entirely or partially by paying into a City tree fund. Funds collected for
the tree fund are intended to pay for tree planting on private or public land in
the vicinity of the property which paid into the fund. Because the proposed
code amendments provide flexibility, they will not affect the quantity of
developable land and will have no effect on calculated capacities. The proposed
scheme is described in Appendix B, Tree Canopy Preservation, Recommended
Draft.
Environmental overlay zoning
There are two environmental overlay zones: the environmental protection zone
and the environmental conservation zone. Land subject to the environmental
protection overlay zone is not part of Metro's buildable lands inventory and is
not used to calculate housing or employment capacities. The environmental
protection zone, therefore, has no effect on calculated capacities.
Work Task 1.2 of Portland's Comprehensive Plan Periodic Review of December
1996 found that the environmental conservation zone overlay had not caused
any reduction in development of housing units in affected areas during the
study years (1991-96). Of 273 environmental reviews conducted during that
period, only one proposal was denied based solely on environmental review
criteria - and that property was later sold and developed to the density allowed
by the base zone. Conservation zones are expected to continue to allow
environmentally sensitive development in accordance with base zones.
In summary, development to the base zone's density remains possible in areas
affected by the conservation zone, and on many lots lying partially within the
protection zone. Because of this, there is no net reduction in housing or job
capacities due to Portland's environmental zoning.
Willamette River Greenway overlay zoning
The Greenway zones generally do not restrict primary uses that are allowed in
the base zones by right, with limitations, or as a conditional use, with the
exception that in some areas only river-dependent or river-related uses are to
be allowed by right. Greenway Review may allow non-river-dependent or non-
river-related uses in these areas. Development is not prevented; instead, it is
oriented toward the river and its resources.
The restriction on FARs within the first 200 feet of the Greenway Setback does
not reduce calculated housing or jobs capacities as it does not apply to land
within the Central City Plan District or to industrial land, which includes most
of the land likely to be developed with multi-story buildings. The view corridor
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restrictions apply only to identified existing public rights-of-way and land lying
between the River and these rights-of-way. The extent of these corridors is not
expected to prevent development to the standards of the underlying base zone.
Scenic resource overlay zoning
The Scenic Resources Protection Plan, adopted by City Council in May 1991,
protects 88 view corridors and scenic viewpoints in the City. Of these, 19 view
corridors establish height restrictions. Of the 19 view corridors with height
restrictions, seven look across industrial areas or railroad yards, two look from
roads near riverbanks across the adjacent river, two look along transportation
corridors, and the remaining eight are in the Central City downtown area.
These view corridors do not affect calculated jobs or housing capacities.
Scenic and view corridors are subject to the density standards of the base zone,
as expressed by FAR or other measure. The scenic corridors place restrictions
on wall length, setbacks, and landscaping, which have no direct effect on
achieved densities. The principal control on job or housing capacities is the
base zone, not the presence of view or scenic corridors. Because of these
factors, scenic resource overlay zoning has no effect on calculated capacities.
Flood management in the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District
The prohibition on further land divisions within the Flood Risk Area and the
restrictions on redevelopment in the FEMA Floodway will reduce infill
development and redevelopment in these areas. The lands affected by the plan
amendments (located either in the floodway or the 5-year floodplain) have
already been removed from the buildable lands inventory. Since the affected
areas are not considered "buildable," these amendments will have no effect on
calculated capacities. See the Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.535.
There is already a provision for transferable development rights (TDRs) in the
Johnson Creek Basin Plan District that may serve to slightly increase the City's
calculated housing capacity. The TDRs allow mitigation of some lost housing
potential if certain conditions are met (sending sites must be at least 50
percent within the Environmental Protection overlay zone, the receiving site
must be developed as a PUD, and others).
References:
Tree Canopy Preservation - Recommended Draft: Bureau of Planning; January
11, 1999 (Appendix B).
Work Task 1.2 - Portland Comprehensive Plan Periodic Review: Bureau of
Planning; December 1996.
Portland Zoning Code, Chapters 33.430, 33.440, 33.480, and 33.535.
Title 1, Section 5.C.4: Supplemental Discussion (Attachment 5).
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5C.5 The effects ofareas dedicated to bio-swales, storm water retention, open
space dedications, andother requirements oflocalcodes that may reduce the
capacity of the land to develop at the zoneddensity.
Compliance:
Areas dedicated to bio-swales, stormwater management, and related purposes
do not reduce Portland's calculated jobs or housing capacities.
Discussion:
Bio-swales
Based on engineering models of stormwater quality catchments for sediment
removal, Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) staff estimate that in
Portland, on-surface stormwater management features (including bio-swales
and other "natural" measures) will typically require no more than five percent
of the surface area of a developed site. In this context, "site" includes all the
land affected by development. It could be a single lot or an entire subdivision
development. The estimated five percent of site area is a maximum estimate,
based on an above-surface facility.
This five percent requirement implies that for many individual lots, the surface
stormwater management facility will fit into existing landscaped areas. For
larger residential developments where consolidated facilities, such as wet
ponds, are desirable, up to one lot in 20 may have to be devoted to stormwater
management. Planned unit developments (PUDs) allow the clustering of lots
necessary to avoid any loss of overall development capacity. Portland's Land
Division Code Rewrite Project proposes to allow PUD-like clustering and
dedication of open space for all subdivisions of land. If implemented, this
concept will allow development to base-zone density even where land must be
devoted to stormwater management. A more detailed discussion of the Land
Division Code Rewrite Project and its effect on development capacities is
presented in the next section of this discussion, Open Spaces.
Stormwater management policies for existing development have not yet been
formulated. Although on-site stormwater management is preferred, many
"regional" stormwater management facilities will be needed. BES is developing
plans for these facilities. New public stormwater facilities will be established in
areas of the City where infrastructure is inadequate. Probably most of these
facilities will be located in riparian areas, which are already removed from the
buildable lands inventory.
Based upon development review experience at the City, development standards
in most zones effectively set aside sufficient land to allow for stormwater
management. Although this land is currently devoted to landscaping or
"outdoor area," it is possible for a portion of the available land to be used for
on-site surface stormwater management facilities. For example, the yard of a
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single-family detached house can be landscaped to provide stormwater
management benefits, while adequate bio-swales or other features can be
placed in the landscaped areas of many parking lots.
In higher density zones, building or paving may cover up to 100 percent of the
lot. Even in such situations, on-site stormwater management is possible by
means of surface drainage fIlters, underground vaults, and other similar
facilities. Where circumstance forces the development of off-site facilities, or
where regional facilities are developed to handle runoff from multiple
properties, such facilities will generally be placed in or near existing riparian
areas. Because most of these riparian areas are often already constrained from
development, the land used for off-site stormwater management is not expected
to significantly reduce the City's housing and job capacities.
Open Spaces
At present, there are no requirements for open space dedications Portland's Land
Division Code. In the Portland Zoning Code (Chapter 33.269), open space is
required as part of a Planned Unit Development. In residential PUDs, at least 40
percent of the area not devoted to streets must be used for open areas, and half
of the open space area must be in common ownership. In a non-residential PUD,
at least 20 percent of the non-street area must be in open space, and half of that
must be in common ownership. The density of the PUD (and thus housing or
employment capacity) is determined by the base zone; clustering of buildings
allows the density to be achieved.
Regarding the Land Division Code Rewrite, the staff proposal allows PUD-like
clustering in all land divisions. If adopted, such a provision will make open-
space dedications possible without reducing the development capacity of the
land. Indeed, clustering allows sites with hazards, wetlands, or other constraints
to be developed to the base-zone capacity of the entire site while setting aside the
constrained land as open space.
In summary, current open-space dedications do not reduce the City's calculated
employment or housing capacities. If adopted, Title 34 provisions now being
considered would allow greater density than is now possible on certain types of
constrained lands.
Additional discussion of stormwater and open space considerations is presented
in Attachment 6.
References:
Land Division Code Rewrite Project, Second Proposed Draft: Bureau of
Planning; September 1998 (Appendix A).
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.269.
Title 1, Section S.C.S - Supplemental Discussion (Attachment 6).
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5.D. Ifany af the calculatedcapaCities are determined to be less than any of the
city or caunty target dwelling unit andjob capacities in Table .I, either
jurisdiction-wIde or in mixed-use areas, or both, then the city or county shall
comply wJfh the performance standards in Section 6 of this Ti't/e by amending
Jfs camprehensiveplans and Implementing ordinances to increase calculated
capacities, asneeded, to camply with the calculatedcapacJfiesrequiredin
Table 1.
Compliance:
Portland has demonstrated substantial compliance with the Functional Plan's
Table 1 target capacities for citywide housing and employment. The City also
complies with the housing and employment capacities in mixed-use areas of
Table 1.
The City calculates that it has capacity for 33,759 dwelling units in mixed-use
areas based on zoning and 39,529 based on Comprehensive Plan designations.
This compares to the Table 1 target capacity of 26,960 dwelling units in mixed-
use areas.
Portland also calculates that it has employment capacity of at least 106,947
jobs in mixed-use areas based on Comprehensive Plan designations and at
least 101,763 based on zoning. The Table 1 target capacity is 100,087 jobs in
mixed-use areas for Portland.
5.£ Exceptions to the Section 6.8requirement that target capacJfies be
demonstratedmay be requestedaccording to Ti't/e 8 ifa city or county
determines that any calculatedcapacityrequirement in Table 1 cannot be
achievedafter ImplementatIon ofSectIons 2, 3 and 4 of this Title to increase
expectedcapacJfies.
Compliance:
The City of Portland does not ask for an exception to the target capacities.
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section 6. L.ocal Plan Accommodation of Expected Growth Capacity for Housil1fl and
Employment-PerformallCe Standard
Allcities andcounties withIn Metro sholldemonstrate that:
A. The provisions requiredIn Section 2 of this Title have been includedin
comprehensive plans andimplementing ordinances/ and that
B. Using the computation methodIn Section 5, Including the mInimum resIdential
densityprovisions requiredIn Section 2, that calculatedcapaCIties wI/Iachieve
the target capacities for dwellil1fl units and full-time andpart-time jobs
contaInedIn Table 1 In the Appendix to thisplan, Incll/dil1fl both jurisdiction-
wIde expectedcapacities andcapacities for mixed-use areas,' and that
C. Effective measures have been token to reasonablyassure that the calculated
capacities wI/Ibe bUIlt for dwellil1fll/Rlts ondjobs,' and that
D. Expecteddevelopment has been permJftedat locations anddensities likely to
be achievedduril1fl the 20-yearplanningperiodby the private market or
assistedhousingprograms, once allnew regulations are In effect.
Compliance:
Previous sections of this report document methodology· and approach. Since
the City's capacity is tied to its Comprehensive Plan and zoning, it is consistent
with the locations and densities likely to meet the Table 1 allocations.
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section 7. Design Type Density Recommendations
For the area ofeach of the 2040 Grawth Cancept design types, the following average
densities for hOI/sing andemployment are recommended to ctfies andcOl/nties:
CentralCity - 250personsper acre
RegionalCenters - 60personsper acre
Station Comml/nities - 45personsper acre
Town Centers - 40personsper acre
Main Streets - 39personsper acre
Corridor - 25personsper acre
Employment Areas - 20personsper acre
Indl/strialAreas - 9 employeesper acre
Inner Neighborhoods - 14personsper acre
Ol/ter Neighborhoods -13personsper acre
Compliance:
The recommended densities have been considered in appropriate City
evaluations and compliance efforts.










The State's Transportation Planning Rule calls for reductions in vehicle mJles
traveledper capita andrestrictions on construction ofnewparking spaces as a
means ofresponding to transportation andland use impacts ofgrowth. The Metro
2040 Growth Concept calls for more compact development as a means to encourage
more efficient use oflond, promote non-auto trips andprotect air qllOlity. In
addition. the federally mandatedair qllOlityplan adoptedby the state relies on the
2040 Growth Concept fully achieving its transportation objectIves. NotablY- the air
qllOlityplan relies upon reducing vehicle tripsper capita andrelatedparking spaces
throllflh minimum andmaximumparking ratios. This title addresses these state and
federal requirements andpreserves the qllOlity oflife of the region.
A compact urban form requires that each use oflandis carefully conSIderedand
that more efficient forms are favored over less efficient ones. Parking, especially
thatprOVIdedin new developments, can result in a less efficient landusage and
lower floor to area ratIOs. Parking also has ImplicatIons for transportatIon. In
areas where transJl isprovidedor othernon-auto modes (walking, bIking) are
convenient, lessparking can beprOVidedandstJlIallow accessibility andmobility for
allmodes. including autos. ReductIons in auto trips when substitutedby non-auto
modes can reduce congestion andincrease air qllOlity.
Status:
The City of Portland supports Metro's efforts to reduce auto trips and promote
other modes of travel in the region. The City has maximum parking limits in
some zones and areas, and has no minimum parking requirement in some
others. The City regards limits on parking as an effective element of a program
to enhance the efficiency of land use and to promote walking, bicycling, and
mass transit. Portland will continue to work with Metro on such region-wide
efforts.
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2.A. Cities andcounties ore hereby re'lulred to omend theIr comprehensiveplans and
implementing regulatIons, Ifnecessary. to meet or exceed the following minimum
standards:
1. Cities andcounties shallre'lulre no moreparking than the minimum as shown
on RegionalParking Ratios Table, attachedhereto: and
2. Cities andcounties shall establishparking maximums at ratios no greater than
those listed In the RegIonalParking RatIos Table andas Jllustrated In the
Parking Maximum Map. The designatIon ofA andB zones on the ParkIng
Maximum Map shouldbe reviewedafter the completion ofthe RegIonal
Transportation Plan andevery three years thereafter. If 20-minutepeak
hour transit service hasbecome available to an area withIn a one-'ll/Orter mIle
walkIng distance for bus transJ! or one-halfmJle walking distance for light raJi
transit. that area shallbe added to Zone A. If20-minute peak hour transJ!
service is no longer available to an area withIn a one-'ll/Orter mJle /Vt1lking
distance for bus transit or one-halfmIle /Vt1lking distance for light raJi transit.
that area shallbe removed from Zone A. CIties andcounties shoulddes'!lnate
Zone A parking ratIos in areas withgoodpedestrian access to commercIalor
employment areas (within 1/3mJle /Vt1lk) from aq;acent resIdentIalareas.
Status:
The necessary amendments are being developed. Hearings before the Planning
Commission are expected in April 1999, and before City Council in Summer
1999. The City requests an extension to December 1999 to complete the
amendment hearings and adoption process.
Discussion:
Bureau of Planning staff have evaluated Title 2's requirements and current City
regulations contained in the Portland Zoning Code. Portland's current
minimum standards are lower than the Functional Plan requirements for most
uses. With few exceptions, maximum standards do not exist outside the
Central City district. The City is now in the process of developing proposed
amendments to Title 33, the Portland Zoning Code, consistent with Title 2
(Citywide Parking Ratios, Appendix C).
Because Portland has relatively few areas where Zone B of the Parking
Maximum Map applies, the City is considering establishing parking ratios that
substantially comply with the Zone A ratios (which are more restrictive)
everywhere except in the Central City Plan District. Exceptions to the Zone A
ratio will be granted upon application in areas that meet the Zone B criteria
related to transit service access and frequency. This would alleviate the need
for frequent review of transit service levels while providing substantial
compliance with the Functional Plan requirements - and appropriate parking
ratios for areas remote from good transit service.
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In the Central City area, the City already imposes parking ratios that are
generally more restrictive than those required by the Functional Plan, but there
are some minor differences between the Functional Plan's categories and
requirements and the City's. Portland intends to make any amendments
necessary to bring its Central City parking requirements into substantial
compliance before December 1999.
The Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan contains four policies
that address parking. These policies are currently consistent with the intent of
this section. Policy 6.14 Parking Management states, in part, "Implement
measures to achieve Portland's share of the mandated 10 percent reduction
(per the Transportation Planning Rule) in parking spaces per capita within the
metropolitan area over the next 20 years." Policy 6.16 Off-Street Parking
states, in part, "The Zoning Code shall require private development of
adequate, but not excessive, off-street parking for all land uses." As part of the
development of the Transportation System Plan these and other parking
policies will be reviewed and updated to reflect other implementation strategies
that the City will use in reducing parking spaces per capita and managing
parking supply and demand.
References:
Portland Zoning Code.
Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; June 1996.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
Citywide Parking Ratios, Discussion Draft: Bureau of Planning; expected
February 17, 1999 (Appendix C).
2.A.3. Cities andcounties shallestablish an administrative orpublic hearingprocess
for considering ratios for indiVIdual or joint developments to allow a variance
for parking when a development application is receivedwhich may result in
approvalofconstruction ofparking spaces etfher in excess of the maximum
parking ratios-' or less than the minimum parking ratios.
Compliance:
The City of Portland complies with Section 2.A.3 of this Title.
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Discussion:
An administrative adjustment procedure (an "adjustment") already exists that
will allow for consideration of development proposals with parking spaces that
do not conform to Title 2 requirements. However, the Bureau of Planning plans
to refme the purpose statement to provide more guidance for the approval of
adjustments.
References:
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.805 Adjustments.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau
of Planning; August 1998.
Citywide Parking Ratios, Discussion Draft: Bureau of Planning; expected
February 17,1999 (Appendix C).
2.8. Free surfaceparking spaces shallbe subject to the regionalparking maximums
provided for Zone A andZone 8. Parking spaces in parking structures, fleet
parking, parking for vehicles that are for sale, lease, or rent; employee carpool
parking spaces, dedicated valetparking spaces, spaces that are lJSerpaid; market
rate parking or other high-efficiencyparking management alternatives may be
exempted from maximumparking standards by CIties andcountIes. Sites that
are proposed for redevelopment may be allowed to phase in reductions as a local
option. Where mixedlanduses are proposed; cities andcounties shallprOVIde
for blendedparking rates. It is recommended that citiesandcounties count
adjacent on-streetparkIng spaces, nearbypublicparkIng andsharedparkIng
towardrequiredparking mInimum standards.
Status:
The City of Portland is preparing code amendments that will address the
requirements of this section. These amendments are on the same schedule as
those described under Section 2.A of this Title. The City requests an extension
until December 1999 to complete this work.
Discussion:
The responses to Section 2.A.l and 2.A.2 of this title describe the City's work
developing the needed code amendments.
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2.c. Cities andcounties may use categories or measurement standards other than
those in the RegionalParking Ratios Table, but mustprovIde findings that the
effect of the localregulations wdlbe substantially the same as the application of
the RegionalParkIng Ratios.
Status:
Portland requests an extension until December, 1999 to complete this work,
which is integral with the work outlined in Sections 2.A and 2.B of this Title.
Discussion:
Portland is considering using categories and measurement standards other
than those in the Regional Parking Ratios Table. When the amendments are
completed, the City will, as necessary, provide findings demonstrating that the
effect will be substantially the same as using the Regional Parking Ratios.
2.D. CIties andcounties shallmonitor andprovIde the followIng data to Metro on an
annlJOlbasis:
1. the number andlocation ofnewly developedparkIng spaces, and
2. demonstration ofcompliance wdh the mInimum andmaximum parking
standards; including the application ofany variances to the regionalstandards
In this Title. Coordination with Metro collection ofother budding data should
be encouraged.
Status:
The Bureau of Planning expects to have a process in place by March 1999 to
track the number and location of new parking spaces. Everyone requesting a
permit will answer a very short questionnaire which will ask the number of
parking places created.
The City and Regional Coordination Team, which already maintains staff-level
communication with Metro staff, will report annually the required information,
including any adjustments to the regional standards.
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Section 1. Intent
To protect the beneficial water uses and functions and values ofresources within the
Water Quality and Flood Management Areas by limiting or mitigating the impact on these
areas from development activities, protecting life andproperty from dangers associated
with flooding and working toward a regional coordination program ofprotection for Fish and
Wildlife Habitat Areas.
section 2. Applicability
A. This Title applies to:
1. Development in Water Quality Resource and FloodManagement Areas.
2. Development which may cause temporary or permanent erosion on any property
within the Metro Boundary.
3. Development in Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas when Metro's Section 5
analysis and mapping are completed.
B. This title does not apply to work necessary to protect, repair, maintain, or replace
existing structures, utJJity facilities, roadways, driveways, accessory uses and exterior
improvements in response to emergenciesprovided that after the emergency haspassed,
adverse impacts are mitigated in accordance with the performance standards in Section
4.
Status:
The compliance deadline for Title 3 is December 18, 1999. This Compliance
Update reports on Portland's progress toward compliance with Title 3 of the
Functional Plan.
Discussion:
There are three main components to the requirements of Title 3: flood
management, water quality resource areas, and erosion control.
The Bureau of Planning is the lead agency for the water quality resource area
portion of Title 3. Compliance will require some Zoning Code revisions and
application of new or additional environmental overlay zoning to protect certain
wetlands.
The Office of Planning and Development Review is coordinating Portland's
compliance work on erosion control and flood management. Compliance with
the flood management requirements will require adoption of maps and code.
Compliance with the erosion control provisions of this title will require citywide
application of expanded erosion control standards.
TITLE 3 - WATER QUALITY, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AND
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Section 3 Implementation Alternatives for Cities and Counties
A. Cities and counties shall comply with this title in one of the following ways:
1. Amend their comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances to adopt all or part of
the Title 3 Model Ordinance or code language that substantially complies with the
performance standards in Section 4 and the intent of this title, andadopt either the
Metro Water Quality and Flood Management Area Map or a map which substantially
complies with the Metro map. Cities and counties may choose one of the following
options for applying this section:
a. Adopt code language implementing thiS title which prevails over the map and
uses the map as reference: or
b. Adopt a city or county field verifiedmap of Water Quality and Flood
Management Areas based on the Metro Water Quality and Flood Management
map, updatedaccording to Section 7, implementing thiS title which prevails over
adopted code language.
Field verification is a process of identifying or delineating Protected Water
Features, Water Quality Resource Areas and Flood Management Areas shown on
the Metro Water Quality and FloodManagement Areas map. This process
includes exomination ofinformation such as site visit reports, wetlands inventory
maps, aerialphotographs, andpublic input andreview. The field verification
process shall result in a locally adopted Water Quality and Flood Management
Areas map which:
i. Applies the Title 10 definitions ofProtected Water Feature, Water Quality
Resource Areas and Flood Management Areas to all those protectedareas on the
Metro Water Quality and Flood Management Areas map to show the specific
boundaries of those protectedareas on the locally adopted Water Quality and
Flood Management Areas map,· and
Ii: Is subject to amendment by applying adopted code language to add Protected
Water Features, Water Quality Resource Areas and FloodManagement Areas
and to correct errors in the local Water Quality and Flood Management Areas
map as required by Section 7 andconsistent with Section 3(D).
2. Demonstrate that existing city and county comprehensive plans andimplementing
ordinances substantially comply with the performance standards in Section 4 and the
intent of this title.
3. Any combination of (1) and (2) above that substantially complies with allperformance
standards in Section 4.
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(Section 3 continued)
B. Cities and counties shall holdat least one public hearing prior to adopting
comprehensive plan amendments, ordinances and maps implementing the performance
standards in Section 4 of this title or demonstrating that existing city or county
comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances substantially comply with Section
4, to add Protected Water Features, and wetlands which meet the criteria in
Section 4(E)(3), to their Water Quality and FloodManagement Area map. The
proposed comprehensive plan amendments, implementing ordinances andmaps shall be
available for public review at least 45 days prior to the public hearing.
C. Cities and counties shall conduct a review of their Water Quality and Flood
Management Areas map concurrent with localperiodic review required by ORS
197.633 (1997).
D. Some areas which would otherwise be mappedas Protected Water Features, Water
Quality Resource Areas and FloodManagement Areas do not appear on the Metro
Water Quality and FloodManagement Areas map because streams hadbeen
culverted, wetlands had been filled or a fill permit had been approved, or the area
was demonstrated to have existing conflicting water dependent uses, or existing
plans or agreements for such uses, or the area was developed or committed to other
uses.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, cities and counties are not
required to establish Protected Water Features, Water Quality Resource Areas and
Flood Management Areas through adopted code provisions or mapping for areas
which were examined but not included on the Water Quality and Flood Management
Areas map adopted by the Metro Council
Status:
Portland intends to adopt a field verified Water Quality and Flood Management
Areas map in accordance with Section 3.1.b of this title, and is on track to
complete Title 3 compliance work by December 1999. Public hearings will be
held in the fall of 1999 with all proposed comprehensive plan amendments and
implementing ordinance changes available for review at least 45 days prior to
the public hearing.
Discussion:
Portland intends to adopt code amendments and a field-verified Water Quality
and Flood Management Areas map, both of which are currently underway. The
City will demonstrate that, with these additions, its comprehensive plans and
implementing ordinances will substantially comply with the performance
standards in Section 4 and the intent of Title 3.
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Section 4 Performance Standards
A. Flood Monagement Performance Stondards.
1. The purpose of these standards is to reduce the risk of flooding, prevent or reduce
risk to human life andproperty, andmaintain functions and values of floodplains such
as allowing for the storage and conveyance ofstream flows through existing and
natural flood conveyance systems.
2. All development, excavation and fill in the FloodManagement Areas shall conform to
the following performance standards:
a. Development, excavation and fl!! shall be performed in a manner to maintain or
increase flood storoge and conveyance capacity andnot increase design flood
elevations.
b. All fJil placedat or below the design flood elevation in FloodManagement Areas
shall be balanced with at least an equal amount ofsoil material removal
c. Excavation shallnot be countedas compensating for fill if such areas will be
fl!!ed with water in non-storm winter conditions.
d Minimum finished floor elevations for new habitable structures in the Flood
Management Areas shall be at least one foot above the design flood elevation.
e. Temporary fills permitted during construction shall be removed
f. Uncontained areas ofhazardous materials as defined by DEQ in the Flood
Management Area shall be prohibited
3. The following uses andactivities are not subject to the requirements ofsubsection
2:
a. Excavation and fill necessary to plant new trees or vegetation.
b. Excavation and fill required for the construction ofdetention facilities or
structures, and other facilities such as levees specifically designed to reduce or
mitigate flood impacts. Levees shallnot be used to create vacant buildable lands.
c. New culverts, stream crossings, and transportation projects may be permitted if
designed as balanced cut and fill projects or designed to not significantly raise
the design flood elevation. Such projects shall be designed to minimize the area
of fill in Flood Management Areas and to minimize erosive velocities. Stream
crossing shall be as close to perpendicular to the stream as practicable. Bridges
shall be used insteadofculverts wherever practicoble.
Status:
The Office of Planning and Development Review is preparing a rewrite of
Chapter 24.50 of the Portland City Code, titled "Flood Hazard Areas." The
Public Review draft of the amendments is expected by July 1,1999. A copy will
be forwarded to Metro upon completion.
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Following the public review process, hearings before City Council are expected
in Fall 1999 leading to adoption and implementation of the proposed code by
December 1999.
Discussion:
The proposed Flood Hazard Areas code regulates both the floodway and the
floodway fringe areas, both of which are subject to inundation during a 100-
year return flood event. The proposed Flood Hazard Areas Code will
substantially comply with Title 3 requirements.
The proposed Flood Hazard Areas Code amendments are expected to:
• Adopt Metro's Flood Management Areas map'by reference as the area of
applicability (including the 1996 Flood Inundation Areas);
• Require that any development in the flood hazard area demonstrate that it
will not cause an increased design flood elevation;
• Require the level of the lowest occupied floor of residential structures to be
at least one foot above the 100-year flood elevation. The lowest occupied
floor of nonresidential structures subject must either be one foot above the
100-year flood elevation or be made damage resistant and watertight;
• Require "balanced cut and fIll" in all Flood Management Areas; and
• Prohibit storage of uncontained hazardous materials in all Flood
Management Areas.
Reference:
Amendments to Chapter 24.50 - Flood Hazard Areas, Public Review Draft:
Office of Planning and Development Review, expected July 1, 1999.
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Section 4 Performance Standards
8. Water Quality Performance Standards.
1. The purpase af these standards is to: (1) protect and improve water quality to
suppart the designated beneficial water uses as defined in Title 10, and (2) pratect
the functions and values of the Water Quality Resource Area which include, but are
nat limited to:
a. Providing a vegetated corridor ta separate Pratected Water Features from
development:
b. Maintaining ar reducing stream temperatures:
c. Maintaining natural stream corridars:
d Minimizing erosion, nutrient andpollutant loading into water:
e. Filtering, infiltration andnatural water purification.'
f Stabilizing slopes to prevent landslides contributing to sedimentation af water
features.
2. Local codes shall require all development in Water Quality Resource Areas to
conform to the following performance standards:
a. The Water Quality Resource Area is the vegetated corridor and the Protected
Water Feature. The width of the vegetated corridar is specified in Table 3.07-
3. At least three slape measurements along the water feature, at na more than
lOO-foat increments, shall be made far each property for which development is
proposed Depending on the width of the property, the Width of the vegetated
corridor wJ1l vary:
b. Water Quality Resource Areas shall be protected, maintained, enhanced or
restored as specified in Section 4(8)(2).
c. Prohibit development that willhave a significant negative impact on the functions
and values of the Water Quality Resource Area, which cannot be mitigatedin
accordance with subsection 2(f).
d Vegetative cover native to the Portlandmetropalitan region shall be maintained,
enhanced or restored, ifdisturbed, in the Water Quality Resource Area.
Invasive non-native vegetation may be removed from the Water Quality
Resource Area andreplaced with native cover. Only native vegetation shall be
used to enhance or restore the Water Quality Resource Area. This shallnot
preclude construction ofenergy dissipaters at outfalls consistent with
watershed enhancement, andas approvedby local surface water management
agencies.
e. Uncontoined oreas ofhazardous materials as defined by DEQ in the Water
Quality Resource Area shall be prohibited
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(Section 4.8 continued)
f Cities and counties moyallow development in Woter Quality Resource Areas
provided that the governing body, or its designate, implement procedures which:
i. Demonstrote that no procticoble alternatives to the requested development
exist which will not disturb the Water Quality Resource Area; and
ii If there is no procticoble olternative, limit the development to reduce the
impact associoted with the proposed use; and
Iii: Where the development occurs, require mitigation to ensure thot the
functions and values of the Water Quality Resource Area are restored.
g. Cities and counties may allow development for repair, replacement or
improvement ofutility facilities so long as the Water Quality Resource Area is
restored consistent with Section 4(8)(2)(d).
h. The performance standards ofSection 4(8)(2) do not apply to routine repair and
maintenance of existing structures, roadways, driveways, utilities, accessory
uses and other development.
3. For lots or parcels which are fully or predominantly within the Water Quality
Resource Area andare demonstrated to be unbUlJdable by the vegetative corridor
regulations, cities and counties shall reduce or remove vegetotive corridor
regulations to assure the lot or parcel will be buildable while stillproviding the
maximum vegetated corridor practicable. Cities and counties shall encourage
landowners to voluntarilyprotect these areas through various means, such as
conservation easements and incentive progroms.
Status:
The Bureau of Planning is coordinating this work for the City of Portland. The
City proposes to apply environmental overlay zones to Title 3 features not
previously protected. The public review draft of this work is expected to be
available in July 1999, and will include draft maps and may include draft code
language if needed. A copy of the draft will be forwarded to Metro when it is
available. Hearings before the Planning Commission are expected in
September 1999 leading to City Council adoption in October 1999.
Discussion:
The City intends to demonstrate that the existing and proposed Environmental
Overlay Zones and implementing regulations substantially comply with the
performance standards of Section 4. The public review draft expected in July
1999 will include new environmental overlay zoning for Title 3 features that
were not previously covered, the existing environmental zoning regulations, any
necessary code amendment proposals, and a discussion demonstrating how
the City's environmental overlay zoning and implementing regulations comply
with Title 3 requirements.
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Reference:
Metro Title 3 Compliance Project, Public Review Draft: Bureau of Planning,
expected July 1999.
Section 4 Performance Standards
C. Erasion ond Sediment Control
1. The purpose of this section is to require erosion prevention measures andsediment
controlpractices during and after construction to prevent the dischorge of
sediments.
2. Erosion prevention techniques shall be designed to prevent visible and measurable
erosion as defined in Title 10.
3. To the extent erosion cannot be completelyprevented, sediment control measures
shall be designed to capture, andretain on-site, soilparticles that have become
dislodged by erosion.
Status:
The City of Portland is preparing a new city code title, Title 10 - Erosion and
Sediment Control Regulations, which will consolidate all of the existing erosion
and sediment control regulations currently enforced by the City and add
additional regulations necessary to meet the "visible and measurable erosion"
standard of Metro Title 3. Title 10 will apply the new and existing regulations
citywide. The City will also adopt a revised Erosion Control Handbook which
will be the primary implementation tool for Title 10.
Public Review Drafts of both documents are scheduled to be available for public
review in July 1999. The City will forward copies of each to Metro when they
are available. City Council adoption of the new Title 10 and the revised Erosion
Control Handbook is tentatively scheduled for November 1999.
References:
Proposed Title 10 - Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations, Public Review
Draft: Office of Planning and Development Review, expected July 1999.
Erosion Control Handbook, Public Review Draft: Office of Planning and
Development Review, expected July 1999.
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Section 4 Performance Standards
D. Implementation Tools to protect Water Quality and FloodManagement Areas.
1. Cities and counties shall either adopt land use regulations, which authorize transfer
ofpermitted units and floor area to mitigate the effects of development
restrictions in Water Quality and Flood Management Areas, or adopt other measures
that mitigate the effects ofdevelopment restrictions.
2. Metro encourages localgovernments to require that approvals ofapplications for
partitions, subdivisions and design review actions be conditioned upon one of the
following:
a. Protection of Water Quality and Flood Management Areas with a conservation
easement;
b. Platting Water Quality andFlood Management Areas as common open space; or
c. Offer ofsale or donation ofproperty to public agencies or private non-profits
for preservation where feasible.
3. Additions, alterations, rehabilitation or replacement of existing structures,
roadways, driveways, accessory uses and development in the Water Quality and
FloodManagement Area may be allowedprOVIded that:
a. The addition, alteration, rehabIlitation or replacement is not inconsistent with
applicable city and county regulations, and
b. The addition, alteration, rehabilitation or replacement does not encroach closer
to the Protected Water Feature than the existing structures, roadways,
driveways or accessory uses and development, and
c. The addition, alteration, rehabilitation or replacement satisfies Section 4(C) of
this title.
d In determining appropriate conditions ofapproval, the affected city or county
shall require the appl(cant ta:
i. Demonstrate that no reasonably practicable alternative design or methodof
development exists that would have a lesser impact on the Water Quality
Resource Area than the one proposed; ond
ii. Ifno such reasonably practicable alternative design or methodof
development exists, the project should be conditioned to limit its disturbance
andimpact on the Water Quality Resource to the minimum extent necessary to
achieve the proposedaddition, alteration, restoration, replacement or
rehabilitation' and
iii. Provide mitigation to ensure that impacts to the functions and values of the
Water Quality Resource Area will be mitigated or restored to the extent
practicable.
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(Section 4.D continued)
4. Cities and counties may choose not to apply the Water Quality and Flood
Management Area performance standards ofSection 4 to development necessary
for the placement ofstructures when it does not require agrading or building
permit.
5. Metro encourages cities and counties to provide for restoration and enhancement of
degraded Water Quality Resource Areas through conditions ofapproval when
development isproposed, or through incentives or other means.
6. Cities and counties shallapply the performance standards of this title to Title 3
Wetlands as shown on the Metro Water Quality and FloodManagement Areas Map
and locally adopted Water Quality and Flood Management Areas maps. Cities and
counties may also apply the performance standards of this title to other wetlands.
Status:
Portland will use a combination of existing regulations, new regulations, and
additional environmental overlay zoning to implement the required
performance standards of this section.
Drafts of proposed zoning code regulations and zoning maps are expected to be
available in July 1999, and will be forwarded to Metro when available.
Planning commission hearings are expected in September 1999, and
regulations substantially complying with Title 3 are expected to be adopted by
December 1999.
Discussion:
Portland's environmental overlay zoning is the city's principal tool for meeting
the performance standards of Title 3's Water Quality and Flood Management
Areas. The existing Environmental Overlay Zone regulations already
implement the major portion of the performance standards for Water Quality
areas. Some minor modifications to the existing environmental regulations
may be needed to meet the intent of Title 3 of the Functional Plan. Most Title 3
Wetlands in the city are already protected by environmental overlay zones.
Portland's Metro Title 3 Compliance Project is identifying any remaining
unprotected wetlands and any needed code modifications. This project will
propose environmental overlay zoning for the wetlands based on their water
quality values along with draft code amendments in a combined package
expected in July 1999.
The transferable development rights (TDR) requirements of Section 4.D.1 are
addressed by existing provisions in Chapter 33.269 - Planned Unit
Developments, Chapter 33.430 - Environmental Zones, and in the TDR
provisions of the Johnson Creek and Skyline Plan Districts (Chapters 33.535
and 33.575). The City's TDR provisions are expected to be expanded through
the Land Division Code Rewrite Project, which will allow clustering of
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development to avoid encroachment on environmentally sensitive lands
citywide. The Land Division Code Rewrite Project will also require that resource
areas protected by environmental zones be placed in common open space
tracts as part of the land division approval. Flood Management Areas will also
be required to be placed in common open space tracts. The recommended draft
of the Land Division Code Rewrite is expected to be discussed at the Planning
Commission in August 1999.
The City's existing Environmental Review provisions provide substantial
compliance with the requirements of Section 4.D.3. This section requires that
development in Water Quality and Flood Management Areas be allowed if it
meets certain approval criteria; namely, 1) that there be no reasonable
alternatives, 2) that conditions be imposed to minimize impacts, and 3) that the
applicant mitigate the effects of the development. Portland's Zoning Code
Chapter 33.430 imposes development standards which restrict development in
protected resource areas. Where development is proposed within a protected
resource area, the Zoning Code establishes approval criteria that parallel the
requirements of this section and substantially comply with it.
Reference:
Portland Zoning Code: Bureau of Planning, January 1991, and as
subsequently amended.
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section 4 Performance Standards
E Map Administration.
Cities and counties shall amend their comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances
to provide a process for each of the following:
1. Amendments to city and county adopted Water Quality and FloodManagement Area
maps to correct the location ofProtected Water Features, Water Quality Resource
Areas and FloodManagement Areas. Amendments shall be initiated within 90 days
of the date the city or county receives information establishing a possible map error.
2. Modification of the Water Quality Resource Area upon demonstration that the
modification will offer the same or better protection ofwater quality, the Water
Quality and FloodManagement Area and Protected Water Feature.
3. Amendments to city and county adopted Water Quality and FloodManagement Area
maps ta add Title 3 wetlands when the city or county receives significant evidence
that a wetland meets anyone of the following criteria:
a. The wetland is fed by surface flows, sheet flows or precipitation, andhas
evidence of flooding during the growing season, and has 60 percent orgreater
vegetated cover, and is over one-halfacre in size; or the wetland qualifies as
having "intact water quality function" under the 1996 Oregon Freshwater
Wetland Assessment Methodology; or
b. The wetland is in the Flood Management Area, andhas evidence of flooding
during the growing season, and is five acres or more in size, and has a restricted
outlet or no outlet;
c. or the wetlandqualifies as having "intact hydrologic control function" under the
1996 Oregon Freshwater Wetland Assessment MethodologY-' or
d The wetland or a portion of the wetland is within a horizontal distance of less
than one-fourth mile from a water body which meets the Department of
Environmental Quality definition of "water quality limited water body" in OAR
Chapter 340, Division 41 (1996).
Examples ofsignificant evidence that a wetland exists that may meet the
criteria above are a wetlandassessment conducted using the 1996 Oregon
Freshwater Wetland Assessment Methodology, or correspondence from the
Division ofState Lands that a wetland determination or delineation has been
submitted or completed for property in the city or county.
4. Cities and counties are not required to apply the criteria ,n Section 4(E)(3) to water
quality or stormwater detention facilities.
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Status:
The City of Portland substantially complies with the requirements of this
section through a mixture of map administration rules and a project to re-zone
newly-identified Title 3 wetlands. Chapter 33.855 of the Zoning Code
establishes general procedures for amending zoning maps, while Chapter
33.430 establishes procedures and approval criteria for changes to
environmental overlay zone boundaries.
Discussion:
Water Quality Resource Areas in Portland are protected by environmental
overlay zoning. The rules for modifying environmental overlay boundaries
require a demonstration that there will be no loss of natural resource values or
that any loss will be mitigated. In addition, Portland's administrative
procedures ensure prompt response to requests for boundary changes; they are
land use actions and must be completed within time set by statute. These
regulations substantially comply with Sections 4.E.1 and 4.E.2 of this title.
The City's environmental overlay zoning protects identified Title 3 wetlands in
Portland. To ensure that all Title 3 wetlands receive protection, the City is
currently soliciting public input to identify any additional wetlands. Mter
assessing the candidate wetlands, Portland will apply environmental overlays
to all Title 3 wetlands based upon the criteria established in Section 4.E.3 of
this title. Draft maps of the additional environmental overlays are expected in
July 1999, with Planning Commission hearings expected in September. Mter
City Council adopts the new overlays, which is expected in December 1999, all
title 3 wetlands in Portland will be protected either under the Statewide Land
Use Goal 5 rules or under Metro Title 3 rules.
Reference:
Portland Zoning Code: Bureau of Planning, January 1991, and as
subsequently amended.
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Section 5. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area
A. The purpose of these standards is to conserve, protect, and enhance fish and wildlife
habitat within the fish and wildlife habitat canservation areas to be identdied on the
water quality and flood management area map by establishing performance standards
andpromoting coordination by Metro ofregional urban water sheds.
B. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area Recommendations.
These areas shallbe shown on the Water Quality and FloodManagement Area Map.
Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areasgenerally include and/orgo beyond the
Water Quality and FloodManagement Areas. These areas to be shown on the map will
be Metro's inventory ofsignificant fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas. Metro
hereby recommends that localjurisdictions adopt the follOWing temporary standards:
1. Prohibit development in fish andWildlife conservation areas that adversely impacts
fish and wildlife habitat.
Exceptions: It is recognized that urban development will, at times, necessitate
development activities within or adjacent to Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Areas. The following Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Mitigation Policy,
except for emergency situations, applies to all the following exceptions:
A project alternatives analysis, where public need for the project has been
established, will be required for any of the exceptions listedbelow. The alternatives
analysis must seek to avoidadverse environmental impacts by demonstrating there
are no practicable, less environmentally damaging alternatives available. In those
cases where there are no practicable, less environmentally damaging alternatives,
the project proponent will seek alternatives which reduce or minimize adverse
environmental impacts. Where impacts are unavoidable, compensation, by complete
replacement of the impactedsite's ecolagical attributes or, where appropriote,
substitute resources of equol orgreater value willbe provided in accordance with
the Metro Water Quality and FloodManagement model ordinance.
a. Utility construction within a maximum construction zone width establishedby
cities and counties.
b. Overhead or underground electric power, telecommunications and cable
television lines within a sewer or stormwater right-of-way or within a maximum
construction zone Width establishedby cities and counties.
c. Trails, boardwalks and Viewing areas construction.
d Transportation crossIngs and widemngs. Transportation crossings and widemngs
shall be designed to minimize disturbance, allow for fish and wildlife passage and
crossings should be preferably at right angles to the stream channel
TITLE 3 - WATER QUALITY, FLOOD MANAGEMENT AND
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2. Limit the clearing or removal ofnative vegetation from the Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Area to ensure its long term survival andhealth. Allow and encourage
enhancement andrestoration projects for the benefit of fish and wildlife.
3. Require the revegetation ofdisturbed areas with native plants to 90percent cover
within three years. Disturbedareas should be replanted with native plants on the
Metro Plant List or an approved locally adoptedplant list. Planting or propagation of
plants listed on the Metro Prohibited Plant List within the Conservation Area shall be
prohibited.
4. ReqUire compliance with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) seasonal
restrictions for in-stream work. Limit development activities that would impair fish
and wildlife during key life-cycle events according to the gUidelines contained in
ODFWs ·Oregon Guidelines for Timing of In-water Work to Protect Fish and
Wildlife Resources. "
C. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Protection.
Within eighteen (18) months from the effective date of this functional plan, Metro
shall complete the following regional coordination program by adoption of functional
plan provisions.
1. Metro shall establish criteria to define and Identify regionally significant fish and
wildlife habitat areas.
2. Metro shalladopt a map ofregionally significant fish and wildlife areas after a)
examining existing Goal 5 data, reports and regulation from cities and counties, and
b) holding public hearings.
3. Metro shall identify inadequate or inconsistent data andprotection in existing Goal 5
data, reports and regulations on fish and wildlife habitat. City and county
comprehensive plan provisions where inventories ofsignificant resources were
completedandacceptedby a LCDCPeriodic Review Order after January 1, 1993,
shall not be reqUired to comply until their next periodic review.
4. Metro shall complete Goal 5 economic, social- environmentaland energy (ESEE)
analyses for mapped regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat areas only for
those oreas where inadequate or inconsistent data or protection has been identified.
5. Metro shall establish performance standards for protection ofregionally Significant
fish and wildlife habitat that must be met by the plans implementing ordinances of
cities and counties.
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Status:
This section of Title 3 is currently under review by Metro. Compliance is not
required. However, Portland supports the protection of regionally significant
fish and wildlife habitat. Portland's Environmental Overlay Zones, by limiting
encroachment and development in areas with significant habitat value, provide
the interim fish and wildlife habitat protection recommended by this section.
section 6. Metro Model Ordinonce Required
Metro shalladopt a Water Quality and Flood Management Areas Model Ordinance and
map. The Model Ordinance shall represent one method of complying with this title.
The Model Ordinance shall be advisory- and cities and counties are not required to
adopt the Model Ordinance, or any part thereof, to substantially comply with this title.
However, cities and counties which adopt the Model Ordinance in its entirety anda
Water Quality and FlaadManagement Areas Map shall be deemed to have substantially
complied with the requirements af this title.
Sections 1-4 of this title shallnot become effective until 18 months after the Metro
Council has adopted the Madel Ordinance and Water Quality and FloodManagement
Areas Map. Section 5 af this title shall be implemented by adoption ofnew functianal
plan provisions. The Metro Cauncil may adopt a Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Areas Madel Ordinance and Map for protection ofregionally significant fish and
wildlife habitat.
Status:
The City of Portland will comply with the requirements of Title 3 without
adopting the Model Ordinance.
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Section 7. Variances
City and county comprehensive plans and implementing regulations are hereby required to
include procedures to consider claims ofmap error and hardship variances to reduce or
remove Fish and Wildlife Habitat Protection for any property demonstrated to be
converted to an unbuildable lot by application of Fish and Wildlife Habitat Protection
regulations.
Status:
Portland complies with this section of Title 3. Portland's environmental overlay
zone regulations include provisions to consider map errors and hardship in
granting variances.
Discussion:
Where an applicant cannot meet the development standards of the
environmental zone, the approval criteria allow for mitigation of any damage to
natural resource values. Both the environmental zone regulations of Chapter
33.430 and the map administration regulations of Chapter 33.855 allow for
correction of map errors.
Reference:
Portland Zoning Code: Bureau of Planning, January 1991, and as
subsequently amended.
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It is the intent of the Metro 2040 Growth Concept that Employment and Industrial
Areas contain supportive retail development. Employment and Industrial areas
would be expected to include some limitedretail or commercial usesprimarily to
serve the needs ofpeople working or living in the immediate Employment or
Industrial Areas, not larger market areas outside the Employment or Industrial
Areas.
Compliance:
The City of Portland has a longstanding commitment to preserve Industrial
areas, as evidenced by its Industrial Sanctuary policies and zoning - such as
Comprehensive Plan Policy S.1.C. As described in the following sections,
Portland's City Council recently adopted regulations that will further protect
employment and industrial areas from encroachment by retail uses serving
large market areas.
The City of Portland is in substantial compliance with the requirements of Title
4 of the Functional Plan.
TITLE 4 - RETAIL IN EMPLOYMENT AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS
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Section 2. Comprehensive Plan and Implementing Ordinance Changes Required
A. Cities and counties are hereby required to amend their comprehensive plans and
implementing regulatians, ifnecessary, to prahibit retat/ uses larger than
60,000 square feet ofgross leasable area per building or business in the
Industrial Areas designated on the attached Employment andIndustrial Areas
Map.
B. This subsection applies to city and county comprehensive plan designations and
zoning ordinances acknowledged by the effective date of this Functional Plan,
which allow retail uses larger than 60,000 square feet ofgross leasable area per
but/ding or business in Employment Areas designated on the attached
Employment and Industrial Areas Map. These cities and counties may continue to
allow the extent and location ofretat/ uses allowed in Employment Areas on the
effective date of this Functional Plan for the specific zones in acknowledged land
use regulations listed in Exhibit A of this Title. For all other zones in
Employment Areas, these cities and counties are hereby required to amend their
comprehensive plans and implementing regulations, ifnecessary, to require a
process resulting in a land use decision for any retail uses larger than 60,000
square feet ofgross leasable area per building or business on those lands where
such uses are currently allowed by any process. The standards for the land use
decision to allow any such retail uses shall require (J) a demonstration in the
record that transportation facilities adequate to serve the retail use, consistent
with Metro's functional plans for transportation, will be in place at the time the
retat/ use begins operation; and (2) a demonstration that transportation facilities
adequate to meet the transportation need for the other planned uses in the
Employment Areas are included in the applicable comprehensive plan provisions.
If the city and county comprehensive plan designations and zoning ordinances
which allow retail uses larger than 60,000 square feet ofgross leasable area per
building or business in Employment Areas have not been acknowledged by the
effective date of this Functional Plan, subsection 2.e. of this ntle shall apply.
e. City or county comprehensive plan designations and zoning ordinances
acknowledgedby the effective date of this Functional Plan which do not allow
retail uses larger than 60,000 square feet ofgross leasable area per building or
business in Employment Areas designated on the attached Employment and
Industrial Areas Map shall continue to prohibit them unless an exception is
established under Section 3 of this ntle pursuant to the compliance procedures
of ntleB.
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Compliance:
On April 14, 1999, City Council adopted Zoning Code amendments that,
together with already-existing code provisions, substantially comply with the
requirements of Title 4. At the same time, the Council adopted the re-zoning of
a portion of the Hayden Meadow area from its existing employment zone to a
commercial zone. This area is already devoted to retail and commercial uses.
In an April 15, 1999 letter, the City of Portland requested that Metro's
Employment and Industrial Areas Map reflect this change.
Discussion:
The City Council adopted code provisions prohibiting retail uses over 60,000
square feet in industrial zones and requiring a land use review for retail over
60,000 square feet in the employment zones. In combination with already-
existing regulations, the adopted provisions substantially comply with the
Functional Plan. The tables below summarize the City's previous code
provisions and the adopted changes.
On May 3, 1999, Frank M. Parisi f1led a Notice of Intent to Appeal with the
Land Use Board of Appeals. The notice was f1led on behalf of petitioner Home
Depot USA, and was within the 21-day appeal period. At this time, the basis of
the appeal is not known. The City will provide an update with the December
1999 Compliance Report.
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Table 4-1: Summary of previous regulations in employment and industrial
zones.
Zone Previous Regulations
EG1&2 Retail and office uses are limited to a floor area ratio (FAR) of
I: I except for historical landmarks where the ratio is 2: 1.
IGI Only one retail or office use of 3,000 sq. ft. or less in floor
area is allowed per site; more than one retail or office use or
development exceeding the square footage may be approved
through a conditional use process (CU). Retail and office
uses in excess of an FAR of I: I are prohibited except for
historical landmarks where the ratio is 2: 1.
IG2 and 1H Up to four retail or office uses that are each 3,000 sq. ft. or
less in floor area are allowed per site; more than four uses or
individual uses over 3,000 sq. ft. may be approved through a
CU. Retail and office uses in excess of an FAR of I: I are
prohibited except for historical landmarks where the ratio is
2:1.
Columbia Retail, excluding hotels and motels, that is 25,000 sq. ft. or
South Shore less per site is allowed. Developments exceeding 25,000 sq.
EG2 ft. may be approved through a CU. Also, there are special
approval criteria for CUs for retail in Columbia South Shore.
Office uses are limited to an FAR of 1: I except for historical
landmarks where the ratio is 2: 1.
Columbia Up to four retail uses that are each 3,000 sq. ft. or less are
South Shore allowed. Within the Business Opportunity Subdistrict,
IG2 12,000 sq. ft. of one retail use is allowed in lieu of the four
separate uses. Developments in excess of these
requirements may be approved through a CU. Also, there are
special approval criteria for CUs for retail in Columbia South
Shore.
Up to four office uses that are each 3,000 sq. ft. or less in
floor area are allowed per site; more than four uses or
individual uses over 3,000 sq. ft. may be approved through a
CU. Office uses are limited to an FAR of 1:1 except for
historical landmarks where the ratio is 2: 1.
Note: In the use categones (33.920), headquarters offices In conjunctIOn WIth or adjacent to an allowed
industrial or employment use are allowed.
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The table below summarizes the amendments adopted by City Council in April
1999.
Table 4-2: Summary of adopted code changes.
Zone Adopted amendments to existing regulations
EG1&2 All regulations remain the same except:
• Establish a CU process and criteria for retail uses over
60,000 sq. ft. per site.
IGl All regulations remain the same except:
• Retail and office uses between 3,000 and 25,000 sq. ft.
per site are allowed through a CU process. Retail and
office uses over 25,000 sq. ft. are prohibited except in
historic landmarks, where retail and office uses over
60,000 sq. ft. are prohibited.
• In the Central City Plan District, office uses between
3,000 and 60,000 sq. ft. per site are allowed through a
CU process with special criteria to promote businesses
with both an industrial and an office component. Office
uses over 60,000 sq. ft. are prohibited.
IG2 All regulations remain the same except:
• Retail and office uses over 25,000 sq. ft. per site are
prohibited except in historic landmarks, where retail and
office uses over 60,000 sq. ft. are prohibited.
IH All regulations remain the same except:
• Retail and office uses over 12,000 sq. ft. per site are
prohibited except in historic landmarks, where retail and
office uses over 25,000 sq. ft. are prohibited.
Columbia All regulations remain the same.
South Shore (Existing regulations already comply with the UGMFP).
EG2
Columbia All regulations remain the same except:
South Shore • Retail uses over 60,000 sq. ft. are prohibited.
IG2
Note: The current exceptIon for headquarters offices does not change.
In addition, the Council adopted a Comprehensive Plan Map amendment and
re-zoning proposal for the portion of the Hayden Meadow area currently
devoted to retail activities. This area is now zoned General Commercial (CG).
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OTHER COMPLIANCE ISSUES
The City measures retail space as all floor area on a site, but Title 4 measures
retail uses by the "gross leasable area per building or business." Floor area
may be different from gross leasable area. When there is a difference, the gross
leasable area is less than the floor area. Hence, the City's measurement will
result in less retail space than specified in Title 4. The City's retail
measurement method does not affect the City's substantial compliance with
Title 4.
In addition to the Zoning Code changes adopted by the City Council in April
1999, the code amendments described below will complete the City's work
related to Title 4.
Under sections 33.140.400 through 480 of the Zoning Code, the City regulates
"industrial park" development. Industrial parks are large parcels or groups of
parcels under a single controlling interest that are developed for industrial and
employment uses. The industrial park regulations allow flexibility in the
industrial sanctuary zones by relaxing certain zoning regulations in exchange
for other requirements - such as a master plan and conditions, covenants, and
restrictions - to assure internal compatibility, efficient service provision, and
compatibility with surrounding uses.
Existing industrial park regulations allow up to 35 percent of total floor area to
be dedicated to Retail Sales and Service uses for sites up to 50 acres. Sites
greater than 50 acres are allowed to designate a 50 acre portion of the site and
use up to 35 percent of the floor area built in that 50 acres for Retail Sales and
Service uses.
The City of Portland is currently changing its subdivision and partitioning
regulations through the Land Division Code Rewrite Project. The Planning
Commission recommends that the industrial park regulations be deleted from
the Zoning Code. If adopted, the new subdivision regulations will provide the
flexibility that the industrial park regulations were intended to offer while
making retail in industrial parks subject to the new restrictions in the Zoning
Code.
The City Council is expected to hold a public hearing on the Planning
Commission's recommendation in Autumn, 1999. Because the regulations
regarding industrial parks affect a minor fraction of land zoned industrial or
employment, this does not affect the City's substantial compliance with Title 4.
References:
Commercial Restrictions in Industrial and Employment Areas, Adopted Report:
Bureau of Planning; April 1999 (attached).








The intent of this title is to cleorly define Metro policy with regard to areos outsIde the
Metro urbangrowth boundary NO PORlTON OF THIS lTTlECAN REQUIREANY
AClTONS BYNEIGHBORING CIlTEs. Metro, Ifneighboring citiesjointly agree, will
adopt or sign ruralreserve agreements for thase areos designatedruralreserve in the
Metro 2040 Growth Concept with Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington County, and
Neighbor City Agreements with Sandy, Canby, andNorth Plains. Metro wouldwelcome
discussion about agreements with other cities if theyrequest such agreements.
In addition, counties andcities wJfhin the Metro boundaryare hereby required to amend
their comprehensive plansandImplementIng ordinances wJfhin twenty-four months to
reflect the ruralreserves andgreen corndorspolicies descnbedin the Metro 2040
Growth Concept.
Compliance:
Portland is in compliance with Title 5 as described in Section 2 of this Title.
TITLE 5 - NEIGHBOR CITIES AND RURAL RESERVES
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Section 2. Rural Reserves and Green Corridors
Metro shallattempt to designate andprotect common rural reserves between Metro~
urbangrowth boundaryanddesignatedurban reserve areas andeach neighbor city's urban
growth boundary anddesignated urban reserves- anddesignate andprotect common
locations forgreen corrIdors along transportation corrIdors connecting the Metro region
andeach neighboring CItY. For areas within the Metro boundary, counties are hereby
required to amend their comprehensive plans andimplementing ordinances to IdentIfy and
protect the ruralreserves andgreen corridors desCribedin the adopted2040 Growth
Concept and shown on the adopted2040 Growth Concept Map. These rurallands shall
maintain the rural character of the landscape andour agriculturaleconomy. New rural
commercialor industrialdevelopment shallbe restricted to the extent allowedby law.
Zoning shallbe for resource protection on farm and forestry land, and very low-density
resIdential (no greater average density than one unit for five acres) for exception land
For areas outSIde the Metro boundary, Metro shallencourage intergovernmental
agreements with the cities ofSandy, Canby andNorth Plains.
Compliance:
Portland is in compliance with this requirement.
Discussion:
The City recognizes that green corridors as described in the 2040 Growth Concept are
critical to interurban connectivity, but the City cannot adopt Comprehensive Plan
policies that regulate land outside its boundaries. There are no Green Corridors or
Rural Reserve lands abutting Portland's boundaries that are subject to these
requirements. If this situation were to change due to unforeseen circumstances, the
City currently has several Comprehensive Plan policies that would help provide the
protection which is the goal of this section.
Applicable Comprehensive Plan policies include:
1.2 Urban Planning Area Boundary, which calls for a planning area outside city
limits and cooperative agreements with adjoining jurisdictions to coordinate land
use.
1.3 Urban Services Boundary, which requires consistency with the regional Urban
Growth Boundary.
2.3 Annexation, which states that annexations outside the Urban Services Boundary
will not be accepted.
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The Comprehensive Plan Update Project (CPUP) is reviewing and updating the
Comprehensive Plan's goals and policies. One goal of CPUP is to adopt policies in
acC"Ordance with the Functional Plan and Growth Concept. When CPUP is completed -
expected to be in Autumn 1999 - Portland's Comprehensive Plan will provide even
stronger support for the goals of Title 5 of the Functional Plan.
section 3. Invitations for Intergovernmental Agreements
Metro shall invite the cities andcounties outside the Metro boundary andnamed Iii Sectian
1 ofthis title to s!gn an Intergovernmental Agreement; simi/or to the draft agreements
attachedhereto.
Compliance:
This section does not apply to Portland.
section 4. Metro Intent with Regard to Green Corridors
Metro shallattempt to negotiate a Green Corridor IntergovernmentalAgreement with
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODO T) and the three counties (Clackamas,
Multnomah and Washington) to des!gnate andprotect areas along transportation corndors
connecting Metro andne!ghbonilg cities.
Compliance:
This section does not apply to Portland.
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Section J. Intent
.Implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept requires that the region Identify key
measures of transportation effectiveness- which include allmodes of
transportation. DevelopIng a full array of these measures wIllrequire addJlional
analysis. Focusing development in the concentratedactivity centers, including the
centralcity, regionalcenters, town centers andstation communitIes, requires the
use ofalternative modes oftransportation in order to avoIdunacceptable levels of
congestion. Tne continuedeconomic vitality ofindustrialareas andintermodal
facilJlies is largely dependent onpreserving or improving access to these areas and
mdintaining reasonable levels of freight mobIlity in the region. Tnerefore, regional
congestion standards andother regionalsystem performance measures shallbe
tadored to reinforce the specific development needs of the indivldual2040 Growth
Concept design types.
Tnese regionalstandards are linked to a series ofregIonalstreet design concepts
that fully integrate transportatIon andlanduse needs for each of the 2040 land
use design types in the RegIonalFramework Plan. Tne designsgenerally form a
continuum; a network ofthroughways (freeway andhighway designs) emphasize
auto and freight mobility andconnect major activity centers. Slower-speed
boulevarddesigns within concentratedactivity centers balance the multlCmodal
traveldemands for each mode of transportatIon wJlhin these areas. Street and
road designs complete the continuum, with multi-modaldesigns that reflect the
landuses they serve, but also serving as moderate-speedconnectIons between
activity centers that complement the throughway system. It is intended that the
entirety of these TItle 6 standards wdlbe supplementedby the 1998 RegIonal
Transportation Plan (R TP).
Status:
Portland has been moving toward the transportation vision projected by the
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan and the upcoming Regional
Transportation Plan for a number of years.
The City of Portland is making progress toward compliance with Sections 2 and
3 of Title 6, and an extension will be required to June, 1999 to complete the
amendment process for these sections. The City will meet the requirements of
Section 4 one year after adoption of the RTP, when those standards become
effective.
Discussion:
The existing Transportation Element of the Portland Comprehensive Plan has
multiple classifications for streets, including motor vehicles, freight, transit,
bicycles and pedestrians. These classifications will continue to be used to
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insure that Portland streets serve multiple modes effectively. New design
guidelines for bicycles and pedestrians insure that the specific features
proposed in the Regional Street Design Guidelines are considered with all
future projects.
Fortunately, much of Portland was platted and developed at very high
standards of street connectivity. Connectivity has been maintained through
City policy. In redeveloping former industrial areas and in some of the more
recently annexed areas without good connectivity, the City will continue to use
the area planning and land division processes to implement street connectivity.
The current Transportation and Growth Management (TGM) funded studies of
various centers are examples of this planning. The Master Street Plan Map
proposed as part of the Land Division Code Rewrite will provide a citywide
approach to connectivity.
The basic thrust of the performance standards in Title 6, Section 4 is that Level
of Service (LOS) is not the only way to evaluate transportation service. The City
has used mode split targets in the downtown and other areas for a number of
years. These techniques will be expanded for existing and emerging centers
identified in the Region 2040 Growth Concept. TGM-funded studies mentioned
above are being used to set the mode split targets and other performance
measures for these centers. The City does not currently apply LOS standards
rigidly to project development; and will not do so in the future. The
performance measurements for transportation will continue to be used in
combination with other factors to determine how transportation can best
support the maintenance and creation of strong neighborhoods and centers.
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Section 2. Regional Street Design Guideunes
AllCities and countIes within the Metro region shallconsIder the regionalstreet
design elements outlinedin section 2 when planning for Improvements to the
facihlies budt by ODOr; TnCMet or the Port ofPortlandas classIfiedon the
RegionalStreet Design Map.
A. Throughways. Throughways connect the region's major activity centers within
the region, including the central city, regionalcenters; industrialareas and
intermodal facditles to one another and to points outsIde the region.
Throughways ore troffic orientedwith designs that emphasize motor vehicle
mobility. Throughways are diVIdedinto Freeway andHighways designs.
1. Freeway design. Freeways are designed to provide high speed travel for
longer motor vehicle trips throughout the region. These designs uswlly
include four to six vehicle lanes; with additional lanes In some sitwtions.
Theyare completely diVIded- with no left turn lanes. Street connections
always occur at separatedgrades with access controlledby ramps. Cities and
countIes shallamend their comprehensiveplan andImplementing ordinances; If
necessary, to require consIderation of the following Freeway design elements
when proceeding with improvements to the right-Of-way on regIonalroutes
designated on the regionalstreet design map.
a. high vehicle speeds
b. ImprovedpedestrIan crossings on overpass
c. parallel fOCltitles for bicycles
d. motor vehicle lane widths that accommodate freight movement andhigh-
speed travel
2. Highway Design. Highways are designed to prOVide high speed travel for
longer motor vehicle trips throughout the regIon whde accommodating limited
public transportatIon, bicycle andpedestrian travel Highways are uswlly
diVided with a median, but olso have left turn lanes where atgrade
intersections exist. These designs usually include four to six vehicle lands;
with ada'ttlonal lanes In some situations. Cities andcounties shallamend their
comprehensive landandImplementliJg ora'tiJances; Ifnecessary, to require
conSIderatIon of the following Highway design elements when proceea'tng with
improvements to the right-of-way on regIonalroutes designatedon the
regIonalstreet desIgn map:
a. high vehicle speeds
b. few or no driveways
(contInued)
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c. Improvedpedestrian crossings at overposses andallintersectians
d accommodation ofbicycle travel through the use ofa stripedbIkeway
e. sIdewalks where appropriate
f motor vehicle lane wIdths that accommodate freight mavement andhigh-
speed travel
B. BoulevardDesigns. Boulevardsserve major centers ofurban activity. including
the CentralCity, RegionalCenters, Station Communities, Town Centers andsome
Main Streets. Boulevards are designedwith specialamenities to favor public
transportatian, bicycle andpedestrian travelandbalance the many travel
demands of these areas. Boulevards are diVIded into regionalandcommunity
scale designs on the RegionalStreet Design Map. RegionalandCammunity
Boulevards combine motor vehicle traffic with public transportation, bicycle and
pedestrian travel where dense development is.oriented to the street. Regional
Boulevarddesigns uSl/Olly Include four vehicle lanes, with additionallanes or one-
way couplets In some sitl/Otians. Community Boulemrddesigns may Include up to
four vehicle lanes andon streetporking. Fewer vehicle lanes may be appropriate
In Community Boulevarddesigns In some sitl/Otions, porticularly when necessary
to prOVIde on-streetporking. Cities andcounties shallamend their
comprehensive plan andimplementing ordinances, Ifnecessary, to require
consideration of the following RegkmalandCommunity Boulevarddesign
elements when proceeding with Improvements to the right-of-way on regional
routes designatedon the regionalstreet design map"
1. low to moderate vehicle speeds on RegionalBoulemrdandlaw vehicle speeds
on Community Boulevards
2. the use ofmedians andcurb extensions to enhance pedestrIan crossings
where WIde streets make crossing dlrficult
3. combIneddriveways
4. on-streetporking where pOSSIble
5. WIde SIdewalks with pedestrIan amenities such as benches, awnings andspecIal
lighting
6. landscape strips, street trees or other design features that create a
pedestnan buffer between curb andSIdewalk
7. Improvedpedestnan crossIngs at all Intersections, andmId-block crossIngs
where Intersection spocing exceeds 530 feet
8. stripedbikeways or sharedoutSIde lane
9. motor vehicle lane WIdths that conSIder the above Improvements
c. Street Designs. Streets serve the region's transit corndors, neighborhoods and
some maIn streets. Streets are designedwith speCIalamenities to balance
motor vehicle traffic with pub/ic transportation, bicycle andpedestnan travel in
the 2040 Design types they serve. Streets are diVIded Into regIonaland
(contInued)
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community scale desgns on the Regional Street Desgn Map. RegionalStreets
are desgned to carry motor vehicle trafftc while also provk:ling for publk
transportation, bicycle andpedestrian travel. Regionalstreet desgns uSllOlly
include four vehiCle lanes, with additional lanes in some sitl/Otlons. Community
Street desgns may Include up to four vehiCle lanes. Fewer vehiCle lanes may be
appropriate In Community Street desgns In some situations, partkularly when
necessary to provide on-streetparking. CIties andcounties shallamend their
comprehensive plan alldimplementing ordinances, ifnecessary, to require
consideration of the following RegionalStreet desgn elements when proceeding
with improvements to the rght-of-way on regionalroutes desgnated on the
regionalstreet desgn map:
1. moderate vehicle speeds
2. the use ofmedians andcurb extensions to enhancepedestrian crossings
where Wide streets make crossing difftcult or to manage motor vehkle access
3. combineddrivewoys
4. on-streetporking when appropriate
5. bufferedsldewolks with pedestrian amenities such as speciallighting and
specialcrossing amenities tied to major transit stops
6. landscape strtjJs, street trees or other desgn features that create a
pedestrian buffer between curb andSidewalk
7. Improvedpedestrian crossings at sgnaledIntersections on RegionalStreets
and Improvedpedestrian crossings at allintersections on Community Streets
8. strtjJedbikeways or sharedoutSide lane
9. motor vehiCle lane Widths that conSider the above Improvements.
D. Urban Roads. Urban Roads serve the region's industrialareas, Intermodal
facilities andemployment centers where blllldtngs are less oriented to the
street, andprtmarily emphasize motor vehiCle mobility. Urban Roads are
desgned to carry sgniftcant motor vehiCle trafftc whileprovidtng for some
publk transportation, bkycle andpedestrian travel. These desgns uSl/Olly
Include four vehiCle lanes, with additional lanes In some sitl/OtlOns. Clites and
counties shallamend their comprehensiveplan andimplementing ordti7ances, If
necessary, to require conSideration of the following Urban Roaddesgn elements
when proceedti7g with Improvements to the rght-of-way on regionalroutes
desgnated on the regionalstreet desgn map:
1. moderate vehicle speeds
2. few driveways
3 Sidewalks
4. Improvedpedestrian crossings at major Intersections
5. strtjJedbikeways
6. center medians that manage access andcontrol left turn movements
7. motor vehkle lane Widths that conSider the above Improvements
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Status:
Current City design guidelines for regional streets incorporate consideration of
identified features of Section 2. Thus, Portland is in substantial compliance
with Title 6, Section 2. The City intends to comply more fully by adopting a new
policy as part of the Comprehensive Plan which will reference "Creating Livable
Streets: Street Design for 2040" (1997). Full compliance will be reached by
June 1999.
Discussion:
The City uses several documents for determining the design of streets
designated on the Regional Street Design Map. The standards, policies and
guidelines in these documents are used individually and in combination to
determine the appropriate design of each street. A preliminary review of the
documents shows that there are no requirements that would preclude
consideration of the Regional Street Design Guidelines of this Section. The
documents that contain these standards, policies and guidelines are described
below.
Comprehensive Plan, Goal 6, Transportation
Policy 6.25, Access Management, states" ... Local street connections to
arterials from new subdivisions should be designed with adequate spacing to
provide for local access to the arterial, while at the same time minimizing
conflicts with through traffic."
The Beautification Policy of the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive
Plan encourages the beautification of the City through the designation of a
system of arterial streets suitable for landscaping as Boulevards and Parkways.
A new Comprehensive Plan policy will incorporate elements of the Beautification
Policy and specifically address the Regional Street Design Guidelines for
Throughways, Boulevards, Streets and Roads.
The Traffic Speeds Policy is part of the Transportation Element but is not
adopted as part of the Comprehensive Plan. The authority for the designation
of speed limits on streets within the City rests with the State Speed Control
Board. The intent of this policy is to maintain streets that are safe and
reasonable from the perspectives of motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians, and other
street users. This is accomplished by street design, operation, and the posting
of recommended speed limits to accommodate appropriate traffic speeds.
The Truck Policy is also part of the Transportation Element but is not adopted
as part of the Comprehensive Plan. The intent of the Truck Policy is to
emphasize and accommodate the use of Regional Trafficways, Major City Traffic
Streets, and District Collectors for through traffic and Neighborhood Collectors
for delivery vehicles.
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Comprehensive Plan, Goal 11, Public Facilities
Policy 11.10, Street Improvements, allows improvements to public rights-of-way
only if consistent with the street classifications in the Arterial Streets
Classifications and Policies.
Policy 11.12, Transit Improvements, requires construction and modification of
transit streets to promote more efficient and effective public transportation and
to improve access for pedestrians to transit. It also states, "Construct transit
streets so that transit vehicle movement is not significantly impaired or made
unsafe by street width, turning radii or other physical constraints."
Policy 11.13, Bicycle Improvements, requires the provision of bikeway facilities
appropriate to the street classifications, traffic volume, and speed in the design
and construction of all new or reconstructed streets.
Policy 11.15, Pedestrian Improvements on Arterials, provides for safe pedestrian
movement along all new or reconstructed streets classified as Neighborhood
Collectors or above (other than controlled access roadways).
Street Classification Descriptions
Following is a summary of Portland's design considerations for regional-level
streets. (Portland's street classifications have slightly different names from
Metro classifications; see the referenced Transportation Element of the
Comprehensive Plan).
Regional Trafficways should be grade separated, and have limited access where
traffic demands, topography, and adjoining development allow. Regional
Trafficways are designed and operated to serve through movement and prohibit
access to Local Service Streets and private property.
Major City Traffic Streets should be buffered from adjacent residential
developments, where possible. Protected pedestrian/bicycle crossings should
be provided at least every four blocks or approximately 1,000 feet. On-street
parking should be encouraged, but where necessary, it can be removed and
additional right-of-way purchased to provide adequate traffic access. However,
when removing parking along Major Traffic Streets, special consideration
should be given to maintaining a safe pedestrian environment. In addition,
when planning major improvements or removal of parking, alternatives and
their impacts on adjacent land uses should be studied.
Parking removal or additional right-of-way purchase on District Collectors
should be undertaken only at specific problem locations or under special
circumstances to accommodate the equally important functions of traffic
movement and access to abutting properties. Protected crossings should be
provided every quarter mile.
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Parking removal or additional right-of-way purchase should not be undertaken
on Neighborhood Collectors except at specific problem locations or special
circumstances to accommodate the equally important functions of traffic
movement and access to abutting properties. (Most Neighborhood Collectors are
not on the regional system.)
In addition to these design treatments for Traffic Streets, there are design
descriptions for streets that have a transit, truck, pedestrian or bicycle
function. They are found in Chapter 3, Arterial Streets Classifications and
Policies of the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan referenced
below.
Pedestrian Design Guide
The Portland Pedestrian Design Guide was issued by the City Engineer in June
1998. This guide is used for all projects that are designed, built or approved by
the Office of Transportation. The Pedestrian Design Guide contains guidelines
for sidewalk corridors, street comers, crosswalks, pathways and stairs. The
guidelines contain recommended widths of sidewalk elements for Pedestrian
Districts, City Walkways and Local Service Walkways. A curb zone, containing
street trees, is recommended for all streets to buffer pedestrians from traffic.
Bicycle Master Plan
Appendix A of the Bicycle Master Plan, Bikeway Design and Engineering
Guidelines, provides design guidance for various bicycle facilities including off-
street paths, bicycle lanes, and bicycle boulevards. The design guidelines
address lane widths on both curbed and uncurbed streets with and without on-
street parking, street crossings, intersection design, tum lanes.
Standard Construction Specifications
The City of Portland Standard Construction Specifications, including standard
plans, are used to guide transportation projects within the City. The standard
plan includes drawings for Neighborhood Collector Streets, Arterial Streets, and
Commercial Streets, all of which could be on the Regional Street Design Map.
Title 16, Vehicles and Traffic
The City of Portland Municipal Code, Title 16: Vehicles and Traffic, regulates
parking, transit lanes, and miscellaneous activities in the right-of-way.
Title 1 7, Public Improvements
The City of Portland Municipal Code, Title 17, Public Improvements, Section
17.28, Sidewalks, Curbs and Driveways, regulates the location and size of these
elements of the street.
Design Guide for Public Street Improvements
The Design Guide for Public Street Improvements was prepared by the Office of
Transportation to provide guidelines for producing construction drawing for
street projects. Section 5, Traffic Design Criteria, provides criteria related to
traffic operations, including driveway access, islands and medians, design
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speed, street grades, design vehicles/intersection geometry, pavement
markings, street lighting, and traffic signals. Section 6, Street Design Criteria,
references sections of the Standard Plans discussed above for horizontal and
vertical alignment, street sections, pavement design, intersections, sidewalks,
tree wells, and street trees.
Transit Preferential Streets Program Sourcebook
This document was completed in June 1977 and provides guidelines and a
toolbox for implementing transit preferential streets measures. Measures
include traffic signal priority, curb extensions, and boarding islands.
Traffic Manual Chapter 11 - Speed Bumps
This document provides general standards and specific designs for traffic
calming devices currently in use in the City. While traffic calming is most often
performed on local streets not covered by regional requirements, it may be used
on neighborhood collectors.
Other Guidance
In addition to these documents, the City uses special area plans that contain
more specific street design guidelines. The areas covered include portions of
Downtown, the River District, the North Macadam District, and the Lloyd
District. Design guidelines and standards for these special areas already meet
or exceed the design guidelines of Section 2 of the Functional Plan.
References:
Comprehensive Plan, Goals and Policies, City of Portland: Bureau of Planning,
Latest Revision; October 1996.
Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; June 1996.
Portland Pedestrian Design Guide, City of Portland: Office of Transportation;
June 1998.
Bicycle Master Plan, City of Portland: Office of Transportation; May 1996.
Standard Construction Specifications, City of Portland: Office of Public Works.
Portland Vehicles and Traffic Municipal Code, Title 16.
Portland Public Improvements Municipal Code, Title 17.
Design Guide for Public Street Improvements, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; October 1993.
Transit Preferential Streets Program Sourcebook, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; June 1997.
Traffic Manual Chapter 11 - Speed Bumps, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; December 1994.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau of
Planning; August 1998.
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section 3. Design Standards for Street Connectivity
The design oflocolstreet systems, including "Iocarand "collector H functional
classifkations, isgenerally beyond the scope of the Regional Transportotion Plan
(R TP) However- the aggregate effect oflocalstreet design impacts the
effectiveness ofthe regionalsystem when local travel is restrktedby a lack of
connecting routes, andlocal trips are forced onto the regionalnetwork Therefore,
streets shouldbe designed to keep through trips on arterialstreets andproVIde
local trips with alternative routes. The following design andperformance options
are intended to improve local circulation in a manner thatprotects the integrity of
the regionalsystem.
Cities andcounties within the Metro region are herebyre'1uired to amend their
comprehensive plans andimplementing ordinances, ifnecessary, to comply with or
exceedone of the following options in the development reviewprocess:
A. Design Option. Cities andcounties shallensure that their comprehensive plans,
implementing ordinances ondadministrative codes re'1uire demonstration of
compliance with the following, consistent with regionalstreet design policies:
1. For new residentialandmixed-use development, all contiguous areas of vacant
andprimarily undevelopedlandof five acres or more shallbe Identifiedby
cities andcounties and the following Willbeprepared, consistent with regional
street design policies:
A mop that Identifiespossible localstreet connections to adjacent developing
areas. The map shall include:
a. full street connections at intervals ofno more than 530 feet, except
where preventedby topography, barrierssuch asrailroads or freeways, or
environmentalconstraints such as major streams andrivers. Street
connections at intervals ofno more than 330 feet are recommendedin
areasplanned for the highest density mixed-use development.
b. accessways for pedestrians, bkycles or emergency vehkles on public
easements or right-of-way where full street connections are notpOSSible,
with spacing between full street or accessway connectiOns ofno mare than
330 feet, except wherepreventedby topography, barriers such oS
railroads or freeways, or environmental constraints such as major streams
andrivers.
(continued)
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2. New resIdentialandmixed-use developments shall include localstreetplans
that:
a. encouragepedestrian andbicycle travelbyproviding short; directpublic
right-of-way routes to connect resIdential IJses with nearby existing and
plannedcommercialservices, schools, parks andother neighborhood
facilities; and
b. include no cul-de-sac streets longer than 200 feet; andno more than 25
dwelling IJnits on a closed-endstreet system except where topography,
barriers such asraIlroads or freeways, or environmentalconstraints such
as major streams andrivers, prevent street extensiolt' and
c. provIde bIke andpedestrian connections onpublic easements or right-of-
way when fIJII street connections are notpossible, with spacing between
connections ofno more than 330 feet except wherepreventedby
topography, barriers such asrat/roads or freeways, or environmental
constraints such as major streams andrivers; and
d. consIder opportuntfies to incrementally extendandconnect localstreets in
primarily developedareas; and
e. serve a mix oflanduses on contiguous localstreets; and
f supportpostedspeedlimtfs; and
g. consIder narrow street design alternatives that featIJre totalright-of-way
ofno more than 46 feet; includingpavement wIdths ofno more than 28
feet, curb-face to curb-face, sidewalk wIdths ofat least 5 feet and
landscapedpedestrian buffer strips that include street trees; and
h. limtf the use ofcul-de-sac designs andclosedstreet systems to situations
where topography, pre-existing development or environmentalconstraints
prevent full street extensions.
3. For redevelopment ofexisting land IJses, cities andcounties shall develop
localapproaches for dealing with connectivity
Status:
The City will meet the intent of Section 3.A connectivity requirements through
elements incorporated into the Land Division Code Rewrite (Appendix A).
Public hearings by the City Council are expected to occur in Spring 1999. The
City requests an extension until June 1999 to complete this work.
Portland meets the requirement for narrow streets (Section 3.A.2.g) through
Title 17 of the Portland Code.
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Discussion:
In single family residential areas, the City requires narrow street design. In
higher density residential, commercial and industrial areas, street widths are
determined by a combination of factors, including the expected traffic, street
connectivity, emergency access needs and Dn-street parking. These measures
meet the Functional Plan requirements for narrow streets.
The City is achieving street connectivity objectives through an approach that
will result in a Master Street Plan Map for the entire City of Portland. At the
time the Land Division Code Rewrite is adopted, the City will identify those
areas that currently meet the connectivity objectives. In these areas, the
existing street network will be identified as the Master Street Plan Map. Areas
that do not currently meet connectivity standards but that already have street
plans will also be adopted into the Master Street Plan Map.
Street Master Plans for the remaining areas of the City will occur as a result of
ongoing or local area planning initiatives. The first priority areas are the
Regional Centers, Town Centers and Station Communities. These street plans
will be prepared in conjunction with overall development strategies for those
areas. Plans for other areas will be completed later.
For those areas where development proposals come to the city before a Master
Street Plan has been adopted, several options will be available, but each of
them will result in a street network which meets the Metro standards. The
developer or subdivider can prepare a Master Street Plan for an appropriate
area jointly with adjacent property owners, or produce a street and subdivision
plat for his/her own property that meets required design standards.
Master Street Plan Map
Blocks to be included in the Master Street Plan Map are those that do not
require further connectivity to be developed. For the initial Master Street Plan
Map, all blocks will fall within one of the following categories:
1. Blocks where all block dimensions meet the Metro connectivity standard
of 530 feet between cross street centerlines.
2. Blocks that do not meet the length standard which are already
subdivided into lots ofless than one acre. The practical effect of this is
to include in the Master Street Plan Map those areas where the blocks
are too long in one direction and/or have unusual shapes. Most of these
blocks are developed with 50-foot by 100-foot lots. Sample areas include
Ladd's Addition, Laurelhurst, Eastmoreland and the bungalow
subdivisions south of Hawthorne and East of SE 39th .
3. All blocks with open space zoning.
4. All blocks with schools and playgrounds and institutions that have fully
developed buildings and grounds. If there is a change in use, a Master
Street Plan will be required.
5. Blocks or parts of blocks with Environmental Protection (Ep) Overlay.
The amount of the block to be exempted will be related to the topography
and the site size of the remaining portions of the block.
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Those areas that do not meet the street connectivity guidelines and which have
potential for subdivision will be subject to future street plans. Some of these
plans have already been prepared. Two examples are the plans for the River
District and for North Macadam area, both part of the Central City area. In
addition, Master Street Plans will be prepared as part of the TGM-funded
studies which the City is currently conducting in the Gateway Regional Center
and the Hollywood and Lents Town Centers. In the 1999-2000 budget year a
similar plan will be prepared for the St. Johns Town Center.
Requirements for Areas Without a Master Street Plan
For areas that do not have a Master Street Plan when a land division is
proposed, the draft code language in the Land Division Code Rewrite proposes
standards similar to those in Title 6 of the Functional Plan. The City will vary
the dimensions based upon the Growth Concept design type. For sites of five
acres or larger, similar standards will apply. For redevelopment in Regional and
Town Centers, the regulations would generally require a standard equal to or
higher than Title 6 requirements for new development. In the lower density
inner and outer neighborhoods, redevelopment would meet a lower standard.
Industrial and Employment Lands
Blocks with Industrial (IG 1, IG2 and IH) zoning are not required to meet the
connectivity standards of Title 6, Section 3. These areas will develop Master
Street Plans that provide connectivity appropriate to the large lots and special
street requirements of industrial areas with truck traffic. A sample of the type of
Master Street Plan expected is that prepared for the Columbia South Shore
area, which was adopted by the City in 1991.
Narrow Street Design
In new single family residential areas, the City's current standard requires the
use of "skinny streets." In higher density residential and mixed use areas, the
City does not have width standards based on zoning or street classification.
Instead, analysis of the particular situation - traffic volume, number of
alternative routes and type of development - are used to determine street width.
The proposed amendments to the Land Division Code include new width
standards for rights-of-way and various street categories in each zone. When
they take effect, they will supersede existing regulations.
In the future, the City will be developing additional street design guidelines.
They are intended for use on redevelopment or retrofit situations where
standard streets are not feasible. One proposed type is the "infilllane", which
is expected to be used on the larger blocks and lots east of 1-205 where basic
connectivity exists, but additional access will be needed to serve new, interior,
lots. The infilliane would be an alternative to flag lots served by shared
driveways. The infJ.Illane would have similar dimensions, but houses would be
required to orient to the lane as they now are to public streets. [n addition, the
City would seek to connect the end of the lane to the next street with bicycle
and/ or pedestrian connections. This would improve connectivity for bicyclists
and pedestrians and create a more attractive environment.
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References:
Master Street Plan approach and street plan review: Draft language for code
sections 33.290 and 33.852.
Land Division Code Rewrite Project, Second Proposed Draft: Bureau of
Planning; September 1998 (Appendix A).
Portland Public Improvements Municipal Code, Title 17.
Master Street Plan Areas (map): Office of Transportation; August 1996.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau of
Planning; August 1998.
3.8. Performance Option. For resldentiolandmixeduse areas, clfies andcounties
shallamend their comprehensive plans, implementing ordinances and
administrative codes, Ifnecessary, to require demonstration ofcompliance wlfh
performance criteria in the following manner. Ctfies andcounties shalldevelop
localstreet design standards in text or maps or both with street intersection
spacing to occur at intervals ofno more than 530 feet except whereprevented
by topography, barriers such as railroads or freeways, or environmental
constraints such as major streams andrivers. Street connections at intervals of
no more than 330 feet are recommended in areasplanned for the highest
denslfy mixed-use development. Localstreet designs for new developments shall
satisfy the follOWing adelJfionalcrlferia:
1 Performance Crlferion: minimize local traffic on the regionalmotor vehicle
system, by demonstrating that local vehicle trips on agiven regional facility
do not exceed the 1995arithmetic median ofregional trips for facilities of
the same motor vehicle system claSSification by more than 25percent.
2. Performance Criterion: everyday local travelneeds are servedby direct.
connectedlocalstreet systems where: (1) the shortest motor vehicle trip
overpublic streets from a localorigin to a collector orgreater facility is no
more than twice the straight-line distance; and (2) the shortestpedestrian
trip on public right-of-way is no more than one ondone-half the straight-line
distance.
Status:
The City is using the design option to achieve connectivity rather than this
method.
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section 4. Transportation Perrormance Standards
A process to IdentIfy transportation mode split targets, transportation needs and
appropriate actIons to address those targets andneeds is inc/udedin this sectIon.
The intent is to provIdegllldance to cities, counties, ODOT; TrtCMet and the Port
ofPortlandwhen developing a transportatIon system plan, defining a project; or
evall/Oting the potential transportatIon impacts ofa land use actIon.
A transportatIon needIS Identified when a partICular transportatIon standardor
thresholdhas been exceeded Standards which may be usedin Identifying
transportation needs inc/ude: safety, stateWIde mobility as IdentIfiedin the Oregon
TransportatIon Plan, mode splits, motor vehICle congestIon analysis, Freight mobiltfy
or demonstratIon that lack oraccess is limtfing development ora prlortfyregIonal
land use. Needs aregenerally IdentIfied etfher through a comprehensive plan
amendment review or as result ofa system-planning onalysis whICh evall/Otes
forecast travel demand
Subsequent to the IdentifICatIon ora need an appropriate transportatIon strategy
or solutIon IS Identified throLJgh a two-phasedmultlCmodalplanning andproject
developmentprocess. The first phase IS multi-modalsystem-levelplanntng. The
purpose ofsystem-levelplanning IS to examIne a number ortransportatIon
alternatives over a largegeographic area such as a corrIdor or sub-area, or through
a local or regIonal TransportatIon System Plan (TSP) The purpose of the multi-
modalsystem-levelplanntng step is to 1) conSIder alternative modes, corrtdors, and
strategies to address Identifiedneeds; and2) determine a recommendedset of
transportatIon projects, actIons, or strategies and the appropriate modes and
corrtdors to address IdentIfiedneeds In the system-levelstudyarea.
The secondphase ISproject-levelplanntng (also referred to asproject
development) The purpose ofproject-levelplanntng IS to develop project design
detaIls andselect a project alignment; as necessary, after evaluating engineering
anddesign detaIls andenvironmental Impocts.
The rallawlng sub-sectIons (A-D): (1) require that cities andcounties establtsh
regIonal mode spltf targets for 0112040 design types that wIllbe used togUIde
transportatIon system Improvements; (2) establtsh optIonalperformance standards
anddefICIency thresholds Intended to IdentIfy transportatIon needs throLJgh multlC
modalsystem-levelplanning and(3) establtsh the process to IdentIfy appropriate
recommendedsolutIons to address those needs Identified thraLJgh multlCmodal
system-levelplanntng andproject-levelplanning.
(continued)
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A. Alternative Mode Analysis
1. Personal travelrepresents the largest share of trips for allmodes of travel.
Improvement in mode spltt wdlbe usedas the key regionalmeasure for
assessing transportation system improvements in the CentralCity, Regional
Centers, Town Centers andStation CommunJfies. For other 2040 Growth
Concept design types, mode spkt wdlbe usedas an important factor in
assessing transportation system improvements. Each jurisdiction shall
establtsh an alternative mode split target (definedas non-Single Occupancy
Vehicle person-trips as a percentage ofallperson-trips for allmodes of
transportation) for trips into, out ofandwJfhin al12040 Growth Concept land
use design types within Jfs boundaries one year after adoption of the 1998
Regional Transportation Plan. The alternative mode spit! target shallbe no
less than the re9ional targets for these 2040 Growth Concept landuse design
types to be establtshedin the 1998 Regional Transportation Plan.
2. Cities andcounties shall IdentIfy actions which will implement the mode spit!
targets one year after adoption of the 1998 Regional Transportation Plan.
These actions shouldinc/ude consIderation ofthe maximum parking ratios
adoptedaspart of Tille 2. Section 2: RegionalStreet Design consIderations
In thIs 77tle; and transits role in serving the area.
Status:
Portland will meet the Mode Split Targets requirement one year from adoption
of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
Discussion:
The mode split targets will be based on the range of targets which Metro expects
to adopt as part of the RTP. The targets will be refmed, and the measures to
implement them identified, as part of the work on coordinated development
strategies for the Regional and Town Centers which is currently underway and
funded by TGM grants. In addition to the specific grants mentioned in the
connectivity section, the City has additional grants to address the North
Macadam area of the Central City and a small grant to address the remaining
Town Centers and the Station Communities. In other areas, the regional mode
split targets and strategies will be used.
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4.0. Motor Vehicle Congestion Analysis
J Motor Vehicle Level-Of-Service (LOS) is a measurement of congestion as a
share of desJj;ned motor vehicle capacity ofa road Table 3. Motor Vehicle
Level Of Service Deficiency Thresholds and Operating Standards may be
incorporated into local comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances to
replace current methods ofdetermining motor vehicle congestion on regional
facilities- Ifa city or county determines that this change is needed to permit
Title ~ Table 1 capacities for the 2040 desJj;n types and facilities as follows:
[Table}
2. Analysis. A transportatIon needis identifiedin agiven locatIOn when analysis
indicates that congestIon has reached the levelindicatedin the "exceeds
deficiency thresholdH column of Table 3 and that thiS level ofcongestIon will
negatively impact accessibility, as determined through Section 4.0. 4. below.
The analysis shouldconSIder a mid-day hour appropriate for the study area
and the appropriate two-hour peak-hour condition, either A.M. or P.M. or both
to address the problem. Other non-peak hours of the day, such as mId-day on
Saturday, shouldalso be considered to determine whether congestIon is
consistent with the acceptable orpreferredoperating standards IdentIfiedin
Table 3. The leadagency ar jurisdictIons WIllbe responSible for determining
the appropriate peak andnon-peak analysispertods. The leadagency or
jurisdictions willbe responsible for determining the approprtatepeak analysis
perIod
An approprIate solution to the needis determined through multi-modal
system-levelplanning conSIderations listed in SectIon 4. c., below. For regIonal
transportatlan planningpurposes, the recommendedsolutIon shouldbe
consistent with the acceptable orpreferredaperating standards identifiedin
Table 3. A city or county may choose a hJj;her level-of-service operating
standardwhere findings ofconsistency with SectIon 4.c. have been
developed
3. RegIonalHighways. Exhlbtf B Identifies the RegIonalHighways specifiedin
Table 3. Each corrtdor WIllbe evaluatedon a case-by-case basis through
system-levelrefinement studies. The studies WIll Identify the performance
andoperating expectatIons for each corrtdor basedon their untifue operating
andgeographic characteristics. Approprtate multi-modalsolutIons to needs
identified thraugh these studies WIllbe forwarded for inclUSion in the
RegIonal TransportatIon Plan.
(continued)
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4. Accesslbiltty. If a defk:iency threshold is exceeded an the regional
transpartatian system as Identified in Table 3- cities and cal/nties shall
evall/ate the impact of the congestion on regional accessIbility I/sing the best
avO/fable '1l/antdative or '1/JOltiative methods. If a determination is made by
Metro that exceeding the deficiency threshold negatively impacts regional
accesslbiltty, cdies and cOl/nties shall follow the transportation systems
analysis and transportation project analysis procedl/res identified in 4.c. and
4.D. below.
5. Consistency. The Identified fl/nction or the Identified capacity ofa roadmay
be significantly affected byplanning for 2040 Growth Concept design types.
CIties andcOl/nties shall take actions describedin Section 4.c. and 4.D. below.
incll/ding amendment of their transportation plans and implementing
ordinances. if necessary, to preserve the Identified fl/nction and Identified
capacdy of the road, and to retain consistency between allowedlandI/ses and
planning for transportation facilities.
Status:
Portland has chosen not to incorporate Motor Vehicle LOS into local plans
(Section 4.B.l).
The City will comply with the analysis elements (Section 4.B.2) after the
information becomes available in the adopted Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP). Necessary amendments will be incorporated into the Transportation
System Plan (TSP), one year after the RTP is adopted.
The City will incorporate the multi-modal corridor solutions into the TSP after
the system level studies are completed by the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) and the region (Section 4.B.3). The local government
requirements of Section 4.B.4 are covered in 4.C. The City will comply with the
consistency requirements of Section 4.B.5 within one year of the RTP adoption
as part of the Portland TSP adoption.
Discussion:
Most of the requirements of this section require the analysis and
recommendations from the RTP in order to determine which solutions will be
incorporated into the City's Transportation System Plan. The City therefore
assumes that the timeline for inclusion of specific new elements in the local TSP
is one year after the adoption of the RTP, in accordance with the state
Transportation Planning Rule.
The City will add policy language to the Comprehensive Plan Transportation
Element to clarify the use of analysis elements, accessibility determination, etc.
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The Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan contains a general
policy which is similar to the language contained in the Transportation
Planning Rule, 660-12-060. Policy 6.27, Adequacy of Transportation Facilities,
states, "Ensure that amendments to the Comprehensive Plan or land use
regulations which change allowed land uses, including goal exceptions, map
amendments, zone changes, conditional uses, and master plans, and which
significantly affect a transportation facility, are consistent with the identified
function, capacity, and level of service of the facility."
References:
Comprehensive Plan, Goals and Policies, City of Portland: Bureau of Planning;
Latest Revision, October 1996.
Urban Growth Management Functional Plan Compliance Evaluation: Bureau of
Planning; August 1998.
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This section applies to cIty andcounty comprehensive plan amendments or to any
studies that wouldrecommendor re'1uire an amendment to the Regional
Transportation Plan to addsignificant single occupancy vehicle (SOV) capactfy to
multi-modalarterials and/or highways. .
Consistent with FederalCongestion Management System re'1uirements (23 CFR
Part 500) and TPR system planning re'1uirements (660C12) the following actions
shallbe consIdered through the Regional Transportation Plan when
recommendations are made to revise the Regional Transportation Plan and/or
local transportation system plans to define the need, mode, corrtdor and
function to address an IdentIfied transportation needconsistent with Table 3,
above, andrecommendations are made to addsignificant SOVcapacity:
1) regional transportation demandstrategies
2) regional transportation system management strategies, including intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS)
3) High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) strategies
4) regional transit, bicycle andpedestrIan system improvements to improve
modespltt
5) unintendedlanduse and transportation effects resulting from a proposed
SOVproject orprojects
6) effects oflatent demand from other modes, routes or time ofday from a
proposedSOVproject orprojects
7) Ifupon a demonstration that the above consIderations do not ade'1uately and
cost-effectively address the problem, a significant capactfy improvement may
be included In the Regional Transportation Plan.
Consistent with FederalCongestion Management System re'1uirements (23 CFR
Part 500) and TPR system planning re'1uirements (660-12) the follOWIng actIons
shallbe consIdered when local transportatIon system plans (TSPs) multi-modal
corrIdor andsub-area studies, mode specificplans or specIalstudies (tncludtng
land use actIons) are developed:
1) transportatIon demandstrategies that further reftne or implement a regIonal
strategy IdentIfied In the R TP
2) transportatIon system management strategies, Includtng Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) that reftne or implement a regIonalstrategy
Identified In the R TP
3) sub-area or local transit, bicycle andpedestrIan system Improvements to
Improve mode split
4) the effect ofa comprehensiveplan change on mode split targets andactIons
to ensure the overallmode split target for the local TSP is beIng achieved
(contInued)
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5) improvements to parallelarterials, collectors, or localstreets, cansistent
with connectivity standards containedin Sectian 2 of this Tille, as
appropriate, to address the transportatIon needand to keep through trips on
arterialstreets andprovide local trips with alternative routes
6) traffic calming techniques or changes to the motor vehicle functIonal
classIficatIon, to maintain appropriate motor vehicle functional classIfication
7) Ifupon a demonstratIon that the above considerations do not adeq/JOtely and
cost-effectively address the prablem, a significant capacity improvement may
be includedin the comprehensive plan.
Upon a demonstratIon that the above considerations do not adeq/JOtely andcost-
effectivelyaddress the prablem andwhere accessibility is significantly
hindered, Metra and the affectedcity or county shallconsider:
(1) amendments to the boundaries ofa 2040Growth Concept design type:
(2) amendments or exceptions to land use functIonalplan requirements;'
and/or
(3) amendments to the 2040 Growth Concept.
Demonstration ofcompliance wi/Ibe includedin the requiredcongestion
management system compliance report submitted to Metro by cities and
counties aspart ofsystem-levelplanning and through findings consistent with
the TPR in the case ofamendments to applicableplans.
Status:
No action is required at this time to achieve compliance with this section.
Discussion:
Since Portland meets the growth targets of Title 1 without amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan, no new transportation analysis is required to show
compliance with Functional Plan requirements.
References:
Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan, City of Portland: Office of
Transportation; June 1996.
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.855.050B.
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The TPR andMetros Interim Congestion Management System (CMS) document
require that measures to improve operationalefficiency be addressedat the
project level. Section 2 of this Tiile requires that street designgtlldelines be
conSIderedaspart of the project-levelplanningprocess. Therefore, cities,
counties, TrtCMet; ODO T, and the Port ofPortlandshalladdress the following
operationalanddesign consIderations during transportation project analysis:
1. Transportation system management (e.g., access management, sIgnal inter-
ties, lane channelization, etc.) to address orpreserve existing street
capacity.
2. Gtlldelines containedin ·Creating Livable Streets: Street Design Gtlldelines
for 2040' (1997) andother simIlar resources to address regionalstreet
design policies.
The project need, mode, corrIdor, and function do not need to be addressedat
the project level. ThIs section (4.D) does not apply to locally fundedprojects on
facilities not designated on the RegionalMotor Vehicle System Map or the
RegionalStreet Design Map. Demonstration ofcompliance WIllbe Inc/uded in the
requiredCongestion Management System project-levelcompliance report
submitted to Metro aspart ofproject-levelplanntiJg anddevelopment.
Status:
No action is required at this time to achieve compliance with this section.
Discussion:
As noted in this section, demonstration of compliance is to be included in the
required project-level reports.
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Section J. Intent
RUGGO Objective 17requires that Metro adopt a "fair share"strategy for meeting
the housing needs of the urban population in cities andcounties based on a
subregionalanalysis. A "fair share"strategy will include (1) a diverse range of
hOllSing types available wtfhin cdies andcounties inSIde the UGB; (2) specificgoals
for low andmaderate rate housing to ensure that sufficient andaffordable hOllSing
is available to hOllSeholds ofallincome levels that live or have a member working in
each jurisdiction; (3) housing densities andcasts supportive ofadoptedpublicpolicy
for the development of the regional transportation system anddesignated centers
andcorrtdors; and(4) a balance ofjobs andhousing wtfhin the region and
subregions.
Title 1 of this functionalplan requires cities andcounties to change their zoning to
accommodate development at higher denslfies in locations supportIve of the
transportation system. Two otherparts of the "fair share"strategyare addressed
here: (1) encouraging use of tools Identified to improve availability ofsufficient
housing affordable to households ofallincome levels; and (2) encouraging
manufacturedhousing to assure a diverse range ofavaIlable housing types.
Compliance:
Title 7 imposes no requirements on local jurisdictions. Portland implements
many of the recommendations made by this title of the Functional Plan.
Discussion:
The City of Portland has committed itself to the development and maintenance
of low income and affordable housing since the creation of the Portland
Housing Authority in 1941. During the last filty years, the City has made the
most of evolving funding opportunities available from federal and state
government as well as employing innovative regulatory and financing incentives
using local resources. Portland has provided a model for the region and for the
nation. Recently, Portland received a "Best Practices Award" from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development Award for the City's greater
than expected success in leveraging private investment with federal dollars for
the production of affordable rental housing.
The 1996 survey of Metro jurisdictions conducted by the Coalition for a Livable
Future demonstrated that Portland employs more regulatory and funding
strategies than any other city or county in the region. As for publicly assisted
rental housing, an inter-jurisdictional inventory shows that the City of Portland
contains over sixty percent of the region's stock of such housing-significantly
above its 31 percent share of regional population.
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Despite its record of accomplishment, the City recognizes that housing needs of
some populations continue to grow and that unforeseen conditions require new
solutions. Portland is willing to share its experience and knowledge of tools
that have been shown to work and is also willing to learn from other localities
in the region, state, and nation in the ongoing effort to expand housing
opportunities to all income groups.
In addition to measures described in this title, Portland recently adopted
an accessory dwelling ordinance which supports the goals of Title 7 (see
Title 1, Section 2.3). Accessory dwelling units are an affordable housing
choice accessible for persons looking for less living space. This step is
another demonstration of the City's commitment to supporting the
development of adequate affordable housing.
References:
Coalition for a Livable Future's survey of Metro jurisdictions.
Ordinance No. 171879, Accessory Dwelling Units: Bureau of Planning;
December 1997.
section 2. Recommendations to Improve AvailabIlity ofAFFordable Housing
According to HUD stondards. housing is affordable If the resident ispaying no more
than one-thirdof their income for housing. Data from the federally required
County ConsoltdatedPlans clearly demonstrate that there exists a shortage of
hOUSIng affordable to low andmoderate Income people In most, Ifnot all, cdies and
counties. Metro recommends that cdies andcountIes Increase their efforts to
provIde for the hOUSIng needs ofhouseholds ofalllncome levels that It"ve or have a
member workIng In each jurisdiction and that they consIder implementation ofsome
or allof the follOWIng tools andapproaches to fOCI/date the development of
affordable hOUSIng:
A. Donate but/dable tax-foreclosedpropertIes to nonprofit organizations or
governments for development as mixedmarket affordable housing.
Compliance:
Portland, with Multnomah County, implements this recommendation.
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Discussion:
Multnomah County administers the programs that address Section 2.A. In
addition, the City of Portland provides operating support to non-profit
organizations and community development corporations, which are the main
developers of tax-foreclosed properties for affordable housing. See Multnomah
County's February Compliance Report for more information.
2.8. Develop permittingprocess incentives for housing being developed to serve
people at or below 80percent ofarea median income.
Status:
Portland is working toward implementing this recommendation.
Discussion:
The City is implementing recommendations from its Blueprint 2000 project
which are aimed at streamlining the development process and timelines for all
development. Blueprint 2000 is a multi-bureau effort to coordinate permitting
and other aspects of the development process. Continued improvements to
this process will benefit housing developers and consumers at all income
levels, including below-market rate housing.
2.C PrOVIde fee waivers andproperty tax exemptions for projects developedby
nonprofit organizations orgovernments servingpeople at or below 60percent of
area median income.
Compliance:
Portland implements this recommendation.
Discussion:
The City waives development review fees and transportation System
Development Charges (SDCs) for non-profit developers of rental housing
targeted at or below 60 percent of median income and single family housing
targeted at 100 percent or less of median income. Development bureaus are
compensated for lost revenue through the Housing Investment Fund.
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The City administers several tax exemption programs to promote more
affordable housing development. Included among these is the Charitable Non-
Profit tax exemption program:
Section 3.101.010(1)-(9) of the City Code. Sunsets July 1,2004
• Program goal: To promote housing for very low-income renters.
• Program description: This program was established in 1985. It provides
a property tax exemption on the value of land and improvements
(structure) for housing owned or leased by charitable non-profit
organizations having federal 501 (c)(3) or (4) status. The State enabling
legislation is ORS 307.540-547. This is a low-income housing program,
serving residents earning 60% of area median income.
• Applicant eligibility: The organization must be certified by the Internal
Revenue Service as 501 (c)(3) or (4). In addition, the organization must
own or have a leasehold interest in the property.
• Income or Rent Restrictions: Resident income must be at or below 60
percent of median area income.
• Geographic limitations: Applies within the City of Portland.
• Administrative process: Applicants apply annually for the property tax
exemption. The program is administered by the Bureau of Planning's
Housing Planner. No Planning Commission or City Council action is
required.
• Length ofAbatement: One year, with annual renewals
• Fee: $250 for new applications and $50 for renewals
• Number of Organizations and Units: 25 organizationsj3,155 units
2.D. Create a landbankingprogram to enhance the availability ofappropriate sites
for permanently affordable housing.
Status:
Portland is working toward implementing this recommendation.
Discussion:
The City of Portland does not have a citywide land banking program. However,
the Portland Development Commission owns and develops land through its
chartered urban renewal authority. Some of this land is developed for
affordable housing.
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2.£ ConSIder replacement ordinances that wouldrequIre developers ofhigh-income
housing, commercia~ industria~ recreational orgovernmentprojects to replace
any affordable housing destroyedby these projects.
Status:
Portland is working toward implementing this recommendation.
Discussion:
In December 1998, the City Council adopted the Affordable Housing
Preservation Ordinance. This ordinance does three things:
o It attempts to preserve federally subsidized low-income rental housing that
is subject to removal from the stock by the owner's ability to opt out of
federal subsidy contracts. The ordinance imposes a delay on the project's
sale to a third party and requires sale of the project if a bona fide offer for
purchase is made by the City. Failure to sell under this situation results in
a $30,000 per unit payment to an affordable housing fund.
o It imposes a delay on the sale of the project and eviction of the tenants
upon the expiration of affordable housing obligations imposed by past City
subsidy.
o It requires a 60-year affordability commitment for projects receiving local
housing subsidies.
The City complies with the federal requirement of replacing any housing units
lost through government funded activity with an equivalent unit in or near the
affected neighborhood. This I-to-1 replacement requirement applies to CDBG
and HOME funded housing only. State and other federally funded projects
may not be subject to replacement.
The City also requires the replacement of any housing potential lost through an
approved Comprehensive Plan Map amendment from residential to non-
residential through a variety of means such as physical replacement of the
units or an equivalent off-site rezoning of non-residential to residential or
lower-density residential to higher-density.
Reference:
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.810 Comprehensive Plan Amendments.
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ZF. ConsIder linkage programs that require developers ofjob-producing development,
particularly that which receives tax incentives; to contribute to an affordable
housing funa'.
Compliance:
Portland, with Mu1tnomah County, implements this recommendation.
Discussion:
Multnomah County administers a linkage program; it has tied its Strategic
Investment Program (SIP) to affordable housing. Please see the final
Multnomah County Compliance Report for further information.
ZG Commit locally controlled funds- such as Community Development Block Grants-
Strategic Investment Program tax abatement funds orgeneral fund dollars, to
the development ofpermanently affordable housing for people at or below 60
percent ofarea median income.
Compliance:
Portland implements this recommendation.
Discussion:
The City annually devotes approximately 57 percent of its $14 million Block
Grant directly to housing development and rehabilitation. Much of Portland's
Tax Increment funding has been devoted to development and rehabilitation of
affordable housing in designated urban renewal districts. In addition, the City
is the lead jurisdiction of the Multnomah County HOME Consortium which is
dedicated to affordable housing development.
Tax abatements through several programs also contribute to affordable
housing. For example, a lO-year property tax abatement is available for new
multiple unit housing in the Central City area. This program has several
conditions. One of the restrictions is that the owner must provide one or more
public benefits listed in code. Affordable housing is one public benefit, and
several property owners have chosen to provide a certain number of affordable
units as partial requirement for property tax abatement benefits.
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2.H. ConsIder incJusionary zomng re9uirements- particularly In tax incentive programs-
for new development In translf zones andother areas where public Investment
has contrtbuted to the value anddevelopabtlity ofland
Status:
Portland is working toward implementing this recommendation.
Discussion:
Indusionary housing requirements have been part of specific long-term
development projects. The most recent example of this is the River District
Plan, where the River District Housing Implementation Strategy calls for
creation of at least 5,000 new housing units over a twenty year period through
new construction and rehabilitation/conversion. In addition, the City intends
that the income level for residents of the River District will match that of the
City as a whole. To achieve this, the Strategy has adopted targets by income
level.
The target for units serving extremely low income households (defined as
households earning 0-30 percent of area median income) and low income
households (31-50 percent of median income) is 15-25 percent of new units.
The target for moderate income households (51-80 percent of median income)
is 20-30 percent of new units. Finally, the target for middle income (81-150
percent of median income) and upper income households (151 percent and
greater) is 50-65 percent of new units. The cumulative progress in meeting
these goals is documented in annual reports to the Portland City Council.
In addition to these, the City has a transit-oriented tax abatement program
with an affordability component as one of its public benefit requirements.
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Section 3. Recommendations to Encourage ManuFactured Housing
State housing policyrequires the provision ofmanufacturedhousing inSIde all Urban
Growth Boundories aspart of the housing mix with appropriate placement
standards. The following are recommended to reduce regulatory barriers to
approprIatelyplacedmanufacturedhousing:
A. Requirements for a minimum of five acres to develop a manufacturedhousing
park shouldbe reviewed to consIder a lesser requirement, or elimination ofa
minimum parceland/or lot size entirely.
Compliance:
Portland implements this recommendation.
Discussion:
The City does not require a minimum site size for the development of a
manufactured home park.
3.8. Manufacturedhomes configuredas duplexes. triplexes. fourplexes. etc. should
be encouragedoutside manufactureddwelling parks where zoning densities are
consistent with single story development.
Compliance:
Portland implements this recommendation.
Discussion:
The Portland Zoning Code does not prohibit the configuration of manufactured
housing as duplexes, triplexes, etc.
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Section J. Compliance Ref//lired
Allctfies andcounties within the Metro boundary are herebyre9uired to amend
their comprehensiveplans ondimplementing ordinances to comply wtfh the
provisions of this functionalplan wtfhin twenty-four months of the effective date
of this ordinance. Metro recommends the adoption ofthe policies that affect land
consumption as soon aspossible.
Status:
The City of Portland has made significant progress toward compliance with the
Functional Plan. Necessary amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and
implementing ordinances are in progress. Time extensions are being requested
to complete the adoption process for some of these amendments; see Section
2.C of this Title.
.
Section Z. Compliance Procedures
(In developing the evaluation, plan andordinance amendments and findings, Cities
andcounties shalladdress the Metro 2040 Growth Concept, andexplain how the
proposedamendments implement the Growth Concept.)
A. On or before six monthsprior to the deadline establishedin Section 1, cities and
counties shall transmit to Metro the following:
1. An evaluation of their localplans, Including public facihly capacities and the
amendments necessary to comply wtfh thiS functionalplan;
Compliance:
The City of Portland submitted its Compliance Evaluation in August, 1998,
containing the required evaluation of local plans and necessary amendments.
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ZA.2. Copies ofoilapplicable comprehensive plans andimplementing ordtnances and
public facilityplans; asproposed to be amended;
Compliance:
All applicable comprehensive plans, implementing ordinances, and public
facility plans were appended to the August 1998 Compliance Evaluation.
Proposed amendments and amendments adopted since August 1998 are
included with this Compliance Report.
Discussion:
The Portland Comprehensive Plan and all applicable implementing ordinances
in their then-existing form were included as appendices to the August 1998
Compliance Evaluation. Applicable public facility plans were also appended to
the August 1998 evaluation, and so are included with this Compliance Report.
Summaries of proposed amendments to the Portland Comprehensive Plan and
implementing ordinances are presented in the appropriate sections of this
Compliance Report. Current versions of proposed amendments are appended
to this report.
References:
Land Division Code Rewrite Project, Second Proposed Draft: Bureau of
Planning; September 1998 (Appendix A).
Tree Canopy Preservation - Recommended Draft: Bureau Of Planning; January
11,1999 (Appendix B).
Citywide Parking Ratios, Public Review Draft: Bureau of Planning; expected
February 17, 1999 (Appendix C).
Commercial Restrictions in Industrial and Employment Areas, Proposed Draft:
Bureau of Planning; October 8, 1998 (Appendix D).
Ordinance 171879, Accessory Dwelling Units: Bureau of Planning; December
1997.
Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies, City of Portland: Bureau of Planning;
Latest Revision, October 1996.
Capital Improvement Program 1998-2008, Portland Water Works, January
1998.
Public Facilities Plan, Bureau of Planning, September 1988.
Regional Water Supply Plan, Preliminary Report, Water Providers of the
Portland Metropolitan Area, August 1995.
Proposed Transportation Capital Improvement Program, 1998-1999 to 2002-
2003, Office of Transportation, January 1998.
Environmental Services Proposed Capital Budget, FY 1999-2003, Bureau of
Environmental Services, undated.
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ZA.3. Findings that explain how the amendedcity andcounty comprehensiveplans
wlllochieve the standardsrequiredin titles 1 through 6 of this functional
plan.
Compliance:
Portland meets this requirement in this Compliance Report.
Discussion:
Findings explaining how the amended Comprehensive Plan will achieve the
standards of Titles 1 through 6 are presented in those sections of this report.
2.8. Exceptions to any ofthe requirements in the above titles may begrantedby the
Metro Councl!, asprOVIded for in the Regional Urban Growth Goals and
Objectives, Section 5.3, after MPACreview. Requests for an exception should
include a city or county submtftalas specifiedin this section. me Metro Council
wIllmake all final decisions for thegrant ofany requestedexception.
Compliance:
The City of Portland does not seek exceptions to the requirements of the
Functional Plan.
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zc. The Metro COllncl1maygrant an extension to time lines lInder thiS fllnctionalplan
If the city or cOllnty has demonstratedsllbstantialprogress orproofofgood
calise for fatling to complete the reqllirements on time. Reqllests for extensions
of the compliance reqllirement in Section 1 ofthis Tille shollidaccompany the
compliance transmtftalreqlliredin Section ZA. of this 7i"tle.
Status:
The City of Portland seeks time extensions to complete the adoption process for
several measures at this time.
Discussion:
The City has initiated legislative projects to adopt amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan and implementing ordinances to comply with the
requirements of the Functional Plan. The details of these amendments are
described in the appropriate sections of this Compliance Report.
The City is already required to report on compliance with Title 3 of the
Functional Plan in June and December 1999. In order to make the most
efficient use of City and Metro staff time and other resources, the City proposes
to submit two additional compliance packages to coincide with reporting on
Title 3. The Functional Plan sections where compliance work remains to be
done, a summary of the expected work schedule, and the proposed date for
reporting compliance are presented in the following table.
Title 1, Sect. 2.A Minimum density December 1999
This is tied to the Land Division Code Rewrite Project, which is currently
before the Planning Commission. A Planning Commission decision is
expected in Spring 1999, leading to City Council hearings and decision in
Summer 1999.
Title 1, Sect. 3 Design type boundaries December 1999
The City will be proposing amendments to the Comprehensive Plan to
incorporate a map defining the Design Type boundaries as one element of the
larger Comprehensive Plan Update Project (CPUP). Planning Commission
hearings are expected to take place in Spring 1999, leading to City Council
adoption in Summer 1999.
Title 2, Sections Minimum and maximum parking ratios December 1999
2.A.1 & 2.A.2
Zoning Code amendments to establish the required parking minimum and
maximum ratios are being developed by the Citywide Parking Ratios Project,
and are expected to be presented to the Planning Commission in April, 1999.
Necessary code amendments to comply both citywide and in the Central City
will be in place by December 1999.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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Title 2, Sect. 2.B Maximum free surface parking spaces; December 1999
blended rates in mixed-use areas.
This work is on the same schedule as the parking minimums and maximums
of Sections 2.A.l and 2.A.2.
Title 2, Sect. 2. C Show that standards other than the December 1999
Regional Parking Ratios Table will be
substantially the same as the Regional
Parking Ratios Table.
The City is considering use categories and measurement standards other than
those in the Regional Parking Ratios Table. Findings to demonstrate that the
effect is substantially the same as the Regional Table will be provided upon
completion of the legislative projects described above.
Water Quality, Flood Management and





It is not necessary to request an extension for this work, but the City proposes
to submit the extension work packages with its Title 3 reports.
Title 3, all sections
Title 4, all sections Retail in Employment and Industrial June 1999
Areas
The City Council directed staff to bring forward proposed amendments to the
Zoning Code and a re-zoning of part of the Hayden Meadow area in March
1999. The amendments will comply with Title 4, and are expected to be
enacted by May 1999. However, the Zoning Code contains regulations for
industrial parks which do not comply with Title 4 - a minor discrepancy.
These industrial park regulations will be dropped as part of the Land Division
Code Rewrite Project, which is currently before the Planning Commission.
Title 6, Sect. 2 Regional Street Design Guidelines December 1999
As part of CPUP, the City is preparing a Comprehensive Plan policy which will
require consideration of the Regional Street Design Guidelines when planning
for improvements to regional facilities. The policy will also reference "Creating
Livable Streets: Street Design for 2040." Planning Commission hearings are
expected to take place in Spring 1999, leading to adoption in Summer 1999.
Title 6, Sect. 3A Street Connectivity Standards: Design December 1999
Option.
The Land Division Code Rewrite Project is currently before the Planning
Commission, which is preparing a recommendation for adoption by the City
Council. The proposal will contain connectivity requirements and a process to
adopt master street plans. The proposal also is expected to include an initial
Master Street Plan Map for adoption. City Council adoption of the
recommended proposal is expected by Summer 1999.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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Title 6, Sect. 4A Alternative Mode Split Analysis and One year after the
Target. RTP is adopted.
Not necessary to request an extension for this work. The City will comply with
this requirement by establishing its Transportation System Plan, which is due
one year after Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) adoption.
2.D. In addition to the above demonstrotions, ony city or cOllnty reqllest or
determination thot fllnctionalplan polleks shollldnot or cannot be incarporated
into comprehensiveplans shallbe sllbject to the conflict resoilltion andmediation
processes incllldedwithIn the RUGGo, GoalI; provisionsprior to the final
adoption ofInconsistentpolicies or actions. Rnal land lise deCIsions ofcitIes and
cOllntles Inconsistent with fllnctionalplan reqllirements are sllbject to immediate
appeal for violation of the fIInctionalplan.
Compliance:
No response or action required.
2.£ Compliance with reqllirements of thIsplan shallnot reqllire cities or cOllntles to
vialate federal or state law- Incllld!ng statewide land lisegoals. Conflicting
Interpretations oflegalreqllirements may be the sllbject ofa compliance
Interpretation andconflict resollltion IInder RUGGO Objective 5.3.
Compliance:
No response or action required.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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section .1. Any Comprehensive Plan Change must Comply
3.A. After the effective date of this ordinance, any amendment ofa comprehensive
plan or implementing ordinance shallbe consistent with the requirements of thIS
functionalplan. Metro shallassist cities andcounties in achieving compliance with
allapplicable functionalplan requirements. lIpon request, Metro wIllreview
proposedcomprehensiveplan andimplementing ordinances for functionalplan
complianceprIor to city or county adoptIon.
Compliance:
Portland is in compliance with this provision.
Discussion:
The City's standard procedure for preparing ordinances to adopt amendments
to the Comprehensive Plan (including the Comprehensive Plan Map), the
Zoning Code, and the Land Division Code, requires that findings must be made
that describe how the action is consistent with Functional Plan provisions.
3.8. In addition to any transmittalrequiredbysectIon'" of thIS title, in the process of
amending any comprehensive plan provIsIon or implementing ordinance, a city or
county shallgive notice to Metro asrequiredherein. At the same time any notice
ISgiven to the director ofthe Department ofLandConservation andDevelopment
pursllOnt to ORS 197.610 or 197.615, a copyshallbe sent to Metro's Executive
Officer. In additIon to the content ofthe notice requiredby ORS 197.610 or
197.615, the notice furmshed to Metro shouldinclude an analysIs demonstrating
that the proposedamendments are consIstent with thIS functionalplan, ifovat/able.
If the analysIs demonstrating consIstency with the functionalplan IS not includedin
the initIalnotice, a report containing the analysIs shallbe delivered to Metro no
hter than fourteen (14) days before the city or county conducts a finalhearing on
the proposedamendment.
Compliance:
The City has established a procedure which complies with this requirement.
Metro will be notified of any changes to the Comprehensive Plan or
implementing ordinances and will receive an analysis demonstrating that the
changes are consistent with the Functional Plan.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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A. Any city or county may request ofMetro a complianceplan whIch contains the
following:
1 An analysisof the city or county comprehensive plan andImplementing
ordinances, andwhat sections require change to comply wlfh the performance
standards.
2. Specific amendments that wouldbring the clfyor county into compliance with
the requirements ofSections 1 to 8, Ifnecessary.
B. Cities andcounties must make the request wlfhin four months of the effective
date of this ordinance. The request shallbe signedby the highest elected
. offiCialof the jUrisdiction.
e: Metro shalldeliver a compliance plan within four months of the request dote.
The complianceplan shallbe a recommendation from the Executive Officer. The
complianceplan shallbe filed with the Metro Council two weeks before If is
transmlfted, for possIble review andcomment.
Compliance:
The City of Portland did not request a compliance plan from Metro.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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Section 5. Functional Plan Interpretation Process
The Metro Councl! may initiate a functionalplan interpretation through whatever
procedures it deems appropriate on its own motIon with or without an applicatIon.
After the effective date of this ordinance, Metro shallproVIde a process for cities
andcounties requIredby this functIOnalplan to change theirplans to seek
interpretatIons of the requirements of this functIonalplan. The process shall
provIde, in additIon to other reqUIrements that the Metro Councilmay establish, (1)
the applicatIons must state the specific InterpretatIOn requested' (2) the Executive
Officer shallseek comment from Interestedparties, review the applicatIon and
make an interpretation to the Metro CouncJZ' (3) the Executive Officer 50
InterpretatIon shollbe ftnol unless appealed to the Metro CounCIlby the applicant
or any citizen orparty who presentedwritten comments to the Executive Offtcer:
(4) the Metro Councl! may also on its own motIon review an Executive Offtcer
interpretatIon before it becomes final.
Compliance:
No response or action required.
TITLE 8 - COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
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Section 6. Citizen Review Process
A ctfizen who haspresentedwritten or oral testimony to a city or county on an
issue ofapplication of this functionalplan maypetition the Metro Counc'; to Intfiate
a functionalplan Interpretation or conflict resolution action. Afterhearing the
citizen petitIon andany response from any affectedcities andcounties- the Metro
Counc';may, as tf consIders necessary, decIde to:
1. Interpret the functIonalplan: or
2. Intfiate a functIonalplan InterpretatIon uSIng the process In SectIon 5 of this
Title; or
3. Initiate the conflict resolutIon process ofRUGGO Objective 5.3 for any
apparent orpotentialInconsistencies between comprehensiveplans and this
functIonalplan' or
4. Postpone consideration ofthe issue to an appropriate time when compnonce wtfh
a functIonalplan requirement is scheduled
Compliance:
No response or action required,
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Section 7. EnForcement
A. Prior to a final decisIon to amenda comprehensiveplan or implementing
ordinance, a city or cOl/nty determination that a reql/irement of this fl/nctional
plan shol/ldnot or cannot be implemented may be sl/bject to a compliance
interpretation and the conflict resoll/tion processprovIded for in RUGGCJ, GoalI
at the reql/est of the city or cOl/nty.
B. City or cOl/nty actions to amenda comprehensiveplan or itTIpletTIenting ordinance
in violation of this fl/nctionalplan at any titTle after the effective date of this
ordinance shallbe sl/bject to appealor other legalaction for vIolatIon ofa
regional fl/nctlonalplan reql/irement, incll/ding bl/t not limtfed to redl/ction of
regional transportatIon fl/nding and fl/nding priortfies.
e. Falil/re to amend comprehensIve plans andimplementing ordinances as reql/ired
by Sectioni of thiS Title shallbe sl/bject to any andallenforcement actIons
al/thorizedby law.
Compliance:
No response or action required.
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JOHNSON CREEK BASIN PLAN DISTRICT
(Added by Drd. No. 164472, effective 8/16/91. Amended by: Drd. No. 168698, effective
4/17/95; Drd. No. 169763, effective 3/25/96; Drd. No. 170495, effective 8/21/96; Drd. No.
170806, effective 1/17/97; Drd No. 172208, effective 5/13/98.
Johnson Creek Flood Plain Subdistrict Development Standards
33.535.300 Housing Types
In R3, R2, and Rl zones, allowed housing types are limited to multi-dwelling
structures, duplexes, and attached housing. A house is allowed on lots of
record that cannot accommodate more than one dwelling unit under the
provisions of Section 33.120.205, Density. Adjustments to this Section are
prohibited.
33.535.310 Site Development Standards
A. Tree removal. Trees greater than six inches in diameter may be
removed only in the following situations;
1. When they are within 10 feet of an existing or proposed building or
5 feet of a paved surface;
2. When they are diseased or pose an immediate danger, as
determined by the City Forester or a certified arborist; or
3. When they are below the ordinary high water level of Johnson
Creek.
B. Impervious surface. No more than 50 percent of any site may be
developed in impervious surface.
C. Stormwater collection. All stormwater originating on the site must be
managed to ensure that development on the site does not contribute to
flooding. Stormwater collection systems must be designed so that the
post-development stormwater flow rate off the site is no greater than the
pre-development flow rate off the site.
33.535.320 Land Divisions and PUDs
Land divisions and PUDs within the Johnson Creek Flood Risk Area, as
indicated on Map 535-1, are prohibited.
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FROM ELAINE WILKERSON, METRO, TO
DAVID KNOWLES, BUREAU OF PLANNING
ATTACHMENTS
600 NORTHfPdT GRANO AV(HU£ PORTlAND. Oil£CiON 9/~]~ 7/l6
1EL ~11) /97 1700 FAX 50) 19111'1
\qq8 JUI. \b P 3: OS
""(. <)'. L\~ .,.u..'\
ts.~METROJuly 15, 1998
Mr. David C. Knowles
Planning Director
City of Portland
1120 S.w. 5th Avenue, Room 1002
Portland, OR 97204
Dear David:
Re: West Hayden Island
The joint request to transfer West Hayden Island unincorporated area from Multnomah County's
compliance report to the City of Portland's compliance report can be granted administratively. Your
request to reassign capacity targets in Table 1 would have to be done legislatively by the Metro Council.
I believe Metro can accommodate the City/County's request administratively and treat it as a jOlJmal entry
on a balance sheet permitting the West H§Yden Island area to be treated as part of:the City of Portland for
compliance purposes. The capacity target for dwelling units and jobs for this area would also become part
of Portland's target capacity. I understand from the correspondence that the City and County will agree on
the target capacities for dwelling units and jobs associated with West Hayden Island. .
.
When you submit your compliance reports, West Hayden Island and its associated Capacity and zoning
should be addressed in both reports. I suggest that the West Hayden Island arrangement be discussed
separate from each jurisdiction's original analysis of its ability to meet Table 1 targets. Just as Portland
gains the 'asset of land' and the 'liability' of additional capacity targets, the County will be losing the same
asset and liability. This should be reflected in the adjusted capacity analysis.
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Assumptions Underlying the Housing and Employment
Utilization Rates and Housing Capacity Calculations
Assumptions Used to Establish Utilization Rates and UnitsI Acre
For the Zoned Capacity Analysis
General assumptions and decisions:
• The "actual built density" study reviewed the City's development history in
residential zones (R zones) from 1990 to 1995. It determined the percentage
of zoned capacity achieved for residential land actually divided or partitioned
and developed during that period. (See Title 1, Section 4 of Portland's
February 1999 Compliance Report from more details of this study and its
methodology.)
• For R zones (except RX), the calculated capacity table will be set at 80% of
actual capacity (rounded to the nearest 0.1 %) unless data from the actual
built density study shows a higher percentage. For RX, the calculated
capacity will use trending information from pre-applications for units/acre.
• All R zones will use a 100% utilization rate.
• For non-R zones no reduction from the allowed density, as required by Title
1, will be applied. For the non-R zones, the data reflects the actual
experience or best estimate and already includes the "underbuild" that may
occur in these zones.
• The utilization rate study examined residential development in non-R zones
for the period 1990-1996 to estimate the proportion of total development
and residential density for each zone in the study. In many cases, the
degree of reliability of the utilization rate data is relatively low because of the
small sample sizes. The utilization rate will be rounded to the nearest 5% to
compensate.
• For CX and EX zones throughout the city, the calculated capacity will
combine trending information from pre-applications with the utilization rate
study data for unitsI acre.
• For the EX zone, units/ acre were calculated separately for areas inside the
Central City Plan District (CCPD) and outside the CCPD.
• The calculated capacity will add 1.8 % of the estimated number of existing
single dwelling units and 1.8% of new units calculated for all single dwelling
zones to account for expected ADU. . The calculation of the number of
existing single-dwelling units was based on Metro's coverage of existing
units in 1994.
• The number of units lying within Portland's identified redevelopment lands
for the Region 2040 design types (11,817 units) was subtracted from the
total number of existing units in Portland to give the net figure of single-
dwelling units in Portland.







o Based on actual built density, use 100% (rather than the Metro required
minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity - 17.4 units
per acre.
R5:
o Based on actual built density, use 82% (rather than the Metro required
minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity - 7.1 units
per acre.
R7:
o Based on actual built density, use 89% (rather than the Metro required
minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity - 5.5 units
per acre.
R9:
o This is a small area of land annexed from Washington County that does not
yet have a Portland wne applied to it.
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 3.8 units per acre.
RIO:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 3.5 units per acre.
R20:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 1.8 units per acre.
RF:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 0.4 units per acre.
R3:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 11.6 units per acre.
R2:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 17.5 units per acre.
RI:
o Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 34.4 units per acre.
ATTACHMENT 3 - ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE UTILIZATION RATES
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RH:
• Calculated capacity is 50% of allowed density to reflect existing minimum
density requirements, which are above Metro's required minimum of 30
units/acre - 43.00 units per acre.
RX:
• The calculated capacity will use the pre-application trend of 121 units/ acre.
lR:
• The calculated capacity will use the same assumptions as CG and OC - 10%
and 3 1 units / acre. This is a best guess based on an assumption that this
zone will behave similarly to these zones where there will be predominately
commercial/institutional uses but some residential.
NON-RESiDENTIAL ZONES:
CX:
• Use utilization rate data (rounded) - 20% - for the utilization rate.
• Combine trending information from pre-applications with the Lawson Study
data for units/acre - 80 du/acre.
CG:
• Use the utilization rate (rounded) - 10%. (Historically, a 10% utilization rate
has been acknowledged by the Oregon Department of Land Conservation
and Development (DLCD) and the City's Planning Commission in both the
1980 Comp Plan and the 1989 Periodic Review.)
• Use 31 units/acre based on utilization rate study data.
CS:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 25% and units/acre - 28.
CM:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 80% and units/acre - 16.
CN1:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 75% and units/acre - 20.
CN2:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 45% and units/acre - 8.
COl:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 70% and units/acre - 14.
C02:
• Use the utilization rate study for both rate - 50% and units/acre - 18.
ATTACHMENT 3 - ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE UTILIZATION RATES
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EX:
• Examine areas inside CCPD separately from areas outside CCPD to reflect
differences in zoning provisions and expected development in River District.
• Combine trending information from pre-applications with the utilization rate
data for units/acre. Inside the CCPD - 120: outside CCPD - 94.
• Use the utilization rate study for all EX areas - 45%.
Assumptions Used to Establish Utilization Rates and Units/Acre
For the Comprehensive Plan Capacity Analysis
General assumptions/decisions:
• The "actual built density" study reviewed the City's development history in
residential zones (R zones) from 1990 to 1995. It determined the percentage
of zoned capacity achieved for residential land actually divided or partitioned
and developed during that period. (See Title 1, Section 4 of Portland's
February 1999 Compliance Report from more details of this study and its
methodology.)
• For R designations (except Central Residential), the calculated capacity table
will be set at 80% of actual capacity (rounded to the nearest 0.1 %j unless
data from the "actual built density study" show a higher percentage. For
RX, the calculated capacity will use trending information from pre-
applications for units/ acre.
• All R designations will use a 100% utilization rate.
• For non-R designations, no reduction from allowed density, as required by
Title I, will be applied. The study, which examined the non-R zones, reflects
the actual experience or best estimate and already includes the "underbuild"
that may occur in these zones.
• The utilization rate study examined residential development in non-R zones
for the period 1990-1996 to estimate the proportion of total development
and residential density for each of the zones in the study. In many cases,
the degree of reliability of the utilization rate data is relatively low because of
the small sample sizes. The utilization rate will be rounded to the nearest
5% to compensate. For Comprehensive Plan designations that include more
than one zone, the data was used to help estimate appropriate utilization
rates and units per acre as described below.
• Both the Neighborhood Commercial and Office Commercial designations
were developed in the 1991 Zoning Code Rewrite to deal with existing
circumstances without creating a lot of non-conforming uses; therefore
redevelopment activity will be quite different for the zones that make up
these Comp Plan designations.
• For the Central Commercial and Central Employment designations
throughout the city, the calculated capacity will combine trend information
from pre-applications with the utilization rate data for units / acre.
ATTACHMENT 3 - ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE UTILIZATION RATES
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• For the Central Employment designation, units/acre were calculated
separately for areas inside Central City Plan District (CCPD) and areas
outside the CCPD.
• The calculated capacity will add 1.8 % of the estimated number of existing
single dwelling units and 1.8% of new units calculated for all single dwelling
zones to account for expected ADU.. The calculation of the number of
existing single-dwelling units was based on Metro's coverage of existing
units in 1994.
• The number of units lying within Portland's identified redevelopment lands
for the Region 2040 design types (11,817 units) was subtracted from the
total number of existing units in Portland to give the net figure of single-
dwelling units in Portland.
RESIDENTIAL DESIGNATIONS:
R9:
• This is a small area ofland annexed from Washington County that does not
yet have a Portland zone applied to it. The zone and Comprehensive Plan
Map designation are the same.
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 3.8 units per acre.
Attached Residential:
• Based on the actual built density study, use 100% (rather than the Metro
required minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity-
17.4 units per acre.
High Density Single-Dwelling:
• Based on the actual built density study, use 82% (rather than the Metro
required minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity -
7.1 units per acre.
Medium Density Single-Dwelling:
• Based on the actual built density study, use 89% (rather than the Metro
required minimum of 80%) of allowed density as the calculated capacity -
5.5 units per acre.
Low Density Single-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 3.5 units per acre.
Limited Single-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 1.8 units per acre.
ATTACHMENT 3 - ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE UTILIZATION RATES
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Farm and Forest:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 0.4 units per acre.
Townhouse Multi-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 11.3 units per acre.
Low Density Multi-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 17.5 units per acre.
Medium Density Multi-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 80% of allowed density to reflect new minimum
density requirements - 34.4 units per acre.
High Density Multi-Dwelling:
• Calculated capacity is 50% of allowed density to reflect existing minimum
density requirements, which are higher than Metro's required minimum of
30 units/acre - 43.00 units per acre.
Central Residential:
• The calculated capacity will use the pre-application trend of 121 units/ acre.
Institutional Residential:
• The calculated capacity will use the same assumptions as CG and OC - 10%
and 31 units/acre. This is a best guess based on an assumption that this
zone will behave similarly to these zones where there will be predominately
commercial/institutional uses but some residential.
NON-RESIDENTIAL DESIGNATIONS:
Central Commercial:
• Use utilization rate study (rounded) - 20% - for the utilization rate.
• Combine trending information from pre-applications with the utilization rate
data for units/acre - 80 du/acre.
General Commercial:
• Use the utilization rate study - 7% - and round up to 10%. (Historically, a
10% utilization rate has been acknowledged by DLCD and the Planning
Commission in both the 1980 Comp Plan and the 1989 Periodic Review.)
• Use 31 units/acre based on utilization rate study data.
Urban Commercial:
• Use the weighted average of CS and CM for the utilization rate (rounded
down) - 40% and units/acre - 27.
ATTACHMENT 3 - ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE UTILIZATION RATES
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Neighborhood Commercial:
• Since CNI is applied on small, scattered sites that are close to existing
residential uses and the market for small commercial sites is low, it is
acceptable for a large percentage of these sites to redevelop as residential.
This is not expected to have an adverse effect on the employment
calculations either. Based on these assumptions and the fact that there is
only 9.5 acres of vacant/redevelopable land in this zone the calculated
capacity will ignore this zone in setting a utilization rate for NC.
• Use the utilization rate study data for CN2 (rounded up) - 35% - for all NC
designated land.
• Use 20 units/acre which is a weighted average of the utilization rate study
data in units/acre for both NC zones (CN1=20.5 and CN2=19.9)
Office Commercial:
• Since CO 1 is applied on small, scattered site close to existing residential
uses and the market for small commercial sites is low; it is acceptable for a
large percentage of these sites to redevelop as residential. This is not
expected to have an adverse effect on the employment calculations either.
Based on this and the fact that there is only 15.8 acres of
vacant/redevelopable land in this zone the calculated capacity will ignore
this zone in setting a utilization rate for OC.
• Because of the locations of C02 zoned land, the utilization of this zone for
residential uses is likely to behave like CG land; therefore, use the same
10% rate. (As with CG, this was rate was also used and accepted in the
Comp Plan Acknowledgment Report and 1989 Periodic Review.)
• For these same reasons, use 31 units/acre.
Central Employment:
• Examine areas inside the Central City separately from areas outside the
Central City to reflect differences in zoning provisions and expected
development in River District.
• Combine trend information from pre-applications with the utilization rate
study data for units/acre. Inside the CCPD - 120: outside CCPD - 94.
• Use the utilization rate study data (rounded) for the utilization rate for all
EX areas - 45%.
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Public Facilities and Capital Improvements Planning:
Supplemental Discussion
Office of Transportation (PDOT)
PDOT is developing Portland's Transportation System Plan (TSP), which will
become part of the Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan and
replace the current Transportation Public Facilities Plan. Portland's
Transportation System Plan will be developed in relation to Metro's Regional
Transportation Plan and will be consistent with Metro's 2040 Growth Concept.
When it is implemented, the Transportation System Plan will be a primary tool
in developing the annual CIP for PDOT. It is expected that the TSP will be
completed in December 1999, one year after Metro adopts its Regional
Transportation Plan.
At present, PDOT's Capital Improvement Program contains seven program
areas: the Bicycle Program; the Facilities Program (increasing productivity in
the maintenance offacilities); the Pedestrian Program; the
Preservation/Rehabilitation Program; the Street Improvement Program; the
Traffic Management Program; and the Transit Program. Within these program
areas, PDOT staff develop project proposals which address system deficiencies
or correspond to City-sponsored transportation planning projects.
The staff forwards the proposals to an internal CIP committee, which ranks the
projects in accordance with the bureau's prioritization criteria. The committee
first determines whether the project is consistent with the City's Comprehensive
Plan goals and Public Facilities Plan. Next, it assigns equal weight to each of
the following prioritization criteria:
• Impact on economic development goal.
• Impact on neighborhood improvement goals.
• Impact on public safety goal.
• Impact on energy and environmental goals.
• Impact on financial stability and public infrastructure goals.
• Impact on pedestrian circulation system goals.
• Impact on the bicycle circulation system goals.
After the projects are ranked, PDOT holds public hearings to solicit citizen
comments. Finally, the PDOT management team makes its [mal
recommendations to its Citizens Bureau Advisory Committee and the
Commissioner of Public Works.
Although the ranking criteria do not call for explicit consideration of the 2040
Growth Concept, the Transportation System Plan must be consistent with the
Regional Transportation Plan. In addition, PDOT's method of developing and
prioritizing projects both directly and indirectly addresses development called
for in regional plans. For example, the Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit
programs seek to increase non-automobile travel in the region; the Street
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Improvement Program aims to construct, reconstruct, and improve streets
ranging from regional trafficways to local neighborhood streets; and the Transit
program supports transit-related projects on City rights-of-way.
When PDOT completes its Transportation System Plan and makes it the basis
for developing its annual Capital Improvement Program, capital transportation
projects will be more thoroughly integrated with regional plans and the Growth
Concept.
Bureau ofEnvironmental Services (BES)
As with other bureaus, proposals for capital projects arise from BES staff
working in various program areas. BES convenes a bureau-wide stakeholder
team to investigate, score, and rank all proposed eIP projects in accordance
with identified CIP criteria. In addition, an independent team provides further
review and information concerning controversial and lower-ranked projects to
ensure that the greatest benefit is achieved for the investment of limited
resources. The resulting recommendations are reviewed and adopted by the
Bureau Leadership Team.
There are five major program areas within BES's Capital Improvement Program:
Sewage Treatment Systems, Maintenance and Reliability Program, Surface
Water Management, the Combined Sewer Overflow Program, and the System
Development Program. All of these programs affect Portland's ability to accept
additional population and employment growth, but the Surface Water
Management and System Development programs have the greatest influence on
providing adequate infrastructure for land proposed for development. The
Surface Water Management program addresses water quality and stream
hydrology problems, critical for adequate stormwater drainage. The System
Development program provides for expansion of the sewerage collection system,
bringing urban-level service to areas within Portland's Urban Services Area.
Proposed projects are ranked using six criteria that are weighted in accordance
with their importance to citywide goals. The criteria and their weighting factors
are:
• Protection of human health, safety, and property (weighting factor 4).
• Protection of existing capital investment/system reliability (weighting
factor 3).
• Regulatory or contractually driven improvements (weighting factor 2).
• Improvements which enhance the environment (weighting factor 1).
• Improvements which reduce bureau costs (weighting factor 1).
• Improvements which accommodate growth and economic development
(weighting factor 1).
Although the accommodation of growth is not the most important factor in
ranking CIP projects, BES considers the needs of projected growth in the timing
and funding of capital projects.
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The Planning Bureau meets regularly with BES staff to provide information
concerning the Comprehensive Plan, regional planning, growth projections, and
other matters bearing on planning for capital projects.
Portland Water Works (Water)
Water's public facility planning addresses needs for water supply, transmission,
storage, distribution, and treatment components of the water supply system.
Investments in water conservation also require capital and operational planning
and investment strategies.
Portland is a member of the Regional Water Providers Consortium, which is
responsible for coordinating the implementation of a long-range water supply
plan for the Portland metropolitan area. The Consortium is composed of 26
cities and special districts and Metro. The regionally sponsored plan provides
regional direction for meeting future water needs to the year 2050. Both the
City's Bull Run and Columbia South Shore water systems feature prominently
in the region's future water supply picture.
Water is factoring the general information from the Regional Water Supply Plan
into its Infrastrucure Master Plan (the IMP). The Bureau will use the IMP as the
framework for developing future ClP programs. Water's lO-year CIPs fund
system improvements and studies that wi!! help define the future capital
construction needs of the City's water system. The majority of CIP projects are
proposed to address a specific maintenance need or deficiency in the system.
After a project has been identified and defined, and preliminary cost and time
estimates have been prepared, a bureau-wide committee reviews projects and
makes selections for further consideration.
First, all mandatory projects are selected for funding; the mandatory status
indicates that these projects are required to be funded by existing contract, law,
or regulation. Next, the remaining projects are ranked according to seven
"needs" identified by the Water Bureau using weighted prioritization criteria:
• Preserve and maintain public health (weighting factor 5).
• Promote public and employee safety (weighting factor 4).
• Maintain water-system assets (weighting factor 4).
• Meet environmental and conservation goals (weighting factor 3)
• Maintain economic viability of water system and region's economy
(weighting factor 3)
• Responding to growth needs (weighting factor 3)
• Fair and equitable provision of water service (weighting factor 2)
This method of developing and ranking capital improvement projects directly
and indirectly supports the 2040 Growth Concept, although it is not explicitly
mentioned in the prioritization criteria. For example, "responding to growth
needs" directly addresses plans for increases in housing and jobs. "Fair and
equitable provision," "economic viability," and "maintain water system assets"
criteria address City and regional goals and thus indirectly respond to the
effects of projected growth.
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Review ofPublic Facilities Capacities
The Bureau of Planning (BOP) holds periodic meetings with other bureaus to
integrate their infrastructure planning with Portland's overall plan for its
allocated portion of regional growth. BOP has been able to ensure that the
numerical projections used in developing infrastructure plans are in accordance
with the City's zoning and Comprehensive Plan designations.
BOP is also working with OFA to complete the TGM-funded study noted in the
body of the report. When complete, this study will provide the basis for
developing comprehensive information on current services and facilities,
projected needs, costs, and funding strategies that will allow for improved
public facilities planning. Using this study, the City will be able to do an even
better job of assuring the timely provision of public facilities.
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Title 1, Section 5.C.4: Supplemental Discussion
Proposed Tree Replacement and Planting Concept
In early June 1998, the City Planning Commission approved a Tree Preservation
and Planting Concept. Code language based on the concept is expected to go
back before the Planning Commission again in February 1999, and before City
Council in April 1999 (under the title "Tree Canopy Preservation").
The goal is to preserve, restore and enhance the urban tree canopy as new
development occurs. It is primarily aimed at new residential development, and
the standards are met by one or more of a combination of the following:
preserving existing trees, planting new trees, or paying into a tree planting
fund. The proposal is to:
• Establish minimum requirements for planting new trees or preserving
existing trees, based upon lot size, zone, and development type. Single-
dwelling residential development in single- or multi-dwelling zones would
be required to plant or preserve 2 caliper inches of tree per 1,000 square
feet of site area. Where lots are smaller than 3,000 square feet in either
residential or commercial zones, 3 caliper inches must be planted.
• Accommodate constrained sites or construction preferences by allowing
property owners to pay into a fund on a per caliper inch basis for all or
part of the unmet requirement.
• Require that trees to be preserved be in good condition and establish
measures to be taken to protect all trees to be preserved from damage
during construction.
• Make the tree caliper inch size standard conform to existing street tree
requirements.
• Prohibit adjustments to the tree standards, add new definitions, and
establish exceptions for sites which are 100 percent covered by buildings
(in appropriate zones).
The proposed tree replacement and planting code amendments will have no
effect on calculated housing or job capacities, due to the flexibility built into the
proposal. Development will not be prevented or hindered by requirements to
preserve any particular specimens. Developers can choose which trees to
preserve, if any, and where to plant any new replacement trees. Tree planting
can be avoided entirely or partially by paying into a City street tree fund. The
result is that the proposed requirements will not affect the quantity of
developable land, and thus will have no effect on calculated capacities.
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Environmental Overlay Zoning
Portland's environmental overlay zoning does not reduce the City's calculated
housing and job capacities.
Two environmental overlay zones provide differing levels of protection to
environmental resources and functional values:
• The Environmental Protection Zone (the "protection" or "p" zone) provides
the highest level of protection for identified significant sites: development
will be approved in the p zone only in rare and unusual circumstances.
• The Environmental Conservation Zone (the "conservation" or "c" zone)
allows environmentally sensitive urban development if approval criteria
are satisfied during a land use review.
According to Metro's Urban Growth Report, all lands within either 50-foot or
200-foot buffer zones of identified waterways and wetlands are considered
unbuildable. Currently, under the Portland Zoning Code, only lands within the
environmental protection zone are considered unbuildable.
A survey of the City's land area coverage, available on the City's GIS, revealed
that approximately 9,790 acres in Portland are p-zoned, with about half of this
acreage located within parks (Forest Park alone contains nearly 4,000 acres of
environmental protection zone). The remainder lies mainly in or near riparian
corridors, wetlands, and significant habitat areas - areas already eliminated
from Metro's regional buildable lands inventory, and thus not used in
calculating target capacities.
The remainder of environmentally zoned land in Portland lies in conservation
zones, where development that is carefully designed to be sensitive to the site's
resources may be approved. Conservation zones may allow some development
for the following reasons:
• Some disturbance is allowed in the transition area (which buffers the
resource area) and, under some circumstances, in the resource area.
• Environmental review may allow modification of environmental zone
boundaries based on more detailed study.
• Environmental review may allow development in conservation zones if
there is no other reasonable option and it can be shown to minimize the
loss of environmental resources or values.
• For most lots affected by environmental zones, part of the lot lies outside
the zone. Development is still possible in the non-environmentally zoned
part of each lot.
• Required building setbacks can be reduced on lots with environmental
zoning, allowing development to avoid sensitive areas on the affected lot.
• In some areas, transferable development rights exist, which allow an
affected lot's density to be transferred to another lot, thus preventing the
net loss of development.
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• Proposed amendments to the Land Division Code will allow clustering,
which will permit development to achieve base zone densities without
affecting land protected by environmental zones (described in more detail
in Section S.C.S of this Report).
Work Task 1.2 of Portland's Comprehensive Plan Periodic Review of December,
1996, found that the environmental conservation rone overlay had not caused
any reduction in development of housing units in affected areas during the
study years (1991-96). Of 273 environmental reviews conducted during that
period, only one proposal was denied based solely on environmental review
criteria - and that property was later sold and developed to the density allowed
by the base rone. Conservation rones are expected to continue to allow
environmentally sensitive development in accordance with base rones.
In summary, development to the base zone's density is still possible in areas
affected by the conservation zone, and on many lots lying partially within the
protection zone. Because of the facts explained above, there is no net reduction
in housing or job capacities due to Portland's environmental roning.
Greenway Overlay Zone
Portland's Greenway Overlay Zone, implementing the Willamette River
Greenway within the City, does not reduce the City's calculated job and housing
capacities.
The Greenway Overlay Zone is defined in Chapter 33.440 of the Zoning Code,
and the Willamette River Greenway Plan boundary is established on the City's
Official Zoning Maps. The width of the zone as shown on the City's zoning
maps is variable - ranging from less than 100 feet to over 2000 feet from the
riverbank. It includes four designations, each with its own function and
purpose:
• The River Natural zone protects, conserves, and enhances land with
scenic quality or with significant importance as wildlife habitat.
• The River Recreational zone encourages river-dependent and river-related
recreational uses which provide a variety of types of public access to and
along the river, and which enhance the river's natural and scenic
qualities.
• The River General zone allows for uses and development which are
consistent with the base zoning, which allow for public use and
enjoyment of the waterfront, and which enhance the river's natural and
scenic qualities.
• The River Industrial rone encourages and promotes the development of
river-dependent and river-related industries which strengthen the
economic viability of Portland as a marine shipping and industrial
harbor, while preserving and enhancing the riparian habitat and
providing public access where practical.
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According to the Portland Zoning Code, except in the River Recreational and
River Industrial zones, the Greenway wnes do not restrict primary uses that
are allowed in the base zones by right, with limitations, or as conditional uses.
In the River Recreational zone, primary uses are limited to river-dependent or
river-related recreational uses. On river frontage lots in the River Industrial
zone, primary uses that are not river-dependent or river-related must go
through Greenway review to receive approval. For approval to be granted, the
site must be found unsuitable for river-dependent or river-related uses.
Development standards in Greenway zones that could potentially reduce the
housing or job capacities of the affected land include:
• Greenway setback. The setback extends 25 feet landward from the top of
the riverbank. Riverward from the setback's outer limit, Greenway
Review and a Greenway Goal Exception are required for development or
fill that is not river-related or river-dependent. Riverward of the
setback's inner limit, all development requires Greenway review.
• Floor area ratio (FAR). The FAR is limited to 2: 1 for the frrst 200 feet
inland, measured from the ordinary high water line, except when:
the site's FAR is already more restrictive;
the site is in the Central City Plan District; or,
the use is an industrial use in an industrial base wne.
• View corridors. View corridors are generally public rights-of-way that
afford a view of the Willamette River. Identified view corridors are to be
preserved by protecting rights-of-way from being vacated; preventing
placement of buildings, structures and other features to block the view;
and by using landscaping to enhance the view.
The Portland Zoning Code establishes procedures and criteria for Greenway
review and the granting of exceptions to Statewide Planning Goal 15-
Willamette Greenway. The Code states that the Greenway Review will ensure
that proposed site changes will be consistent with the Willamette Greenway
Plan and design guidelines.
The Greenway zones generally do not restrict primary uses that are allowed in
the base zones by right, with limitations, or as a conditional use, with the
exception that in some areas only river-dependent or river-related uses are to be
allowed by right. Greenway Review may allow non-river-dependent or non-
river-related uses in these areas. Development is not prevented in appropriate
zones. Instead, it is oriented toward the river and its resources.
The restriction on FARs within the frrst 200 feet of the Greenway Setback
should not reduce calculated housing or jobs capacities as it does not apply to
land within the Central City Plan District or to industrial land, which includes
most of the land likely to be developed with multi-story buildings. The view
corridor restrictions apply only to identified existing public rights-of-way and
land lying between the river and these rights-of-way. The extent of these
corridors is not expected to prevent development to the standards of the
underlying base zone.
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Because job and housing capacities are calculated using base zoning or
comprehensive plan designations, the restrictions established by Greenway
overlay zoning should have no significant net effect on calculated capacities.
Scenic Resource Zone
Portland's Scenic Resource Zone Overlay does not reduce the City's calculated
job and housing capacities.
The Scenic Resource zone is intended to protect significant identified scenic
resources in the City. The zone functions by establishing height limits within
view corridors to protect significant views, and by establishing additional
landscaping and screening standards to protect identified scenic resources. It
establishes two principal scenic resource categories:
• View corridors are identified in the City's Scenic Resources Protection
Plan. All development, with the exception of public safety facilities, is
subject to the height limits of the base zone, unless a more restrictive
limit is established by the view corridor.
• Scenic corridors are also identified in the Scenic Resources Protection
Plan. Development standards include a limit on blank facades and
maximum building length, additional landscaping standards, and special
street and side building setback provisions.
The Scenic Resources Protection Plan, adopted by City Council in May, 1991,
identifies 88 view corridors and scenic viewpoints in the City. Of these, 19 view
corridors establish height restrictions. Of the 19 view corridors with height
restrictions, seven look across industrial areas or railroad yards, two look from
roads near riverbanks across the adjacent river, two look along transportation
corridors, and the remaining eight are in the Central City downtown area.
Both scenic and view corridors are subject to the density standards of the base
zone, as expressed by FAR or other measure. Therefore, the principal control
on job or housing capacities is the base zone, not the presence of view or scenic
corridors. The scenic corridors place restrictions on wall length, setbacks, and
landscaping, which have no direct effect on achieved densities.
View corridors may impose a more restrictive height limit than the base zone
allows, which could reduce the developed density of an affected area. During
development of the Scenic Resources Protection Plan, zoning, height
restrictions, and land uses were evaluated corridor-by-corridor for a GoalS
Economic, Social, Environmental, and Energy (ESEE) analysis. The ESEE
analysis determined that there would be no loss in potential floor area in the
then-proposed scenic corridors.
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Flood Management Amendments to the Johnson Creek Basin Plan District
On April 29, 1998, the City Council adopted certain amendments to the
Johnson Creek Plan District (Attachment 1). These amendments will not result
in a reduction in housing capacity.
The adopted amendments are:
• Restrictions on redevelopment within the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Floodway, the channel necessary to pass
the 100-year flood event. Building footprint expansion or alterations
exceeding 50 percent of assessed value would be prohibited.
• Creation of a Flood Risk Area. The Flood Risk Area is equivalent to the
5-year floodplain, and is an area subject to frequent flooding.
• Prohibition on land divisions and Planned Unit Developments within the
Flood Risk Area. No further land division or PUD development would be
allowed within the Flood Risk Area.
The prohibition on further land divisions within the Flood Risk Area and the
restrictions on redevelopment in the FEMA Floodway will prevent infill
development and redevelopment in these areas. However, the lands affected by
the plan amendments (located either in the floodway or the 5-year floodplain)
have already been removed from the buildable lands inventory. Since the
affected areas are not considered "buildable," these amendments will have no
effect on calculated capacities. See the Johnson Creek Plan District regulations,
Portland Zoning Code, Chapter 33.535 (Appendix A).
There is already a provision for transferable development rights (TDRs) in the
Johnson Creek Basin Plan District which may serve to slightly increase the
City's calculated housing capacity. The TDRs allow mitigation of some lost
housing potential if certain conditions are met (sending sites must be at least
50 percent within the Environmental Protection overlay zone, the receiving site
must be developed as a PUD, etc.).
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Title 1, Section S.C.S: Supplemental Discussion
Bio-swales, storm water retention, and other storm water management
facilities.
The dedication of areas to stormwater management facilities will not have a
significant effect on Portland's housing or job capacities, based upon the
following facts.
In July 1997, the City Council adopted the recommendations of the Stormwater
Policy Advisory Committee (SPAC) that stormwater be managed as close as
possible to the site where it is generated and that it be managed in a manner
which will maintain or improve upon the pre-development runoff quality and
quantity. SPAC's recommendations, which focus on new development and
redevelopment, also include water quality and quantity performance standards.
Stormwater from new or certain redevelopment sites is to be managed on-site
unless special circumstances exist which make off-site management of all or
some of the generated stormwater necessary. Special circumstances include
certain soil types, landslide risk, likely contamination of groundwater, certain
zoning or Comprehensive Plan designations, and other factors that make on-site
management of stormwater impracticable. Where on-site stormwater
management is not feasible, off-site management or payment of an in-lieu fee
will be required.
BES, in consultation with other bureaus and members of the public, is in the
[mal stages of developing a Stormwater Manual to define approved practices
and measures for stormwater quality and quantity management and implement
SPAC policies.
The approved practices will include facilities such as sumps, sand ftlters, and
underground vaults, as well such as wet ponds, bio-swales, and wetlands.
There will be no requirement to use any particular method; methods may be
adopted to meet site requirements, but must be sized, designed and
constructed in accordance with Stormwater Manual specifications.
Based on engineering models of stormwater quality catchments for sediment
removal, BES staff estimates that in Portland, on-surface stormwater
management features (including bio-swales and other "natural" measures) will
typically require no more than five percent of the surface area of a developed
site. In this context, "site" includes all the land affected by development. It
could be a single lot or an entire subdivision development. The estimated five
percent of site area is a maximum estimate, based on an above-surface facility.
This five percent requirement implies that for many individual lots, the surface
stormwater management facility will fit into existing landscaped areas. For
larger residential developments where consolidated facilities, such as wet
ponds, are desirable, up to one lot in 20 may have to be devoted to stormwater
management. Planned unit developments (PUDs) allow the clustering of lots
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necessary to avoid any loss of overall development capacity. Portland's Land
Division Code (Title 34) is currently being rewritten, and concepts now under
discussion allow PUD-like clustering and dedication of open space for
subdivisions of land. If implemented, this concept will allow development to
base-zone density even where land must be devoted to stormwater
management. A more detailed discussion of the upcoming Land Division Code
rewrite and its effect on development capacities is presented in the next section
of this discussion (part B - Open Space).
Stormwater management policies for existing development have not yet been
formulated. Although on-site stormwater management will be preferred, many
"regional" stormwater management facilities are needed. BES is developing
plans for these facilities. New public stormwater facilities will be established in
areas of the city where infrastructure is inadequate, and these facilities will
generally occupy land in or near stream channels. Many of these facilities will
be located in riparian areas, which are already removed from the buildable
lands inventory.
Based upon development review experience at the City, development standards
in most zones effectively set aside sufficient land to allow for stormwater
management. Although this land is currently devoted to landscaping or
"outdoor area," it is possible for a portion of the available land to be used for
on-site surface stormwater management facilities. For example, the yard of a
single-family detached house can be landscaped to provide stormwater
management benefits, while adequate bio-swales or other features can be
placed in the landscaped areas of many parking lots.
In higher density zones, building or paving may cover up to 100 percent of the
lot. Even in such situations, on-site stormwater management is possible by
means of surface drainage mters, underground vaults, and other similar
facilities. Where circumstance forces the development of off-site facilities, or
where regional facilities are developed to handle runoff from multiple properties,
such facilities will generally be placed in or near existing riparian areas.
Because most of these riparian areas are often already constrained from
development, the land used for off-site stormwater management is not expected
to significantly reduce the City's housing and job capacities.
The following list of Portland Zoning Code development standards is provided as
further evidence to show that most zones limit building coverage, require open
space, or provide for landscaped areas that allow adequate room for placement
of on-site stormwater management facilities, in most circumstances. See
Appendix A to refer to the specific information.
• Development Standards in Single-Dwelling zones: Table 110-3. For
example, maximum building coverage ranges from ten percent up to 50
percent.
• Development Standards in Multi-Dwelling zones: Table 120-3. For
example, required minimum landscaped area ranges from 15 percent up
to 35 percent, except in the RX zone, where there is no minimum.
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• Development Standards in Commercial zones: Table 130-3. For
example, maximum building coverage ranges from 50 percent up to 85
percent, except in the CX zone, where there is no limit.
• Development Standards in Employment and Industrial zones reflect
some of the most intensive use of land within the City's urban areas.
Generally, development costs for underground facilities and other more
expensive options are offset by the revenues generated by the
development in the higher density, more intensively used zones. About
half of these zones have a maximum building coverage of 85 percent and
a minimum landscaped area of 15 percent. The Central Employment
(EX), General Industrial 1 (IG 1) and Heavy Industrial (IH) zones have no
limits on building coverage. See Table 140-4.
• Section 33.266.130 contains development standards for interior
landscaping of parking areas for multi-family dwellings and non-
residential uses. These areas can be used as on-site surface stormwater
management facilities in some instances. All surface parking areas with
more than 10 spaces must provide interior landscaping from one of the
two, or from a mix of the two options shown below, and, in addition,
must also meet minimum perimeter landscaping area widths (5-10 feet,
depending upon the zone). All landscaping must also comply with the
standards of Chapter 33.248, Landscaping and Screening.
1) Option 1. Interior landscaping must be provided at the rate of 20
square feet per stall. At least one tree must be planted for every 200
square feet of landscaped area. Ground cover plants must completely
cover the remainder of the landscaped area.
2) Option 2. One tree must be provided for every four parking spaces. If
surrounded by cement, the tree planting area must have a minimum
dimension of 4 ft. If surrounded by asphalt, the tree planting area
must have a minimum dimension of 3 ft.
Open Space Dedications, other Local Code Requirements
The proposed requirements and allowances for open space dedications will not
have a significant effect on Portland's calculated job or housing capacities, based
on the following facts. A comprehensive review of Portland's Zoning and Land
Division Codes has not revealed any other code requirements that appear likely to
affect the City's job or housing capacities.
At present, there are no requirements for open space dedications in Portland's
Land Division Code (Title 34) or Zoning Code (Appendix A) except in Planned Unit
Developments (PUDs, Chapter 33.269 of the Zoning Code). In residential PUDs,
at least 40 percent of the area not devoted to streets must be used for open areas.
Half of this open space area must be in common ownership. In non-residential
PUDs, at least 20 percent of the non-street area must be open space, and half of
that amount must be placed under common ownership. PUD density (and thus
housing or job capacities) is determined by the base zone; clustering of buildings
allows the overall densities to be achieved.
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Title 34 is currently being rewritten, with adoption by the City Council expected
to occur by February 1999. Proposals are being considered which will both
broaden opportunities and create some new requirements for open space
dedications. Specifically, these proposed amendments include:
• Creation of lots in landslide and flood-hazard areas will be discouraged.
Transfer of development rights (where allowed) and clustering could be
used to achieve minimum density requirements on affected sites.
Dedication oflandslide or flood-hazard areas as open space will be
encouraged.
• Creation of lots in the floodway would be prohibited; floodways would be
required to be entirely within common open space tracts. This will not
affect the ability to meet housing capacities because flood-hazard areas
have already been deducted from the buildable lands inventory.
• For sites with environmental zoning, all of the non-disturbance area would
be required to be entirely within common open space tracts.
• For sites with environmental zoning, landslide, or flood-hazard constraints,
minimum density would be based on gross site area minus the area in the
e-zone, landslide or flood-hazard areas. This will also not affect the City's
ability to meet housing capacities because these kinds of constrained
lands have already been deducted from the City's buildable lands
inventory on which the capacities are based.
• Exceptions to minimum density may be allowed where there are steep
slopes (25 percent or more), access limitations, or other physical
constraints. In addition, minimum density may be reduced where a
stormwater or street dedication requirement results in the need for lot size
adjustments in order to meet minimum density. We have already provided
a determination regarding stormwater facilities requirements (see
preceding stormwater discussion).
• As is currently allowed through a PUD or cluster subdivision, lots that are
smaller than current base zone requirements may be created. This option
to cluster small lots may result in the creation of common open space
tracts, and allows base zone densities to be achieved in spite of open space
dedication.
As mentioned above, in flood hazard and landslide hazard areas, land devoted to
open space does not contribute to Portland's calculated housing or job capacities.
Flood hazard areas and land with slopes steeper than 15 percent have already
been deducted from the inventory of buildable lands on which the capacities are
based. In addition, clustering and transfer of development rights will mitigate the
effect of open space dedications on such lands.
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It is impossible at this time to determine the specific net effect of the mitigation
Citywide, taking into account all possible scenarios. It is also impossible to
predict the number and scope of exemption requests from minimum density
standards that may be made in order to divide physically constrained land for
development. However, the effects have been comprehensively considered here,
and the recent and up-coming code amendments are designed to provide
adequate flexibility, tradeofls and options to address a diverse set of
circumstances. As mentioned, the majority of sites for which physical
constraints are present (steep slopes, wetlands, flood risk areas, etc.) are
already removed from the buildable lands inventory. It is expected that, with
the Zoning Code provisions and the new Land Division Code's provisions, there
will be no significant net effect upon the required housing capacities.
Where other factors lead to dedication of open space, the proposed amendments
to the Land Division Code will allow clustering, which will offset the open space
and maintain the housing capacity of the area, consistent with the underlying
base zone minimum density standard.
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